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The Fiber Optic Communication Data and 
Application manual contains up-to-date 
device data and application information 
for the SigneticslAmperexlPhilips chip
set. The chipset is designed for use in 
point-tcrpoint communication over the fi
ber optic medium. For your convenience, 
we have included information on the inte
grated circuits as well as the op
toelectronic devices necessary for your 
application. 

All devices included in this manual are 
available now. If you are interested in 
sampling these devices, please fill out the 
business reply card located in the back of 
this manual and forward it to Signetics. 
Upon receipt of your request form, your 
name and interest information will be 
placed into our Corporate database. This 
will be used to direct product updates to 
you. 

We hope that you will find this manual in
formative and useful in your design activ
ity. If you have any comments or 
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questions, please feel free to contact Slg
netics Linear Division, Fiber Optics 
Marketing at (408) 991-4730. 

ABOUT THIS MANUAL 

This manual is organized in 5 different 
sections: 

Section 1, Introduction, deals with the 
various communication standards and 
their application over the fiber optic me
dium, the generic point-to-point commu
nication block diagram, the various fiber 
optic characteristics and our product of
fering described in this manual. 

Section 2, Transmitter, describes a 
50Mb/s, TTL single 5V supply fiber optic 
transmitter. The transmitter is based 
around the 74F3040 Line Driver. 

Section 3, Receiver Data Recovery, de
scribes various implementations utilizing 
our family of Transimpedance Amplifiers 

iii 

(NE5210, NE5211, NE5212) and Pos
tamplifiers (NE5214, NE5217). This sec
tion also contains Application Note 
AN1435, describing the famiiy of Tran
simpedance Amplifiers, an article reprint 
describing the postamplifiers, and a col
lection of up-to-date data sheets. 

Section 4, Receiver Clock Recovery, de
scribes a small scale integration clock re
covery implementation using the NE568 
Phase-Locked Loop. A second, 
NE564-based clock recovery implemen
tation for Tl (1.544Mb/s) transmission, is 
described within AN182. Relevant data 
sheets are also included. 

Section 5, Analog Video Transmission, 
describes a complete fiber optic link for 
transmitting video and audio information. 
It also contains the data sheets relevant to 
the video transmission. Data sheets for 
the products used in the audio transmis
sion can be found in Signetics' three vol
ume set of Linear Data Manuals. 
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DEFINITIONS 

Data Sheet Product Status Definition 
Identification 

ObjecU"" SpecJllcaUon Fonnatlve or in Design 
This da/a sheet contains the design target or goal 
specHlcatlons for produd development. Specifications may 
change in any manner without notice. 

This data sheet contains preliminary data and supplemen-

"""Im/nlllY SpecillcaUon Preproduction Product tary data will be published at a later date. Signatics reserves 
the right to make changes at any time without notice in order 
to irf1)r0v8 design and supply the best possible product. 

This data sheet contains Final Specifications. Signetics 
Product Specitlcation Full Production reserves the right to make changes at any time without 

notice In order to Improve design and supply the best 
possille product. 
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COMMUNICATIONI 
INFORMATION TRANSFER 

The need for information transfer is 
crystal clear and affects our daily activi
ties. The information can represent 
Voice, Video, Data, etc. The public 
telephone network is a prime example 
of a world-wide Voice (and in some 
cases, Data) Communication network. 
Community Antenna Television 
(CATV), on the other hand, is a good 
example of an analog video distribution 
system. 

When talking about Data Communica
tion, for example, one cannot ignore 
the importance of standardized inter
faces. One prime example is the well 
established EIA RS232 standard inter
face. Such an interface allows the 
system integrator to mix and match 
various vendor equipment and yet be 
able to interconnect them easily be
cause they talk the same language. 

Some of the key Standards Organiza
tions are listed below: 

Standards Organizations 

Int![[!allo[]j!1 ~odlrd!i 
Q[9IDI~I1IQOI; 

CCITT Comlte Consultatlf 
Internatlonale de 
Telegraphlque 
Telephonlque 

IEC International 
Electrotechnlcal 
Commission 

ISO International Standards 
Organization 

M!.!ltI-J'::!atloOII §1I!DdIUdll 
Qr9I!DIii:lll2os; 

CEPT European Post and 
Telegraph Committee 

ECMA European Computer 
Manufacturing 
Association 
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Section 1 
Introduction 

NltioOl1 Stlndlrdll Orglolzl!l!onl; 

ANSI' 

IEEE 

EIA 

American National 
Standards Institute 
Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers 
Electronic Industries 
Association 

'Noto: Any formal .ubni .. lon of EIA or IEEE standard 
documents to the Intomatlonal standard body (CCITT.IEC 
or ISO) will be through ANSI. 

terminal, peripheral equipment) shall 
implement all 7-layers especially if 
nodes from dissimilar LANs need to 
communicate intelligently. 

Physical Layer 
Specifies the electrical and mechanical 
requirement for transmitting bits 
across the underlying physical trans
mission medium (twisted-pair wires, 
coaxial cable, fiber optics, etc.). It 
deals w~h voltage levels, connector 

USER APPLICATION SOFTWARE 

7 APPLICATION 

6 PRESENTATION 

5 SESSION SOFTWARE 
IMPLEMENTATION 

DATA FORMAT· 

MESSAGE __ 

PACKETS __ 

FRAMES __ 

BITS __ 

4 TRANSPORT 

3 NETWORK 

2 DATA LINK HARDWARE 
DEPENDENT 1 PHYSICAL 

PHYSICAL TRANSMISSION MEDIUM 

Figure 1. The Open Systems Interconnect (051) Reference Model 

THE OPEN SYSTEMS 
INTERCONNECT (OSI) MODEL 

Since one important objective of a 
communication network, for example a 
Local Area Network (LAN), is to allow 
dissimilar equipment to communicate 
easily, a strong need for uniform proto
cols and interfaces arose. This was ad
dressed by the International Standards 
Organization (ISO) and the result was 
the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) 
model. The ISO OSI 7-Layer model 
defines a hierarchical structure of tasks 
with defined interfaces between the 
various tasks; each addresses, specifi
cally, how each task (or layer) interacts 
with the next higher and the next lower 
task. 

The OS I tasks are spacified in 7 layers 
(see Figure 1). Any communication 
node within a network (a computer, 
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issues and handshake protocols. An 
example is the RS232 protocol. Line 
drivers, receivers, and modem trans
ceivers reside in this layer. 

Data Link Layer 
Deals with the way a communication 
node can access the underlying physi
cal medium which is a common re
source, e.g., Token passing and 
CSMAlCD (Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Detect). Other 
functions implemented in this layer are 
clock recovery, error detection and 
correction, and data encoding and 
decoding. The data in this layer is 
represented by a frame. UARTS (Uni
versal Asynchronous Receiver Trans
miller), microcontrollers, and micro
processors all reside in this layer. 

Network Layer 
In this layer, frames are assembled to 
form packets and packets are disas-



sembled to form frames. Each packet 
has a sequence number and oontains 
routing information through the packet
switched LAN. 

Transport Layer 
In this layer, packets are assembled to 
form messages and messages are dis
assembled to form packets. End-to
end message flow, routing, and mes
sage integrity are handled by this layer. 

Session Layer 
Responsible for setting up and termi
nating communication sessions in the 
network, e.g.,Iog-on and log-off proce
dure. 

Presentation Layer 
This layer performs Code oonversions 
and format translation; e.g., ASCII-to
EBCDIC oonversion, also, line and 
page length and data encryption/de
cryption. 

Application Layer 
Includes the software driver needed to 
interact with the user's application pro
gram. Example services supported 
are Electronic Mail, file transfer, etc. 

COMMUNICATION 
STANDARDS EXAMPLES 

Dealing with creating Local Area Net
work (LAN) Standards are IEEE and 
ANSI. It was about 8 years ago when 
the two organizations agreed upon 
assigning LANs with less than 20Mb/s 
bit-rate to IEEE and greater than 
50Mb/s to ANSI. 

IEEE 802 LAN Standards Effort 

In 1980 IEEE formed a standards Proj
ect (P802) to develop LAN standards 
with data rates up to 20Mb/s. Today 
the IEEE 802 Committee is a very effi
cient standards organization, meeting 
3 times a year and consisting of 9 sub
committees: 

+ 802.1 System Management 
+ 802.2 Logical Link Control 
+ 802.3 CSMAlCD Ethernet 
+ 802.4 Token Bus 
+ 802.5 Token Ring 
+ 802.6 Metropolitan Area Network 
+ 802.7 Broadband Technical 

Advisory Group 
+ 802.8 Fiber OpticTechnical 

Advisory Group 
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MIT MEDIA 

1 ~ 1 g I 802.5 802.8 802.9 ACCESS 
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I~ 1 Ej 
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PHYSICAL 
(OSI LAYER 1) 

Figure 2. Relatlonahlps Among IEEE 802 Standards 

+ 802.9 Integrated Voice and Data leases the token when it is finished 
+ 802.10 Standard for Interoperable transmitting and has received an ac-

LAN Security knowledgement from the destination. 

These sub-oommittees only deal with 
the bottom two layers (Physical and 
Data Link) of the 7-layer OSI model. 

Figure 2 depicts the relationship be
tween the various IEEE 802 sub-com
mittees. IEEE 802.3, .4, .5, .6 and .8 
deals with the Physical Layer (Layer 1) 
and that part of Layer 2 dealing with the 
oontrol procedure that a communica
tion node needs to follow in order to 
access the shared communication 
channel (Bus or Ring). Transmission 
media first considered were coaxial 
cable and twisted-pair wires. Most 
recent activities are also dealing with 
fiber optics and through-air transmis-
sion. 

IEEE 802.3 specifies a bus architec
ture using Collision Sense Multiple Ac
cess with Collision Detect, CSMAlCD, 
protocol. The bit rate is 10Mb/s and is 
Manchester enooded. This suboom
mittee houses not only the well-estab-
lished "Ethernet", but also 
"Cheapernet", "STARLAN", 
"STARLAN 10" (or 10 Base T, 10Mb/s 
over the ordinary telephone wire-pair) 
and the newly formed "FOSTAR", or 1 0 
Base F, specifying a 10Mb/s Star net
work over fiber optic cable. 

IEEE 802.4 specifies a bus architec
ture with a token (a pre-<letermined 
sequence of bits) passing protoooi. 
The node (or station) with the token is 
the bus master. The bus master re-
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It then passes the token to the next 
node. General Motors Manufacturing 
Automation Protocol (GM MAP) speci
fies all 7 OSllayers, the bottom 2 layers 
of which are based on IEEE 802.4 
standards. 

IEEE 802.5·specifies a ring architec
ture with a token-passing access 
protocol. This architecture is fully 
backed by IBM and is sometimes re
ferred to as IBM token ring network. 
The IEEE 802.5 deals with unshielded 
and shielded voice-grade twisted-pair 
lines with bit rates of 4Mb/s and 
16Mb/s, respectively. The token ring 
architecture is very important since it 
represents an easy upgrade to fiber 
optic-based networks. This is particu
larly true since fiber optics can only be 
used in networks where a point-to
point oommunication scheme is util
ized. (See fiber optic section for more 
detaiL) This is why this architecture 
has been adopted by the high speed 
(100Mb/s) fiber optic-based network, 
FOOl (Fiber Distributed Data Inter
face). 

Technical and Office Protocols (TOP), 
developed by Boeing, specifies all 7 
OSllayers, in which the bottom 2 layers 
permit the use of CSMAlCD and token
passing on either a bus or a ring con
figuration, respectively. (IEEE 802.3, 
.4 or .5 compatible). 

IEEE 802.6 is the Metropolitan Area 
Network (MAN) Sub-committee. This 



is not quite a LAN since it covers large 
geographical areas. It also violates the 
20Mb/s limit set by IEEE charter. It 
was in November 1987 when the Aus
tralian QPSX (Queued Packet and 
Synchronous Switch) proposal was 
adopted by IEEE 802.6. This is a dual 
bus architecture operating in opposite 
direction at 155Mb/s and utilizing fiber 
optic. This bit rate was selected to 
insure compatibilities with two other, 
and related, on-going standards ef
forts; Broadband Integrated Services 
Digital Network (BISON) and Synchro
nous Optical Network (SONET). 

IEEE 802.9 is the Integrated Voice and 
Data LAN (IVD LAN) Sub-committee. 
The intent here is to have a LAN that is 
ISDN compatible. This LAN not only 
utilizes packet-switching (fordata), but 
will also utilize circuit-switching for 
digitized voice. 

There are two Technical Advisory 
Groups (TAGs): one for broadband 
transmission technique (IEEE 802.7) 
and the second for utilizing fiber optics 
as the transmission medium (IEEE 
802.8). 

IEEE802.10 was formed in July, 1988 
to study LAN interoperability security. 

Finally, the IEEE 802.2 sub-committee 
specifies the logical link control proce
dure residing in layer 2 while the IEEE 
802.1 sub-comm ittee deals with archi
tectural issues, address routing, and 
other LANs interworking issues. 

It should be noted that the IEEE 802 
Committee is the mothercommitteefor 
all LAN standards-setting activities. 
This includes national activities such 
as ANSI's FOOl and various military 
LAN activities, and international activi
ties such as the ISO 8802 series of 
standards. 

ANSI FOOl Standards Effon 

As was mentioned before, the Ameri
can National Standard Institute (ANSI) 
charter is to develop LAN standards in 
excess of 50Mb/s data rates. 

ANSI's primary effort in LANs is taking 
place under the X3T9.5 Sub-commit
tee work, namely FOOl or Fiber Distrib
uted Data Interface. This high speed, 
fiber-based LAN will facilitate comput-
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Figure 3. Fiber Distributed Data Interface (FOOl) 

ers-to-high-speed peripheralscommu
nication and can serve as a backbone 
LAN interconnect. 

FDDI specifies the Physical Layer 
(Layer 1) and a portion of Layer 2. It 
specifies the use of IEEE 802.2 for 
Logical Link Control (LLC). 

Figure 3 depicts the 4 entities constitut
ing a FOOl-compatible station (or 
node). These are the Physical Medium 
Dependent (PMD), Physical Protocol 
(pHY), Media Access Control (MAC) 
and Station Management (SMT): 

Physical Media Dependent (PMD) 
specifying: 

+ Cable plant 
+ Media Interface Connector (MIC) 
+ Media Signal Interface 
+ Bypass capability 

Physical Layer Interface (pHY) dealing 
with: 

+ 4B NRZ to 5B NRZI, and vice 
versa, conversion 

+ Clock recovery and 
synchronization 

• Serial to parallel and parallel to 
serial conversion 

Media Access Control (MAC) per
forms: 

• Token Management 
• Creates packets around data to be 

transmitted and strips data out 
from incoming packets 

+ Error checking and recovery 

Station Management (SMT): 
• Performs connection 
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management 
+ Fault detection and isolation 
• Various services for PMD, PHY 

and MAC 

Some olthe FOOl key specifications 
are: 

• Dual Token-passing (IEEE 802.5 
compatible) counter rotating rings 
(Primary and Secondary rings) at 
100Mb/s data rate. (The encoding 
scheme used requires a baud rate of 
125Mbaud.) 
• Max ring latency is 2ms. Max dis
tance between any two nodes is 2km. 
+ Multi-mode fiber cable 62.5/125 
micron (core/cladding diameter; see 
fiber section). 
• Photoemitter is 1300nm LED and 
photodetector is 1300nm PIN (Posi
tive-Intrinsic-Negative) diode. 
+ Bit Error Rate (SER) is 2.5 x 10.10 at 
min power. 

A separate study group, within X3T9.5 
Subcommittee, is looking at utilizing 
Single Mode fiber cables to extend the 
distance between any two nodestothe 
1 O's of kilometers at the same bit rate of 
100Mb/s and the same SER of 
2.5ll 10.10• 

The above mentioned FOOl was con
ceived to provide a standardized 
mechanism allowing the exchange of 
high speed digital data between com
puters and high speed peripherals or, 
as a backbone network interconnect
ing various, similar or dissimilar, LANs. 



FOOl-II is an enhanced FOOl allowing 
the high speed transfer (still 1 OOMbls) 
of not only digital data, but also digit
ized voice and video. Both voice and 
video signals are isochronous. 

FOOl-II, therefore, accomodates both 
packet-switching (for data) and circuit
switching for voice and video. The 
architecture for FOOl-II is very similar 
to that of FOOl, but with the addition of 
a "Hybrid Ring Control" (HRC) block 
which muHiplexes and de-multiplexes 
both packet and isochronous data into 
and out of the ring. 

SAFENET: Survivable Adap
table Fiber Optic Embedded 
Network 

The Survivable Adaptable Fiber Optic 
Embedded Network, SAFENET, is an 
emerging Military communication stan
dard. 

SAFENET is a LAN-based system that 
can be used by the Navy for ship-board 
applications or by the Air Force for 
avionics applications. 

SAFENET selection criteria has been: 
+ The network to be defined should not 
be proprietary. This requires stan
dardization. 
+ The network should have wide ac
ceptance in the commercial sector. 
+ The networkshould be realized inthe 
1990s. 
+ The Media Access Control must be 
determ inistic. 
+ High throughput and a low-latency 
medium must be available for future 
system expansion. 
+ Chipsets must be available in the 
near term for testing. 
+ The network must be adaptable to 
either a wire or fiber optic medium. 
+ The network must have a robust 
reconfiguration scheme and must be 
survivable through several levels of 
failure. 

The next generation SAFENET, known 
as SAFENET 2, will be compatible with 
the Fiber Distributed Data Interface 
(FOOl) standard. 

SONET: Synchronous Optical 
Networks 

The Synchronous Optical Networks, 
SONET, standards are being devel
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oped by the T1X1 Committee of the 
American National Standard Institute, 
ANSI. 

SONET specifies the standards for 
Telecommunications digital hierarchy 
optical interface rates and formats, and 
specifies how to map various digital 
services into SONET payloads. 
SONET also covers the physical speci
fications which will permit optical trans
mission devices (i.e., cable facilities, 
line apparatus and terminal equip
ment) to achieve transmission com
patibility at an arbitrary optical interface 
point. 

Standard Optical Carrier (OC) rates 
specified by SONET are: 

OC Level 
OC-1 
OC-3 
OC-9 
OC-12 
OC-i8 
OC-24 
OC-36 
OC-48 

LIne Rate (Mb/s) 
51.840 

155.520 
466.560 
622.080 
933.120 

1244.160 
1866.240 
2488.320 

Various equipment in the digital hierar
chy can add-drop multiplex OS3 (Digi
tal Signal 3 or 44.736Mb/s) and 
SONET OC-M signals onto an OC-N 
line where N>M. 

FIBER OPTIC-BASED 
COMMUNICATION 

As we discussed earlier, few standard 
activities have mandated the use of 
fiber optics as the transmission me
dium. IEEE802.6 MAN, ANSI FOOl 
and ANSI FOOI-II are such standards 
activities. Other IEEE 802 sub-com
mittees are looking at standardizing on 
their own fiber optic-based versions. 
You might ask. 'Why fiber at less than 
20Mb/s?" Well, large bandwidth is 
only one of many advantages of using 
fiber optic. Smaller size, lighterweight, 
no RFI (Radio Frequency Interfer
ence), no EMI (Electro Magnetic Inter
ference) and high security are other ad
vantages that can represent greater 
value to some applications, for ex
ample, the Military communication 
market. 

To date, the biggest fiber optic market 
has bean the Telecom market. It 
should be noted here that "biggest" 
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means longest; i.e., thousands of miles 
of fiber-cable installation. To a semi
conductor supplier such as Signetics, 
the number of stations (not the length) 
is what counts. This is especially true 
for fiber optic-based communication 
since, even repeaters rarely exist. For 
example, in the trans-Atlantic Fiber 
Optic link, the distance between re
peaters is about 40km at a bit rate of 
over 400Mb/s. (Compare this with T1 
transmission where repeaters are 
needed every 6,000 ft. at T1 rate of 
1.544Mb/s). 

Another piece of market data is that 
Single-Mode (SM) fiber cables are 
more widely used than Multi-Mode 
(MM) fiber cables. This to-date infor
mation is true since the majority of the 
telecom installations are laying down 
SM fiber cables for longer distance, 
higher-bit rate applications, and room 
for future expansion. Most LAN appli
cations, on the other hand, specify the 
use of multi-mode fibers, for cosVper
formance reasons. 

We have just heard about Single Mode 
and Multi Mode fibers. What are these 
and what are the other basics and ter
minologies about fiber optic communi
cations? 

Topology and Fiber Optic 
Characteristics 

Fiber Optic Communication Links 

+ Fiber optic links are usually one way 
(Simplex) communication links. In 
order to have a full-duplex (two-way, 
simultaneous) communication, two 
fiber optic links are needed; one for 
each direction. (Please note that the 
use of a single fiber cable for two way 
communication has been demon
strated in the military Fiber Optic 
Guided Missile (FOG-M ) program in 
which signals are transmitted from the 
missile nose cone sensor back to the 
command center at a different wave
length than the command data travel
ing in the other direction. The other 
technique used for two-way communi
cation over a single fiber cable is 
through the use of the Ping-Pong 
protocol in which only one transmitter is 
active at a time.) 

+ Fiber optic link bandwidth is charac
terized by MHz.km. For example, a 



fiber optic cable with 700MHz.km im
plies that a link of 1 km, using this cable, 
will have a bandwidth of 700MHz, 
whereas, a 2km link will only have 
350MHz bandwidth. 

+ Fiber optic-based transmission dic
tates point-to-point type network archi
tecture. This is due to the fact that it is 
not easy to tap-off energy from the fiber 
optic cable. The use of passive optical 
couplers/splitters is prohibitive for links 
greater than a few 100 feet. Such de-

the Star. (See Figures 4 and 5.) 
+ The link budget in fiber optic-based 
communication refers to the available 
power budget, in db, for a given fiber 
link. For example, for a fiber optic link 
with the following characteristics: 
Transmitter output power = -20dBm 
min; -14dBm max 
Receiver input sensitivity = -31 dBm min; 
-14dBm max 

The Link Budget is: 
-20dBm - (-31 )dBm = 11 dB 

EXAMPLES ARE THE IEEE802.5 TOKEN RING 
ANO THE ANSI FOOl NETWORKS 

Figure 4. Ring Topology 

XAMPLE IS THE IEEE802.3 ETHERNET 
ON FIBER. IN THIS CASE, THE HUB 

CAN BE ACTIVE OR PASSIVE 
(PHOTONIC SWITCHING) 

Figure 5. Star Topology 

vices are not economical and they re
quire relatively very large optical energy 
at the transmitter. As a result, the two 
widely used topologies for fiber optic
based communication are the Ring and 
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(XMT) (ReV) 

This budget of 11dB is allocated to the 
optical cable loss, connector losses, 
photoemitter coupling loss, etc. Note 
that the above power figures take into 
account an ideal link with a zero power 

link budget(Max. Transmit power;; Max. 
Receiver power = -14dBm). The above 
specifications are real and reflect the 
actual FOOl power specifications. 

Multi-Mode (MM) and 
Single-Mode (SM) Fibers 

Fiber optic cables consist of a glass 
silica core and cladding and a protective 
jacket referred to as the sheath. (See 
Figure 7). 

Both the core and cladding are made of 
the same material (silica). The only dif
ference is that a dopant is added to one 
orthe other. This process allows light to 
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be reflected at the core/cladding bound
ary and, hence, propagate down the 
axis of the fiber. 

There are two major fiber optic cable 
categories: 

1 Multi-Mode fiber' 
+ A mode represents a unique solution 
to the "scalar wave equation". A typical 
62.5/125 micron fiber has around 400 
modes at 1300nm wavelength. 
+ Multi-mode fibers require the use of 
LEOs as photoemitters. 
+ Typical core/cladding diameter is 
62.5/125 micron in the US and 501125 
micron in Japan. Older but common 
values include 100/140 micron. 
+ Multi-mode fiber has a much smaller 
bandwidth distance (MHz.km) parame
ter than Single-mode fiber. This is be
cause Single-mode fiber uses a coher
ent light source (laser) and introduces 
fewer losses than multi-mode fiber. 

2. Single-Mode fiber' 
+ Has only one mode at wavelengths 
above a certain value called the "cut-off 
wavelength". 
+ Requires the use of laser diodes. 
+ Typical core/cladding diameter is 8/ 
125 micron. 
+ Used in applications requiring larger 
bandwidth and longer distances be
tween consecutive stations. 
+ Single-mode/laser assembly is more 
expensive than multi-mode/lEO as
sembly. 

Optical Wavelength, Photoemitters 
and Photodetectors 

+ The visible light has wavelengths in 
the region between 390nm (blue light) 
and 780nm (red light) 
+ The "near infra-red" region includes 
wavelengths in the range of 800 to 
1600nm. This is the range fiber optic 
transmission is using today. 
+ There are 3 distinct wavelengths of 
major concern: 850nm, 1310nm and 
1550nm. (Figure 6) 
+ 850nm wavelength has been very 
widely used. The cable loss is a little 
over 2dBlkm. Optoelectric devices at 
this wavelength are very economical 
and have proven to be very reliable. 
Most of the installations, to date, use 
850nm. 
+ 1310nm is one point in the loss curve 
(Figure 6) at which the loss is minimal. 
FOOl is specifying the use of 1300nm. 



ATTENUATION 
(dBlkm) 

0.1 ~~.L....1--:-l::--'--:-I:,--..l...-....L---l....L1-
0.8 1.4 1.6 

850nm 1310nm 1550nm 
WAVELENGTH (f1II1) 

Figure 6. Silica Fiber Optic Cable 

pJ) ) 
CORE I t 

CLADDING SHEATH 

Figure 7. Cross-Sectlon of an Optical 
Fiber Cable 

• 1550nm is yet a lower dip in the loss 
curve and represents a very low loss 
condition (less than 0.2dBlkm). Consid
erable research is done at this wave
length. Available devices are still rela
tively expensive. 
• Photoemitters (or light sources) can 
be either a LED (Light Emitting Diode) or 
a Laser. LEOs are lower in cost and 
more reliable, but emit a non-coherent 
light. Lasers, on the other hand, emit a 
coherent light and are used with single
mode fibers. The problem with lasers is 
their lack of stability with temperature 
variations and bias voltage, and they 
are more expensive. Since light is 
emitted from both sides of the .laser the 
one side that is not coupled to the fiber 
cable is fed into a local photodetector to 
monitor the laser output power. This is 
referred to as Automatic Power Control 
(APC). (Compare this with Automatic 
Gain Control [AGC]). 

••••••••• 
• TRANSMITTING • 
• STATION • SERIAL 

• Photodetectors can be either a PIN 
(Positive-Intrinsic-Negative) diode or an 
APD (Avalanche Photo Diode). The 
latter provides not only detection, but 
also gain, and is used when greater 
receiver sensitivities are needed. The 
problems with APDs are not only the 
cost, but also the added circuitry re
quired to stabilize it. This is necessary 
because APDs are very bias-voltage 
sensitive. 

Point-ta-Polnt Communication 

• Fiber optic communication links util
ize fiber optic cables as the transmission 
medium. Serial binary electrical data 
(TTL or ECL levels) at the transmitting 
station (or node) is converted into opti
cal energy carrying photons, through 
the use of Electrical-to-Optical (EIO) 
converters (see Figure 8). On the re
ceive side, incident photons are con
verted into serial binary electrical data 
(TTL or ECL levels, depending on which 
levels were 'used at the transmitter) 
through the use of Optical-to-Electrical 
(OlE) converters (see Figure 8). 

Any fiber optic communication link will 
need this dual conversion process. The 
EIO and OlE modules can then be uni
versally applied to any communication 

network utilizing fiber optic as the trans
mission medium. 

The EtO module consists of an LEDI 
Laser driver and a photoemitter (LED or 
Laser). The OlE module consists of a 
photodetector, a preamplification/post 
amplification stage and a clock recovery 
circuit to recover the clock from the 
received data. 

Product Offerings and 
Applications 

The product offerings, at present, focus 
on the chipset required to implementthe 
point-to-pointfiberopticcommunication 
link. The interface is TTL compatible 
and requires a single 5V supply. The in
tegrated circuits perform the LED driver, 
pre and post amplifier and clock recov
ery functions. The optoelectronic de
vices are the photemitter and photode
tector. 

The integrated circuits, described in this 
manual, can be used in any fiber optic
based system: 660, 780, 850, 1300 or 
1550nm wavelength, with LED or laser 
photoemitter, PIN or APD photodetec
tor, single or multi mode optical fiber 
cable . 

Since all of the application work de
scribed in this manual was performed 
using 850nm optoelectronic devices, 
only those devices have been listed in 
the book. It should be noted, however, 
that PhilipslAmperex offers a complete 
line of optoelectronic devices. For more 
information on these devices, please 
contact (in the USA) Amperex Opto
electronics Division at (401) 232-0500. 
In Europe, Japan, and Southeast Asia, 
please contact the local Philips compo
nents sales office. 

Figure 9 depicts a typical fiber optic
based, oint-to- oint communication 

SERIAL t:::I:G' . .;----------~ 
: CONTROLLER!: BINARY DATA 

BINARY DATA I STATION I 
~~~~&~~--~I 

CLOCK CONTROLLER! I 
PERIPHERAL • PERIPHERAL • -....... - \.. __ J 

EIO (ELECTRICAUOPTICAL) CONVERTER = LEDILASER DRIVER + LED/LASER 

OlE (OPTICALIELECTRICAL) CONVERTER = PIN/APD DIODE + PREAMP + POST AMP + CLOCK RECOVERY 

Figure 8. Typical Fiber Optic-Based Communication Link 
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link. the transmitter consists of the LED 
driver, for example, the 74F3040 and 
the CQF41 850nm LED. The receiver 
consists of a 850nm PIN diode, the 
BPF31, a transimpedance amplifier, a 
postamplifier and a Phase-Locked 
Loop-based clock recovery/retiming 
function. Table 1 depicts the trans
impedance amplifier family, while Table 
2 lists the post amplifier family. 

Example applications for the chipset 
include: 

+ Local Area Network: 
Ethernet 
Token Bus 
Token Ring 
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) 

+ Telecommunications: 
T1 Multiplexers (1.544Mb/s) 
DS3 (44.736Mb/s) 
Synchronous Optical Network 
(SONET) 
Broadband ISDN 

Table 1. Wldeband Translmpedance Amplifier Family 

Part Transreslstance Bandwidth Input Noise 
kn(typ.) -3dB (typ.) Current (typ.) 

NE5212 14 140MHz 2.5pAl-JHz 

NE5211 28 180MHz 1.8pAl-JHz 

NE521 0 7 280M Hz 3.5pAi-JHz 

Table 2. Post Amplifiers With Link Status Indicator Output 

Part 

NE5214 

NE5217 

Bandwidth Interface Application 

-3dB (typ.) 

75MHz 

75MHz 

CRC, 
ENCODING 

SERIALIZING 
PACKETING 

ETC. 

TTL 27 - 1 

TTL 223 -1 

r - - - - - - -v-:- - - - --, 
I TRANSMITTER I 
I I 
I 
I LED 

DRIVER LED jlI : 
I LA~~R I L _____________ --.l 

OPTICAL FISER 

+ Military: 
High Speed Data Bus 
Token Passing Multiplexed Bus 
Survivable Adaptable Fiber Optic 
Embedded Network (SAFENET) 

+ Consumer: 
Automotive 
Community Antenna Television 
(CATV) 
Digital Audio 
Fiber to the home 

Max_Input 
Current 

±120j.1A 

±60j.1A 

±240j.1A 

CRC, ... -t---Lt.---==t~!J TRANSIMPEDANCE POSTAMP DECODING 
I AMP NE5214117 DESERIALIZING ./1)'" lin ~ NE5210111112 ~U::-;NK~S;:;T;:-:A-:;:;TU~S"------~ DEPACKETING 

I RECEIVER I ETC. L _________________________ --.l 
Figure 9. A Typical Fiber Optic-Based, Point-to-Point Communication LInk 
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INTRODUCTION 
The virtues of fiber optic data communi
cations have been discussed earlier in 
great detail in several publications. This 
applications brief will address the trans
mitter aspect of the fiber optic system, 
specifically the LED driver with a TTL 
interface. Since most TTL systems are 
limited to 50Mb/s data rates, this appli
cation brief will also focus on the same 
data rate, although enough applications 
information will be given to tailor the 
system performance to any data rate 
within the frequency limits of the de
vices. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENT 
A simplified block diagram of the trans
mitter is shown in Figure 1. It depicts a 
current source driving the anode of an 
LED when the input data is a logic HIGH 

Vee 

Figure 1. Simplified Block Diagram of 
the Transmitter 

TX GA..:..:TE=--...... ---J 

TIL IN 

OTES: RA = 14n 

Rs =4n 

13 

ABl121 
50Mbjs LED Driver for Fiber Optic 
Communications 
Application Brief 

and switched to ground when the input 
data is a logic LOW. It also shows a Tx 
Gatewhich enables the transmitter when 
asserted HIGH. This is a very simplistic 
diagram, but later on some of the major 
issues regarding the design ofthetrans
mitter will be discussed in detail. In 
designing the transmitter several para
meters should be considered, viz. opti
cal rise time, optical fall time, optical 
pulsewidth distortion at the output, opti
cal power output, optical peaking, opti
cal overshoots and undershoots, etc. It 
should also be noted that an LED is a 
non-linear device with non-uniform im
pedance and non-linear transfer char
acteristics. Due to these characteristics 
the LEDs are harder to turn off than to 
turn on and the phenomenon commonly 
associated with the difficulty in turning
off the LED is referred to as the long
tailed response of an LED. All these 
characteristics ofthe LED necessitate a 
driver circuit which is capable of deliver
ing more than 60mA of current into a low 
impedance LED with extremely fast 
electrical rise and fall time. 

TRANSMITTER DESIGN 
Reviewingthe specifications of 74F3040, 
the FAST TTL 30n line driver, indicates 
that it has several desirable characteris
tics which make it suitable as an LED 

driver with TTL interface. The totem 
pole output on 74F3040 is capable of 
sourcing >60mA and sinking> 120mA of 
current from the low impedance load. 
The electrical rise and fall times are less 
than 2ns and the tpLH and tpHL are fairly 
matched. The 74F3040 from Signetics 
has several attributes which make it 
suitable for this application. At Vo = 
1.5V, the output resistance is about 23n. 
The slope of the sourcing and sinking 
currents extended to zero output current 
switched between the supply rails is 
very linear which improves the incident 
wave switching performance. The unique 
design of the totem pole output elimi
nates output current spiking or current 
feedthrough. The 74F3040 also has a 
patented low impedance voltage refer
ence (LJVR) for input speed up and 
output noise immunity improvement. 
There is also a patented active pull-off 
(APO) circuit consisting of a dynamic 
base discharge and quiescent pull-off 
network for the output pull-down transis
tor. This network eliminates any totem 
pole feedthrough currents. Further in
formation on the 74F3040 can be ob
tained from applications note AN213 of 
the Signetics FAST Data Manual. 

The complete schematic of the LED 
driver is shown in Figure 2. The pull-up 

I 
CQF41 

Rc = gOn 
CA = 250pF Figure 2. Complete Schematic of the 50Mb/s LED Driver 
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transistor of the totem pole output is 
used to turn on the LED and the pull
down transistor is used to turn off the 
LED. The lower impedance and higher 
current handling capability of the satu
rated pull-down transistor is used as an 
effective method of transferring the 
charge from the LED's anode to ground 
as its dynamic resistance increases 
during turn-off. The slightly higher out
put impedance of the pull-up stage en
sures that the LED is not over peaked 
during the less difficult turn-on transi
tion. This asymmetric current handling 
capability of the output stage with its 
variable impedance substantially re
duces the pulsewidth distortion and long
tailed response. As the signal propa
gates through two NAND gates, each 
transition passes through the high-to
low and low-to-high transition once, 
normalizing the total propagation delay 
through the circuit. The tpLH and tpHL for 
the entire system are equal and thus the 
duty cycle distortion is reduced. 

In order to further improve the optical 
performance, prebiasing and drive cur
rent peaking, orprecharging, techniques 
are used. Prebiasing is needed to apply 
a small amount of current to the LED 
when it is in the off state. This prebias 
current prevents the junction and para
sitic capacitances from discharging 
completely when the LED is in the off 
state and reduces the amount of charge 
that the driver must transfer to turn the 
LED on again. Drive current peaking, or 
precharging, refers to momentary in
crease in the LED forward current that is 
provided by the totem pole output stage 
during the rising and falling edges of the 
current pulses that are used to modulate 
the LED. If the time constant of the pre
charging circuit is approximately equal 
to the minority carriers lifetime of the 
LED used, then this momentary increase 
in the current will improve the optical rise 
time and fall time of the LED without 
causing excessive ringing in the optical 
pulses. Overshoot and undershoot in 
the transmitter optical output, which 
result due to excessive LED peaking, 
can combine with noise at the fiber optic 
receiver and cause errors if they cross 
the decision threshold of the compara
tor at the receiver. Excessive peaking 
during the turn off transition could cause 
the LED to become reverse biased and 
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degrade the turn on time. The resistors 
RA, RB and Rc and the capacitor CA are 
used forthe prebiasing and precharging 
of the LED. Basic circuit analysis tech
niques can be employed to define the 
equations for these components. The 
values ofthese components can be cal
culated using the following equations. 

Rc = IV cc- V FON) + Equation 1 
IFON 

(V cc- V FON - 1.4 ) 
3.2 '---.,.-----.!. 

IFON 

where VFON = Forward ON voltage of 
the LED and IFON = Forward ON 

current of the LED at VFON 

(Rc- 32) 

3.2 

CALCULATIONS 

Equation 2 

Equation 3 

Equation 4 

Equation 5 

The schematic shown in Figure 2 was 
tried with several different LEOs and a 
listing of these LEOs in given at the end 
of the applications brief. The Philips 
LED COF41 will be considered here as 
an example for the calculations. (The 
COF40/41 is included in this volume.) 
From the transfer characteristics of 
COF41 it is seen that VFON = 1.8V at 
100mA and the LED has maximum 
power output of 0.8mWat 1 OOmA. Using 
these values of V FON and IFON in Equa
tion 1, Rc = 900. Using Equations 2, 3, 
4 and 5 the values of Ro = 180, RA = 140, 
RB=40 and CA=250 pF. These values 
were used in the applications board and 
the following results are discussed. 

RESULTS 
The printed circuit board layout for the 
transmitter is shown in Figure 3 and the 
test and measurement setup for the 
applications characterization is shown 
in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the optical 
output signal for a 50Mb/s 1-0 alternat-
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ing pattern. The fiber optic link is about 
1 meter long. The fiber type is 501 
100~m with SMA connectors at each 
end. The losses due to the connectors 
are about 1.5dB. It can be seen that the 
peak-to-peak optical output power at 
the end of the short SMA link is 
18.74~W. The rise time is 3.964 ns and 
the fall time is 4.041 ns. The pulsewidth 
is 19.55ns and so the pulsewidth distor
tion is about 2.25%. 

To improve the performance of the 
system, a higher speed LED can be 
used with all the passive components in 
surface mount packages to reduce the 
lead inductances. The traces on the 
printed circuit board should also be 
shortened. The 74F3040 is capable of 
>100 Mb/s NRZ data rates, although 
extremely fast LEOs would be needed 
for fast rise and fall time and minimum 
pulsewidth distortion. 

CONCLUSION 
A 50Mb/s TIL input fiber optic transmit
ter was explained in detail. A complete 
schematic was given with its printed 
circuit board layout. The results ob
tained from this board were illustrated. 
The performance was given with sug
gestions for further improvement. 

APPENDIX 
The following LEOs have been tested 
with the given transmitter design. The 
selection of the LEOs is left to indiviual 
applications requirements. Some de
vices have higherpoweroutput but lower 
data rates; others have lower power but 
are capable of higher data rates. 

LED Manufacturer 

COF24 Philips/Amperex 
COF30 Philips/Amperex 
COF31 Philips/Amperex 
COF40 Philips/Amperex 
COF41 Philips/Amperex 
COF42 Philips/Amperex 
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FEATURES 

• 300 line driver 
160mA output drive capability In 
the Low state 

• 67mA output drive capability In 
the High state 

• High speed 
• Facilitates Incident wave switch

Ing 
3nh lead Inductance each on Vcc 
and GND when both side pins are 
used 

DESCRIPTION 

The 74F3040 is a high current Line Driver 
composed of two 4-input NAND gates. It 
has been designed to deal with the trans
mission line effects of PC boards which 
appear when fast edge rates are used. 

The drive capability of the 'F3040 is 
67mA source and 160mA sink with a Vee 
as low as 4.SV. This guarantees incident 
wave switching with VOH not less than 
2.0V and V not more than O.BV while 
driving impeOJances as low as 30 ohms. 
This is applicable with any combination 
of outputs using continuous duty. 
The propagation delay of the part is mini
mally affected by reflections when termi
nated only by the TTL inputs of olher 
devices, Performance may be improved 
by full or partial line termination. 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

GND 

GND 

~ 
D18 7 

D1b 

TOP VIEW 

September 19. 1988 

NC 

DOd 

DOc 

Vee 
VCC 

D1d 

D1c 

NC 

FAST 74F3040 
3012 Line Driver 
Dual4-lnput NAND 30n Line Driver 

Product Specification 

TYPE 
TYPICAL PROPAGATION TYPICAL SUPPLY CURRENT 

DELAY (TOTAL) 

74F3040 3.7ns 7.SmA 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES 
COMMERCIAL RANGE 

Vcc = 5V±10%; TA = O°C to +70°C 

16-Pin Plastic 01 P N74F3040N 

16-Pin Plastic SO N74F3040D 

INPUT AND OUTPUT LOADING AND FAN-OUT TABLE 
74F(U.L.) LOADVALUE 

PINS DESCRIPTION HIGH/LOW HIGH/LOW 

Dna' Dnb• One' Dnd Data inputs 1.0/1.0 2OJ-lAIO.6mA 

On Data output 3350/266 67mAl160mA 

NOTE: 
One (1.0) FAST Unit Load is defined as: 20fIA in the High state and 0.6mA in the Low state. 

LOGIC SYMBOL LOGIC SYMBOL (IEEElIEC) 

1 
&[> 

2 14 15 7 8 10 11 2 
3 

14 

15 

7 

8 

10 
3 6 

11 

vee. Pin 12,13 
GND. Pin 4, 5 
NC. Pin 9,16 
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300 Line Driver 

LOGIC DIAGRAM 

Doa~~ DOb 14 3 0 
DOc 0 
DOd 15 

D1a~: D1b 10 6 0 
D1c 1 
D1d 11 

vee' Pin 12. 13 
GND_ Pin 4. 5 
NC ~Pin 9.18 

FUNCTION TABLE 

INPUTS 

Dna °nb One 

L X X 

X L X 

X X L 

X X X 

H H H 

H = High voltage level 
L = Low voltage level 
X = Don't carre 

Product Specification 

FAST 74F3040 

OUTPUT 

°ncl On 

X H 

X H 

X H 

L H 

H L 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS (Operation beyond the limits set forth in this table may impair the useful life of the device. 
Unless otherwise noted these limits are over the operating free-air temperature range.) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vee Supply voltage -<l.5 to +7.0 V 

VIN Input voltage -<l.5 to +7.0 V 

liN Input current -30 to +5 rnA 

VOUT Voltage applied to output in High output state -<l.5to+Vee V 

lOUT Current applied to output in Low output state 320 rnA 

TA Operating free-air temperature range o to +70 ·C 

TSTG Storage temperature -65 to +150 ·C 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 
UMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 
Min Nom Max 

Vee Supply voltage' 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 

VIH High-level input voltage 2.0 V 

V1L Low-level input voltage 0.8 V 

11K Input clamp current -18 rnA 

IOH High-level output current -67 rnA 

IOL Low-level output current 160 rnA 

TA Operating free-air temperature range 0 70 ·C 
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30n Line Driver FAST 74F3040 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Over recommended operating free-air temperature range unless otherwise noted.) 

UMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 1 

Typ2 
UNIT 

MIn Max 

Vee=MIN 101-1= -45mA ±10%Vee 2.5 V 
VOI-I High-level output voltage Vil = MAX 

VIH =MIN 
101-11= -fj7mA3 ±5%Vee 2.7 V 

Vee = MIN IOL= 100mA ±10%Vee 0.42 0.55 V 
VOL Low-level output voltage Vil = MAX 

OL1= 160mA4 
VIH =MIN I ±5%Vee 0.80 V 

VIK Input clamp voltage Vee = MIN, II = '1K -0.73 -1.2 V 

II 
Input current at maximum 

Vee = MAX, VI = 7.0V 100 IIA input voltage 

IIH High-level input current Vee = MAX, VI = 2.7V 20 IIA 

III Low-level input current Vee = MAX, VI = 0.5V -0.6 rnA 

10 Output current' Vee = MAX, Vo = 2.25V -80 -180 rnA 

Icc 
leeH Vee = MAX 

2.0 4.0 rnA 
Supply current (total) 

leel 14 20 rnA 

NOTES: 
1. For conditions shown as MIN or MAX, use the appropriate value specilied under recommended operating conditions for the applicable type. 
2. All typical values are at Vee = SV, TA = 25'e. 
3. IOHI is the current necessary to guarantee the low to High transition in a 30 ohm transmission line on the incident wave. 
4. lo~ 1 is the current necessary to guarantee the High to low transition in a 30 ohm transmission line on the incident wave. 
5. 10 IS tested under conditions that produce current approximately one half of the true short-circuit output current (los). 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
UMITS 

TA = +25"C TA = DOC to +70"C 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITION 
VCC=5V VCC =5V±10% 

UNIT CL =50pF C L =5OpF 

RL =5000 RL =5000 

Min Typ Max MIn Max 

tplH Propagation delay 
Waveform 1 

2.5 4.5 6.5 2.5 7.0 

IpHl Dna' Dnb, Dnc' Dnd to an 1.0 2.5 4.5 1.0 5.0 ns 

AC WAVEFORMS 

Waveform 1. Propagation Delay for Inputs to Outputs 

NOTE: For all waveforms, VM = 1.SV. 
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Signetlcs FAST Products 

300 Line Driver 

TEST CIRCUIT AND WAVEFORMS 

Test Circuit For Totem-Pole Outputs 

DEFINITIONS 

RL = Load resistor; see AC CHARACTERISTICS for value. 

CL = Load capacitance includes jig and probe capacitance; 

see AC CHARACTERISTICS for value. 

Rr = Termination resistance should be equal to ZOUT of 

pulse generators. 

September 19,1988 
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Product Speclflcatlon 

FAST 74F3040 

)0----1 W ---..... AMP (V) 

~~--------~~--+----~ 

1 1HL(t ,) 

~~--------~~_-+---- AMP(V) 

)0----1 w ----</ ov 

VM = 1.5V 

Input Pulse Definition 

INPUT PULSE REQUIREMEllirs 

Arnpll1ude Rep. Rate tw tTLH tTHL 

3.0V 1MHz 500ns 2.5ns 2.5ns 



Signetics 

Communications and Industrial 
Products Group 

DESCRIPTION 
The 74F5300/NE5300 is an LED driver 
designed for use in fiber optics links. 

The TTL input buffer accepts TTL data. A 
Logic High on the Enable pin enables the 
buffer to drive the output driver ampliier. 
The output driver ampliier is capable of 
sourcing more than SOmA and sinking 
more than 120mA from low impedances. 

The high current output driver has been 
designed to deal with transmission line 
effects of high speed switching systems 
with fast rising and falling edges. The 
performance of the system can be 
enhanced by matching impedance at the 
output for proper termination. 

FEATURES 

• TTL Inputs 

• Output enable control 

• Single supply 

• High current source and sink 
capability 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

FAST 74F5300/NE5300 
LED Driver 

Objective Specification 

APPLICATIONS 
• High speed serial data 

communication 

• Fiber optic data links 

• Local area and metropolitan area 
networks 

• Digital television 

• PBX systems 

ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS 
• NE5210, NE5211, NE5212 

transimpedance amplifiers 

• NE5214, NE5217 postampllflers 
with link status Indicator 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

D Package 

ENABLE 

INPUT 

GND 

TOP VIEW 

DESCRIPTION VOLTAGEITEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

8-Pin Plastic SO 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

April 6, 1989 

Vec = 5V± 10%; TA = 0 to +70oC 

FAST 2 
TTL 3 

INPUTS 

74F5300D~E5300D 

.... 
................ ---------_ ...... --- -----

8 

~4 ________ ,_------~S~-l7 

2-11 

I 6 

Vee 

GND 

OUTPUT 

GND 



Communications and Industrial Products Group Objective Specification 

LED Driver 74F5300/NE5300 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNITS 

Vee Supply voltage -0.5 to +7.0 V 

VIN Input voltage -0.5 to +7.0 V 

liN Input current -30 to +5 rnA 

VOUT Voltage applied to output in High output state -0.5 to+Vee V 

lOUT Current applied to output in Low output state 320 rnA 

TA Operating ambient temperature range Oto +70 °c 

TSTG Storage temperature range '-65 to +150 °c 

9JA Thermal impedance 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS Typical values are at Vee = 5V. TA = 25°C; unless otherwise stated. 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

Vee Supply voltage range 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 

VIH Input current range 2.0 V 

VIL Input voltage to the driver output stages 0.8 V 

11K Input clamp current -18 mA 

IOH High level output current1 '-67 mA 

IOL Low level output current 120 mA 

TA Operating ambient temperature range 0 70 °c 

NOTES: 
1. The device is not short-circuit protected. 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = +25°C; Vee = 5V; CL = 50pF; RL = 1000; unless otherwise stated. 

VOH High level output voltage Vee = MIN. VIL = MAX. VOH = MAX 

Vee=MIN IOL= l00mA ±10%Vee 0.42 0.55 V 

VOL Low level output current VIL= MAX V 
IOl= 120mA ±10%Vee 0.45 0.60 

VIH= MIN 

VIK Input clamp voltage Vee = MIN. II = 11K -0.73 -1.2 V 

II Input current at maximum input voltage Vee = MAX. VI = 7.0V 100 IJ.A 
IIH High level input current Vee = MAX. VI = 2.7V 20 IJ.A 
III Low level input current Vee = MAX. VI = 0.5V -0.6 mA 

lee Supply current (total) 

~ 
Vee = MAX 2.0 4.0 mA 

leel 8.0 12 mA 
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Communications and Industrial Products Group Objective Specification 

LED Driver 74F5300/NE5300 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = +2SoC; Vee = SV; CL = SOpF; RL = lOon; unless otherwise stated. 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS 

IpLH Propagation delay D to Q Waveform 1 2.S 3.6 3.S ns 

IpHL 2.S 3.6 3.5 ns 

dTPW Pulse width distortion 0.4 ns 

tR Rise time 10"k to 90% Test circuits and waveforms 1.2 ns 

tF Fall time 90"/0 to 10% Test circuits and waveforms 1.2 ns 

AC WAVEFORMS 

Propagation Delay for Input to Output 

TEST CIRCUIT AND WAVEFORMS 

Vcc 

VOUT 

D.U.T. H:ti--..... -. 

RT 
ClI 

RL 

"::" "::" "::" "::" "::" 

Test Circuit 

DEFINITIONS 
RL = Load resistor; see AC CHARACTERISTICS for value. 
CL = Load capacitance includes jig and probe capacitance; 

see AC CHARACTERISTICS for value. 
RT = Termination resistance should be equal to ZOUT of 

pulse generators. 

April 6,1989 
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AMP (V) 

1-~~----~~·---r---OV 

tTHL!lf) 

J<-=~----:==.t.--+-- AMP (V) 

OV 

VM =1.5V 
Input Pulse Definition 

INPUT PULSE REQUIREMENTS 

Amplltudel Rep. Rate I tw I tTLH I tTHL 

3.0V I 1MHz 1500n~ 2.5nsl 2.5ns 
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LED Driver 

TYPICAL APPLICATION DIAGRAM 
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A LOW COST 100M BAUD FIBER OPTIC RECEIVER 

William D. Mack, Robert G. Meyer, and Ki Y. Suh 

LINEAR DIVISION 

ABSTRACT 
A two-chip receiver with minimum external component count has been 
designed for low cost fiber optic applications to 100M Baud (50MHz). 
The receiver is divided into pre- and post-amplifier les for slability 
reasons. The preamplifier Ie features low noise with a differential 
transresistance design. The post-amplifier Ie incorporates an auto
zeroed first stage with noise shaping, a high-gain symmetrical-limiting 
amplifier, and a matched riselfall time TTL output buffer. A wide-band 
full-wave rectifier functions as a link-status indicator. To insure stability 
a surface mount (also called Small Outline {SO J) package is used. To 
maintain low cost these les are fabricated in a standard volume
production bipolar process using 2j.L lithography and achieving BGHz 
FT's. 

Introduction/System Overview 
The merits of fiber optics as a local-area network (LAN) medium are 
well known: ease of installation, light weight, noise immunity, security 
and high speed'. However, the installed base of fiber optic LANs is 
small due to the recent emergence of the technology and the lack of 
suitable low-cost electronics2. Receiver and transmitter designs using 
discrete components have been used for many systems' but are often 
complicated to use. Board-level products using off-the-shelf les 
greatly simplified the system designer's task, but these solutions were 
for low data rates (20M Baud) and were still costly'. Ie designs up to 
200M Baud have been demonstrated, but require specialized packag
ing and are intended for captive markets.5 

This paper will focus on low-cost electronics for the receiver function 
in the 1 - 100M Baud range. In a typical application (Figure 1), a low 
cost PIN (Positive-Intrinsic-Negative) diode such as the Hewlett 
Packard HFBR220B or United Technologies HR026 receives an 
optical pulse from a fiber optic cable typically employed in Local Area 
Network applications. 

FIBER OPTIC RECEIVER 

Figure 1. Low Cost Fiber Optics Receiver 

The received signal in the - 35dBm optical (average) to - 9dBm 
range is converted into a small unipolar current by the PIN diode. The 
PIN diode then feeds its signal current to a preamplifier such as the 
NE5212. This low-noise preamp provides single-ended to differential 
conversion (for noise immunity), wide bandwidth, and good supply 
rejection. Application information for this part has appeared in last 
year's FOCLAN paper "A Low-Cost, High-Performance, Monolithic 
Trans-Impedance Preamplifier for Fiber Optic Receivers" by Burgyan 
et a16 . 

The preamplifier output is fed to a high-gain limiting amplifier, simply 
known as the post amp. The receiver is divided into pre- and post
amplifier les so that package and board parasitic capacitances will not 
make the system oscillate. The post amp must provide gain with good 
linearity for small signals and limiting for large signals. Typically, inputs 
between 2mVPP and 800mVPP must be handled. 

The NE5214/NE5217 postamplifiers are low cost les that provide up 
to 60dB of gain at 50MHz to bring mill i-volt level signals up to TTL 
levels. The postamplifier IC incorporates an auto-zeroed first stage 
with noise shaping, a high-gain symmetrical-limiting amplifier, and a 
matched riselfall time TTL output buffer. A secondary amplifier chain 
functions as a link-status indicator. To insure stability a surface mount 
(also called Small Outline {SO} ) package is used with the additional 
benefit of low automated assembly cost. 

NE5214INE5217 Block Diagram 
The circuit is divided into eight amplifier blocks (Figure 2). The forward 
path is made up of a cascade of limiting stages: AI - A2 - AB. This is 
the main signal path with AI bringing the differential input signal up to 
a workable level and A2 squaring this into an EeL signal. A8 then 
provides a Schmitt Trigger function and a matched riselfall time TTL 
output. The difference between the NE5214 and NE5217 is that the 
pins between A2 and A8 are accessible in the NE5217 only. This 
means a larger package (24 pins versus 20 pins), but allows the 
Schmitt trigger to be operated for Non-Return to Zero (NRZ) input 
coding. 

The A3 - A4 - A 7 path performs a wideband full-wave rectification of 
the input signal with adjustable hysteresis and decay times. It provides 
a TTL "FLAG" Signal (by way of amplifier A4) when the input is below 
a user adjustable threshold. It also drives an external LED to the ON 
state when the input signal is above the threshold. In a typical 
application the FLAG output is tied back to the TTL input 'JAM' 
(amplifier A6). This forces the overall chip output 'VOUT into a Low 
state when no signal is present. This is a link-status function to detect 
broken fibers, low signal, inactive transmitters, etc. 
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FIBER OPTIC POST·AMP 

NE5214 

Figure 2. NE5214 in an SO·20 Package 

A1 Amplifier 
A 1 is broken into two low-gain stages in cascade to maintain signal 
linearity at low levels (Figure 3). The first stage provides most of the 
amplification as well as providing a limiting function for large signals. 
Local series feedback is used to broadband and linearize the second 
stage. The amplifier can handle signals from 1mVPP to 1VPP, a 60dB 
range. Limiting for large signals is an inherent feature with the bipolar 
differential amplifier stages used. The overall amplifier has 20dB gain 
for small signals, decreasing to 2dB attenuation for 1VPP signals. Fully 
differential inputs and outputs are used to provide noise immunity to 
other high speed/large amplitude signals present on the same chip 
and/or board. Bandwidth is typically 75MHz with two real poles 
providing noise filtering above 50MHz. 

YBIRS 

Figures 3. A 1 Amplifier 

VBIRS 

Figures 4. A2 Amplifier 

A special Auto Zero (AZ) loop allows the NE5214/17 to be directly 
connected to the NE5212 preamplifier without coupling capacitors. 
This AZ loop cancels the NE5212 DC offset, NE5214/17-A1 offset, 
and more importantly the signal dependent offset created by the 
unipolar (optical) to bipolar (electrical) conversion in the PIN diode/ 
preamplifier system. The AZ capacitor must be 1000pF or more to 
compensate this negative feedback loop. The AZ loop sets a zero in 
the frequency response to the A 1 amplifier and this time constant 
must be less than one third of the shortest time between successive 
edges of the signal. To disable the AZ function the AZ pins can be 
shorted together. In that case the signal inputs must be AC coupled, 
and the amplifier will provide its own DC biasing through resistors RB. 

A2 Amplifier 
The A2 amplifier is a two-stage low-offset differential in/out amplifier 
with 38dB of gain (Figure 4). A2 is operated without feedback and thus 
functions as a comparator/limiter. Input offset is less than 1 mV and 
the bandwidth is approximately 1 OOMHz. The inputs may be DC driven 
from the A1 amplifier or NE5212, or AC coupled from any source. A 
unique feature of the A2 circuit is the" JAM" function. The A2 output is 
jammed into a logical Low state (OUT2A = Low, OUT2B = High) when 
the user controllable JAM pin is taken High. When JAM is Low, A2 
functions as an amplifier. This JAM function provides a means to 
eliminate output Jabber for low or no signal conditions. In conjunction 
with the FLAG signal this provides the overall receiver with a squelch 
or mute function. 

A 1 to A2 Interface 
Conveniently located pins allow direct coupling of A1 to A2 for 
systems where only modest sensitivity is required. For maximum 
sensitivity some sort of noise filtering can be applied between A 1 and 
A2. All filtering should be done differentially to maintain power-supply 
and common-mode rejection as high as possible. A2 outputs should 
be well shielded from A 1 inputs to prevent coupling and oscillati n. 
Figure 5 shows a simple RC lowpass filter combined with coupl"ng 
capacitors that provides bandpass action around 10MHz. This ill 
improve the sensitivity for 20M Baud applications (Ethernet on Fi er). 
Optimal filtering may include LC networks or equalization fi ters, 
depending on the application. Care must be taken to load A1 aid A2 
symmetrically to prevent either amplifier from oscillating. Minor Imbal
ances may also produce slew rate distortions leading to eye pattern 
closure (pulse width distortion). These asymmetries will lead to higher 
Bit Error Rate (BER) for a given input optical power. 
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INTER-STAGE FILTERING 

OUT2R 

IN1R OUT28 
Figure 5. A 1 to A2 Interface 

A3 Peak Detector 
The inputs from A2 are also routed to the full-wave rectifier A3 (see 
Figure 6). The greater of the positive or negative peak of the applied 
signal is then compared to a user defined threshold. This difference 
signal is then amplified further, finally charging the internal 10pF 
capacitor COl' The threshold is set by the user via a resistor from 
'THRESH' to VCC. An internal threshold (at A2's input) is developed 
as 

VTH = [ (VCC - 0.7V)/(RTH parallel 67K)]' 250 

To refer this threshold to the input of A 1 divide the threshold by a 
factor of ten (20dB). 

The squared-up difference signal between the input and threshold 
charges the internal C01 capacitor to an ECl logic High (O.BV below 
VCC) when sufficient input·signal amplitude is present. 

LINK STATUS CIRCUITRY 

Figure 6. Wideband Peak Detector 

Under no·signal conditions C01 will discharge via an internal current 
source 101 , The discharge current is given as 

101 = (VCC - 0.7V)/(Rpeak parallel 67K) 

Therefore the user can control the decay time of the peak detector. 
This is important when bursty data is present, and when framing and 
preambles are used. The delay through the peak detector path must 
be short enough to catch the first data bits transmitted, but not so fast 
as to lose the final data bits of a frame. Further user control of the 
peak detector is achieved by supplementing the internal capacitor with 
external capacitance (ex. 100pF). This gives better immunity of the 
peak detector system to external noise sources, glitches, etc, so long 
as the capacitor is returned to a quiet ground. 

Following A3 is a comparator A4 to sense whether signal is present, 
(V C01 > 3.7V), or signal is absent (V C01 < 3.7V). A4 then outputs a 
TTL compatible 'FLAG' signal (fanout of two) with 'FLAG' High 
warning of a low/no signal condition. Additionally, A4 signals A5 which 

produces pull down current for an external lED. This output is an open 
collector with 125 ohms of limiting resistance that turns the lED ON 
when signal is present. External resistance may be added in series 
with the lED (pulled up to VCC) to lower the lED current/brightness. 

To avoid jitter in the operation of the peak detector a user controllable 
hysteresis is provided. The hysteresis is approximately 

Hysteresis = 1.42 [(VCC-0.7V)/(RHYS parallel 67K)] 

Grounding 'RHYSr will disable this function, while leaving 'RHYSr 
open will apply an insignificantly small amount of hysteresis. 

A8 Schmitt Trigger/TTL Output Stage 
Input Section In the NE5214 the outputs from A2 are internally 
connected to the Schmitt trigger input of AB. However, this DC 
coupling renders the Schmitt trigger inoperative, and the input section 
of AB functions as a unity gain amplifier. The NE5217 provides pin 
outs for the A2 outputs and AB inputs (see Figure 2). The user has the 
choice of DC or AC coupling between these amplifiers. If DC coupled, 
the operation will be essentially the same as the NES214; however 
noise pickup may be more severe. AC coupling A2 to AB will invoke 
the Schmitt-trigger function, thereby providing immunity to noise
induced output-switching. 

Correct setting of the full-wave rectifier threshold is imperative to 
eliminate this unwanted output. Also, the Schmitt trigger allows the 
last state (digital data at this point) to be held indefinitely when no 
signal is present. This is useful in non-50% duty cycle systems such 
as NRZ. Holding the last state and decreasing the noise-induced 
switching has a sensitivity penalty however. The threshold for switch
ing AB is approximately 20mV for DC coupling and 400mV for AC 
coupling (half of ECl swing). 

Output Section The AB output stage converts internal differential ECl 
signals to a single ended TTL output. The output is deSigned for a 
minimum fanout of five (S). Optimization of rise and fall time was a 
prime design goal. Mismatches in rise and fall times were minimized to 
eliminate pulse width distortion that would compromise eye pattern 
openings and Bit Error Rate (BER). Rise/lall times are typically 3ns 
± O.Sns. For best performance the output should be loaded with less 
than 10pF. The output will drive up to 100pF, but square-wave 
response will include overshoot. 

Power Supplies 
Separate digital and analog power supplies are employed to minimize 
high amplitude digital signals from corrupting the low level analog 
signals. 'vcc' and 'GND' are used for low level signals and must be 
separated from 'VCCA' and 'GNDA', which are used for the main TTL 
output 'YOUr as well as the 'LED' and 'FLAG' outputs. 

Technology 
The synergy of MOS processing techniques and bipolar transistor 
performance has led to the development of a truly rugged, high 
performance bipolar process. Conservative 2/1 design-rules with 
shallow (non-poly) emitters yield B.SGHz FT with an LV CEO greater than 
6 volts. Outstanding performance, reliability, and repeatability are key 
features of this technology. Inclusion of low series-resistance bipolar 
diodes provides superior electro-static discharge protection. A die 
photograph of the postamplifier IC is shown in Figure 7. 

Package technology plays a dramatic role in the operation of these 
wide-band, high-gain ICs. The equivalent voltage gain of the NES212/ 
NES214 system is approximately 100dB, with an overall bandwidth of 
SO MHz. This is an astronomically high SOOOGHz of gain-bandwidth 
that must be handled on one board. Separation of the system into two 
chips was necessary independent of IC technology. Use of surface
mount (SO) packages allowed parasitic capacitance to be controlled 
to the level of 10fF input-to-output on each chip. Physical separation 
between chips was also required for system stability. 
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Figure 7. Ole Photograph of Postamplifier 

System Performance 
With the NE5212 preamplifier and NE5214/17 postamplifiers many 
optical receivers can be designed. A simple system using the 
HFBR220B PIN diode (X = B20nm) and a NE5212 directly coupled to a 
NE5214 has been operated at 100M Baud. Sensitivity is -26.0dBm 
for a Bit·Error-Rate (BER) of 10-9 or better using a 223.1 Psuedo· 
Random Bit-Stream (PRBS) with binary NRZ encoding. Operation at 
50M Baud showed a sensitivity of - 2B.6dBm under the same 
conditions (Figure B). Less deterioration of the eye pattern is seen. 
Noise filtering for 20M Baud applications would lead to further 
improvements in sensitivity. Experienced users have reported up to 
- 36.5dBm sensitivity with 26dB dynamic range using these chips with 
optimal equalization. 

Figure 8. Eye Pattern at SOM Baud 

Conclusion 
A low-cost two-chip fiber optic receiver for 1 M-l OOM Baud applica· 
tions has been designed in a standard bipolar process. The system 
architecture is flexible and controllable by the user. Depending on the 
application, sensitivity in the - 25dBm to - 35dBm range has been 
achieved. Surface-mount packages have been employed for their low 
parasitic capacitance and low automated assembly costs. Power 
supply requirements are 26mA for the preamp and 40mA for the post· 
amp from a single 5V source. External component count has been 
minimized by an on-chip auto·zero loop. Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) 
protection is employed on all pins to provide greater than 2000V 
protection using the Human Body Model. This combination of features 
is unequaled by any commercially available fiber optic receiver. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This application brief describes the use 
of four Signetics devices specifically 
designed for use as fiber optic receiver 
components. 

In order to simplify the design process 
for a prospective user, two typical fiber 
optic receivers were designed, built, and 
tested. The design criteria for these 
receivers is a maximum of 50Mb/s data 
rate non-return-to-zero (NRZ) format, 
optical wavelength of 850nm, and read
ily available components. 

The two receivers are topologically 
similar; the difference between them is 
in performance, which will be pointed 
out in the specific discussion of each re
ceiver. For ease of explanation, two 
sets of schematic diagrams are used. 
The first is a signal-only diagram used in 
the description of the circuit operation. 
The second, and complete set, shows 
the peripheral components and the 
power supply decoupling networks. 

The choice of which preamplifier to use 
with which postamplifier is determined 
by the task to be accomplished. Selec
tions were made for the two test receiv
ers: One receiver combination (NE52111 
NE5214) was chosen for long haul, i.e., 
greatest gain, and ashort (27-1 )-Pseudo 
Random Bit Sequence (PRBS). The 
other combination (NE5210/NE5217) 
was chosen for short haul, longer (223_ 

1) PRBS operation. That is not to say 
other combinations cannot exist; the 
choice is made dependent upon the 
application. The optical source used in 
the evaluation of the receivers is the 
transmitter, described in AB 1121. SMA 
connectors were used throughout, with 
the exception of the step attenuator (see 
Figure 1 for complete test set-up de
scription). The test set-up shown in 
Figure 1 provides measurement capa
bility of optical power, Bit-Error-Rate 
(BER), and eye pattern (duty cyele dis
tortion). 
December 1988 

AB1432 
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Figure 1. Test Set-Up 

RECEIVER 1 
The first receiver (Receiver 1) is shown 
in Figure 2. The optical signal is coupled 
to the PIN diode. Current flowing in the 
diode also flows into the input of the 
NE5211 preamplifier. The preamplifier 
is a fixed gain block that has a 28kn 
differential transimpedance and does a 
single-ended to differential conversion. 
With the signal in differential form, greater 
noise immunity is assured. The second 
stage, or postamplifier (NE5214), in-

~ 
PHILIPS BPF31 '-----I 

Figure 2. 

eludes a gain block, auto-zero circuit, 
detection and limiting. The auto-zero 
circuit allows DC coupling of the pream
plifier and the postamplifier and cancels 
the signal dependent offset due to the 
optical-to-electrical conversion. The 
auto-zero capacitor must be 1 OOOpF or 
greater for proper operation. The peak 
detector has an external threshold ad
justment, RTH, allowing the system 
designer to tailor the threshold to the 
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individual's need. Hysteresis is included 
to minimize jitter introduced by the peak 
detector, and an external resistor, RHyS' 

is used to set the amount of hysteresis 
desired. The output stage provides a 
single-ended TTL data signal with 
matched rise and fall times to minimize 
duty cycle distortion. The decoupling 
networks are shown in the complete 
schematic, Figure 3. Because this re
ceiver has gain> 1 OOdB and very wide 
bandwidth, great care must be taken in 

TTL DATA OUT 

I\H RHyS 

v lL 
ee Vee 

Receiver 1 

both the physical layout and decoupling 
of the stages. 

The printed circuit layout shown in Fig
ure4 may not be optimum; it serves only 
to demonstrate capability. For higher 
performance, a different layout and 
shielding between the detector leads 
and the preamplifier, and between the 
preamplifier and the post amplifier, may 
be in order. The decoupling networks 
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cannot be disposed of; the value of the 
passive components may change to fit a 
particular need, but overall they are 
necessary. Another feature of all of the 
devices is the grounding pins which are 
available to separate input grounds and 
output grounds, high level grounds and 
low level grounds. These grounds need 
to be given careful consideration when 
laying out a circuit. 

Results 
Receiver 1 was built using the layout 
shown in Figure 4. Input power (PIN) 
(minimum) was measured for PRBS 
lengths of 27.1 and ~3·1 with the follow
ing conditions: BER = 10.9 , RTH = 39K, 
RHys = 5K; 

The results obtained were: 
PIN dBm optical K -32dBm for PRBS of 
27_1 

PIN dBm optical = -20dBm for PRBS of 
223_1 

Actual eye patterns are shown in Figure 
5a and b, for PRBS of 27_1, 

PIN'" -32dBm and PRBS of 223_1, 
PIN'" -20dBm, respectively. 

To demonstrate threshold and hyster
esis, a pair of curves were generated by 
measuring input power required for the 
signal to fall just below the threshold 
(signal loss), then measuring PIN to just 
exceed the threshold (regain signal) for 
different valves of RTH. The value of 
RHyS is kept at a constant value of 5kCl. 
These curves are shown in Figure 6. 

Receiver 2 
Receiver 2, Figure 7, is similar to Re
ceiver 1, topologically. Optical power is 
coupled to the PIN photodetector diode, 
which is directly coupled to the NE521 o. 
The NE521 0 is a fixed 7kn differential 
transimpedance gain block with a differ
ential output for noise immunity. The 
post amplifier, NE5217, is DC coupled 
to the preamplifier. The NE5217 also 
has an auto-zero circuit allowing direct 
coupling and cancellation of signal de
pendent offsets. The peak detector has 
its threshold externally adjustable by 
means of RTH, and hysteresis for detec
tor jitter reduction is adjustable using 
RHyS. Curves are available in the data 
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sheets for both RTH and RHys. The 
NE5217 has a built-in Schmitt trigger, 
which requires coupling, capacitors, CS1 
and CS2 as shown in Figure 7. The 
Schmitt trigger allows this device to 
function with longer PRBS NRZ signals 
by holding the last state until a change is 
made. The penalty is that an internal 
threshold is moved from 20mVto 400mV. 
The complete schematic is shown in 
Figure 8. The discussion of grounding 
and layout for Receiver 1 holds true for 
Receiver 2. A well thought out layout will 
produce superior results. 

Results 
Receiver 2 was built using the layout 
shown in Figure 9. The same measure· 
ments were made as with Receiver 1. 
Input power minimum was measured for 
PRBS lengths of 27.1, and 223_1 with 
BER = 10.9, RTH '" 39K and RHyS = 5K. 

The results obtained were: 
PIN dBm optical = -30dBm for PRBS of 
27_1 

PIN dBm optical = ·21 dBm for PRBS of 
223_1 

The actual eye patterns are shown in 
Figure 10a and b, for PRBS of 27_1 and 
223_1, respectively. 

The curves showing power input (PIN) 
required for the signal to fall just below 
the threshold (signal loss) and PIN reo 
quired to just exceed the threshold 
(regain signal) for different values of 
RTH, are shown in Figure 11. The value 
of RHyS is kept at a constant value of 5K. 

NOTE: Recall that the transimpedance 
of the NE5210 is 1/4 the transimped
ance of the NE5211 when comparing 
the results. 

CONCLUSION 
Two 50Mb/s fiber optic receivers were 
presented along with full schematic 
diagrams and printed circuit layouts. 
Individual circuit descriptions were given, 
along with suggestions of how further 
performance improvement could be 
gained. Performance characteristics 
were shown for each circuit under actual 
operating condidions. 
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NOTE: The available bandwidth of both 
receivers is far greater than necessary 
for the applications shown. Capacitor 
C1, shown in all schematic diagrams, 
serves to limit the overall bandwidth to 
60MHz. 
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Despite numerous advantages, the relatively 
high cost of fiber-optic transmission prevent
ed its wide-spread industrial acceptance. 
High bandwidth-distance products, a 
prerequisite for cost-effectiveness, could not 
be achieved with relatively inexpensive com
ponents. The latest technological advances 
on both transmitter and receiver sides, how
ever, are about to change that. 

Transmitter 
Starting at the transmitter side (Figure I), the 
two major problems of the past were the lack 
of inexpensive, light emitting diode (lED) 
transmitters, capable of 10 - 20MHz modu
lation rates, and the compounded problem of 
cost and reliability of laser diodes, required 
for large channel capacity, single mode, long
distance systems. 

In examining the present status of the fiber
optic industry we observe, however, that new 
generations of lEOs, used in most short
range, multi mode transmitters, can achieve 
wide modulation bandwidths, enabling sys
tem designers to develop cost-effective sys
tems. For example, commercially available 
820-850 nanometer AIGaAs surface emitting 
devices have significantly decreased in price 
and can be used up to and beyond 100MHz 
(200 MBaud). InGaAsP lEDs can be used in 
the 1.311m range. Their highly doped versions 
can be modulated up to bandwidths of sever
al hundred MHz at the expense of lower 
output power. 

InGaAsP laser diodes can go well beyond 
1 GHz. Their higher output power and an 
order of magnitude narrower spectral widths 
make these devices the ideal choice for long
range, very high data rate telecommunication 
systems. 

Receiver 
The key to cost effectiveness at the receiver 
side is the ability to offer monolithic IC build
ing blocks that can match those high trans
mitter data rates with bandwidth, large dy
namic range and low noise. These kinds of IC 
building blocks weren't readily available in the 
past. Consequently, system designers had to 
choose between limiting data rates to below 
20 MBaud or using costly hybrid modules. 

Signetics' solution to the problem is the 
introduction of a family of transimpedance 
amplifiers (TIA). These are the NE5210, 
NE5211 and NE5212. 

Although the real meaning is different, "trans
resistance" and "trans-impedance" are, in 
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practice, used interchangeably. These names 
designate that these types of amplifiers are 
current-driven at their inputs and generate 
voltage at their outputs. The transfer function 
is therefore a ratio of output voltage to input 
current with dimensions of ohms. Since the 
input is current driven, the input resistance 
must be low, which means low input voltage 
swings, no capacitive charge/discharge cur
rents and wide frequency response with a 
generous phase margin. Alternative ap
proaches to the TIA, such as high input 
impedance FET preamplifiers with a shunt 
input resistor, tend to be more bandwidth 
limited. They exhibit integrating characteris
tics, and therefore must be equalized by a 
differentiating second stage to achieve broad 
frequency response. The integrating input 
stage, however, is prone to overload with 
signals that have high low-frequency content. 
If the amplifier overloads for any reason, the 
integrated waveform cannot be restored by 
differentiation and dynamic range suffers de
spite the low noise characteristics. Since the 
transimpedance configuration does not have 
this problem, its superior dynamic range, 
inherently large bandwidth and compatibility 
with low cost IC technologies make it an 
attractive approach. 

Transimpedance Amplifier 
Family 
The NE5210, NE5211 and NE5212 TIA is a 
low noise, wide band integrated circuit with 
single signal input and differential outputs, 
ideally suited for fiber optic receivers, both 
digital and analog, in addition to many other 
RF applications. Table 1 depicts the differ
ences between the three amplifiers. As 
shown in Figure 2, a differential output config
uration was chosen to achieve good power 
supply rejection ratio and to provide ease of 
interface with ECl type postamplifier circuitry. 
The input stage (AI) has a low noise shunt
series feedback configuration. The open loop 
gain of A 1 (RF = infinite) is about 70; there-

fore, we can assume with good approximation 
an input stage transresistance equal to the 
value of RF. Since the second stage differen
tial amplifier (A2) and the output emitter 
followers (A3 and A4) have a voltage gain of 
about two, the input to output transresistance 
is twice the value of RF. The single-ended 
transresistance is half of this value. 

Returning to the input stage (Figure 3), a 
simple analysis can be used to determine the 
performance of the TIA. The input resistance, 
RIN, can be calculated as: 

3.6k 
For the NE5210: RIN "" --= 600. 

1 + 70 

14.4k 
For the NE5211: RIN "" --= 2000. 

1 +70 

7.2k 
For the NE5212: RIN "" 1 + 70 = 1100. 

Typical input capacitance of the TIA, CIN, are 
7.5pF, 4pF and 10pF for NE5210, NE5211 
and NE5212 respectively. 

Thus, while neglecting driving source and 
stray capacitances, RIN and CIN will form the 
dominant hole of the entire amplifier: 

= 350MHz (NE5210) 
=200MHz (NE5211) 
= 145MHz (NE5212) 

Although significantly wider bandwidths could 
have been achieved by a cascode input stage 
configuration, the present solution has the 
advantage of a very uniform, highly de-sensi
tized frequency response because the Miller
effect dominates over external photodiode 
and stray capacitances. Consequently, the 
NE5210, NE5211, NE5212 will be relatively 
insensitive to PIN photodiode source capaci
tance variations. Since the dominant pole of 
the amplifier is at the input node, PIN diode 

Table 1. Wideband Transimpedance Amplifier Family 

DIFFERENTIAL 
BANDWIDTH INPUT NOISE MAX. INPUT 

PART TRANSRESISTANCE 
-3dB (typ.) CURRENT (typ.) CURRENT Kn (typ.) 

NE5212 14 140MHz 2.5pAlv'Hz ± 1201lA 

NE5211 28 180MHz 1.8pAlv'Hz ±601lA 

NE5210 7 280M Hz 3.5pAlv'Hz ±2401lA 
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source capacitance will not degrade phase 
margin. 

Package Parasitics 
Package parasitics, particularly ground-lead 
inductances and parasitic capacitances, can 
significantly degrade frequency response. To 
minimize parasitics, multiple grounds are 
used in order to minimize ground wire-bond 
inductances. 

Further bandwidth modifications can be 
achieved by a small capacitance between 
input and output or input and ground. Since 
each of the NE5210, NE5211 and NE5212 
has differential outputs, both peaking and 
attenuating type frequency response shaping 
are possible. 

Fighting Noise 
Since most currently installed and planned 
fiber optic systems use non-coherent trans
mission and detect incident optical power, 
receiver noise performance becomes impor
tant. The NE5210, NE5211 and NE5212 go a 
long way towards solving this problem. Their 
input stage configurations achieve a respect
ably low input referred noise current spectral 
density of 3.5pAlv'Hz for the NE5210, 
1.8pAlv'Hz for the NE5211 and 2.5pAlv'Hz 
for the NE5212, measured at 10MHz. This 
low value is nearly flat over the entire band
width. The transresistance configuration as
sures that the external high value bias resis
tors, often required for photodiode biasing, 
will not contribute to total system noise. As 
shown in the following equation, the equiva
lent input RMS noise current is determined by 
the quiescent operating point of 01, the 
feedback resistor, RF, and the bandwidth, 
af·, however, it is not dependent on the 
internal Miller-capacitance. The noise current 
equation is then 

_ af 
ieq2 = 4kT - + 2q 18Q1 af 

RF 

1. 2 + 2q Ico1 - W" (Cs + Cn1 ) af 
gm1 

The resulting integrated noise over 100MHz 
with Cs = lpF is 

40nA for NE5210 
21 nA for NE5211 
32nA for NE5212 

Testing the NE5212 
The remaining portion of this paper deals 
specifically with the NE5212 and is directly 
applicable to the NE5211 and the NE5210. 
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Connecting the NE5212 in an actual fiber 
optiC preamplifier configuration, dynamic 
range, transient response, noise and over
load recovery tests are easily measured (Fig
ure 4). In order to replicate actual parasitic 
capacitances, effects of the photodiode bias 
network and circuit layout effects, the test 
circuit should closely resemble the real appli
cation conditions. If the intention is to use the 
device in die form, then the actual hybrid 
circuit mounting techniques should be used 
while testing. 

In the test circuit shown, an 850nm modulat
ed laser light source feeds an HP-HFBR2202 
PIN photodiode which is mounted in close 
proximity to the NE5212 input. The R-C filter 
in series with the photodiode eliminates pos
sible disturbances from the power supply. 
Both differential outputs are AC coupled 
through 33.1"2 resistors in order to match to the 
50.1"2 test system. In most applications these 
matching resistors are unnecessary. Perfor
mance evaluation in the linear region, includ
ing amplitude and phase response and power 
supply rejection, can be accomplished by a 
network analyzer and S parameter test set 
(Figure 5). The simple equations given in the 
figure for the calculation of transresistance, 
RT, are accurate for R»RIN, where RIN is 
the input resistance of the NE5212. 

General Purpose RF 
Applications 
Besides the main fiber-optic receiver applica
tions, many other interesting possibilities exist 
for the NE5212. Simplicity and ease-of-use 
are the prevailing characteristics of this de
vice. For instance, amplifiers with 20dB gain 
can be built requiring only one external gain 
setting resistor (Figure 6). The voltage gain of 
the differential configuration with no load at 
the outputs can be calculated as follows: 

where Rs is the signal-source resistance, R is 
the external gain setting resistor and RIN is 
the input resistance of the NE5212. Substitut
ing the actual values: 

14000 
Av=----

Rs + R + 110 

where all values are in ohms. The graph of 
Figure 6 is an experimental verification of this 
formula in a single-ended, 50.1"2 system, using 
the test configuration of Figure 5. Note the 
6dB loss due to the single-ended configura
tion and another 6dB due to the 50.1"2 load. As 
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in all other RF applications, attention to 
power supply bypassing clean grounds and 
minimization of input stray capacitances are 
required for optimum performance. 

Another useful application of the NE5212 is 
as a voltage controlled amplifier, using a 
DMOS FET device biased into the linear 
region (Figure 7). An operational amplifier 
with supply-to-ground output swing and sup
ply-to-ground input common mode range 
(such as the Signetics NE5230) can provide 
adequate gate control voltage even with a 
single 5V power supply. This type of circuit 
can have 25dB AGC range at 50MHz and 
45dB at 10MHz with less than 1 % harmonic 
content. AGC range is determined by the ON
resistance range of the FET and capacitive 
drain to source feedthrough. If lowest RF 
feedthrough were required, the FET should 
be used in a shunt configuration rather than in 
a series. 

Turning towards an entirely different area of 
application, where contrary to the NE5212's 
capabilities, poor phase margins are manda
tory, a simple crystal oscillator with buffered 
output can be built using a minimum number 
of external components (Figure 8). The feed
back signal is taken from the non-inverting 
output, while the inverting output provides a 
low impedance (15.1"2) output drive. The crys
tal operates in its series resonance mode. 
Figure 9 shows a varactor tuned version with 
a large tuning range. In Figure 10 the circuit 
has been optimized for stability at the ex
pense of tuning range. 

In RF amplifier applications it is often desir
able to limit the amplifier bandwidth in order 
to minimize noise and RFI. The 100-150MHz 
bandwidth of the NE5212 can be easily 
modified by connecting a capacitor to the 
input pin. The device bandwidth then be
comes 

'-3d8 = -------
2rr RIN (CIN + CEXT) 

where RIN is the input resistance, CIN is the 
input capacitance as specified in the data 
sheet and CEXT is the external capacitance. 
For example, a CEXT = 33pF will reduce the 
amplifier bandwidth to 42MHz with a single 
pole roll-off. The penalty is an increase in 
noise current. The transfer curve is shown in 
Figure 11. Another way to limit the bandwidth 
is to connect a capacitor across the differen
tial output. Single-ended to differential con
version is another useful application for the 
device. Impedance matching is easily accom
plished by resistors connected in series with 
the outputs. 
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Figure 1. Fiber Optic Transmission System, Using Transresistance Preamplifier 
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Figure 2. Transimpedance Amplifier Block Diagram Showing the Transreslstance Preamplifier with the Internal Feedback Re
sistor and the Buffered Differential Outputs 

R1 

INPUT 

j: · '----""""-----+ R4 

l 
NOTE: 
This simple shunt-series input stage has some hidden features besides its very low noise. Due to the Miller-effect. the collector-base capacitance of Q1, multiplied by a 
voltage gain of 70, forms the dominant pole with RF. while desensitizing frequency response to source capacitance variations. 

Figure 3. Shunt-Series Input Stage 
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a. Stimulus b. Response 

Figure 4. Dynamic Range, Impulse Response and Noise Test Circuit 
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The frequency response can be conveniently measured with an S-parameter network analyzer. The 1kfl input resistor acts as a voltage-to-current converter and the 
resistors at the output do the impedance matching. The curves show a smooth. wide band response with ample phase margin. Transresistance and output resistance can 
be calculated from the S-parameters as shown in the table. 

Figure 5. Frequency Response and Group Delay Test Circuit 
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b. Non-Inverting Amplifier 
Single-Ended Gain vs Output Resistance 

NOTE: 
A 150MHz. 20dB amplifier requires only one external gain setting resistor. Differential or single-ended operation with or without inversion is possible. 

Figure 6. 20dB Amplifier Configurations 
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RFIN 

IT 

NOTE: 

AT5CIMHz: 
25d8AGC 
HARMONIC$: < 40dB 

AT10MHz: 
45c1BAGe 
HARMONICS: ... 40dB 

This variable gain RF amplifier has less than 1 % distortion, 25dB range at 50MHz and 45dB range at 10MHz. with a a -1V control signal. 

Figure 7. Amplifier with Gain Control 

NOTE: 
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This 16MHz crystal oscillator has minimum component count and operates in the series resonant mode. Output provides independent son drive capability. 

Figure 8. 16MHz Crystal Oscillator 

NOTE: 
Varactor tuned crystal oscillator with 0.28% tuning range. 

Figure 9. Varactor-Tuned Crystal Oscillator 
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NOTE: 
Varactor tuned oscillator with 1ppmIV supply sensitivity. 

Figure 10. Varactor-Tuned Oscillator with lppm/V Supply Sensitivity 

NOTE: 
Setting bandwidth with shunt input capacitor, Cs. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The NE5210 is a 7kn transimpedance 
wide band, low noise amplifier with dif
ferential outputs, particularly suitable for 
signal recovery in fiber-optic receivers. 
The part is ideally suited for many other 
RF applications as a general purpose 
gain block. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES 
• Low noise: 3.5pA/YHZ 
• Single 5V supply 
• Large bandwidth: 280MHz 
• Differential outputs 
• Low Input/output Impedances 
• High power supply rejection ratio 
• High overload threshold current 
• Wide dynamic range 
• 7kn differential transresistance 

APPLICATIONS 
• Fiber-optic receivers, analog and 

digital 
• Current-ta-voltage converters 
• Wideband gain bloc,k 
• Medical and scientific 

Instrumentation 
• Sensor preamplifiers 
• Single-ended to differential 

conversion 
• Low noise RF amplifiers 
• RF signal processing 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

14-Pin PlastiC SO o to +70·C NE5210D 

ASSOI-UTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vee Power supply 6 V 

TA Operating ambient temperature range o to +70 ·C 

TJ Operating junction temperature range -55 to +150 ·C 

TSTG Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 ·C 

PDMAX Power dissipation 
TA = 25·C (still air) 1 

1.0 W 

IINMAX Maximum input current2 5 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Maximum dissipation is determined by the operating ambient temperature and the thermal resistance: 

OJA = 12SoC/W. 
2. The use of a pull-up resistor to Vee for the PIN diode, is recommended. 
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RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 to 5.5 V 

TA Ambient temperature range o to + 70 °C 

TJ Junction temperature range o to +90 °C 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Min and Max limits apply over operating temperature range at Vee ~ 5V, unless 
otherwise specified. Typical data applies at Vee ~ 5V and T A ~ 25°C. 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

VIN Input bias voltage 0.6 0.8 0.95 V 

Vo± Output bias voltage 2.8 3.3 3.7 V 

Vas Output offset voltage 0 80 mV 

Icc Supply current 21 26 32 mA 

lOMAX Output sink/source current' 3 4 mA 

liN Input current (2% linearity) Test Circuit 8, Procedure 2 ± 120 ± 160 J1A 

IINMAX 
Maximum input current 

Test Circuit 8, Procedure 4 ± 160 ±240 J1A overload threshold 

NOTE: 
1. Test condition: output quiescent voltage variation is less than 100mV for 3mA load current. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Typical data and MiniMax limits apply at Vcc = 5V and T A = 25°C. 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

RT 
Transresistance DC tested, RL = 00 

4.9 7 10 kn 
(differential output) Test Circuit 8, Procedure 1 

Ro 
Output resistance 

DC tested 16 30 42 n 
(differential output) 

RT 
Transresistance 

DC tested, RL = 00 2.45 3.5 5 kn 
(single-ended output) 

Ro 
Output resistance 

DC tested 8 15 21 n 
(single-ended output) 

f3dB Bandwidth (-3dB) Test Circuit 1, T A = 25°C 200 280 MHz 

RIN Input resistance 60 n 
CIN Input capacitance 7.5 pF 

aR/aV 
Transresistance power 

Vcc = 5!0.5V 9.6 20 %IV 
supply sensitivity 

aR/aT Transresistance ambient 
aTA = TAMAX- TAMIN 0.05 0.1 %/oC 

temperature sensitivity 

IN 
RMS noise current spectral f = 10MHz, TA = 25°C, 

3.5 6 pAlv'Hz 
density (referred to input) Test Circuit 2 

Integrated RMS noise current 
TA = 25°C 

IT over the bandwidth (referred to 
input) Cs = 01 Test Circuit 2 

af= 100MHz 37 nA 
af = 200M Hz 56 nA 
af = 300M Hz 71 nA 

af= 100MHz 40 nA 
Cs= 1 af= 200MHz 66 nA 

af = 300M Hz 89 nA 

PSRR 
Power supply rejection rati02 Dc tested, avcc = 0.1V 

20 36 dB 
(VCC1 = VCC2) Equivalent AC test circuit 3 

PSRR 
Power supply rejection rati02 DC tested, avcc = 0.1V 

20 36 dB 
(VCC1) Equivalent AC test circuit 4 

PSRR 
Power supply rejection rati02 DC tested, avcc = 0.1V 

65 dB 
(VCC2) Equivalent AC test circuit 5 

PSRR 
Power supply rejection rati02 

f = 0.1MHz, Test Circuit 6 23 dB 
(ECl configuration) 

VOMAX 
Maximum output voltage swing RL = 00 

2.4 3.2 Vp_p 
differential Test Circuit 8, Procedure 3 

VINMAX 
Maximum input amplitude for 

Test Circuit 7 650 mVp_p 
output duty cycle of 50! 5%3 

tR 
Rise time for 50 mVp.p 

Test Circuit 7 0.8 1.2 ns 
output signal4 

NOTES: 
1. Package parasitic capacitance amounts to about 0.2pF. 
2. PSRR is output referenced and is circuit board layout dependent at higher frequencies. For best performance use RF filter in Vee line. 
3. Guaranteed by linearity and overload tests. 
4. tR defined as 20 - 80% rise time. It is guaranteed by a -3dB bandwidth test. 
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TEST CIRCUITS 

SINGLE-ENDED DIFFERENTIAL 
NETWORK ANALYZER 

Your Vour Rr"- R=2xS2txR Rrc--y;;;R=4)($21xR 
Y,N 

R "Zo 11+S22I_33 11+S221 Ro=2z" -- -66 o 1-S22 1-S22 
5-PARAMETER TESr SET 

PORT 1 

5V 

Test Circuit 1 

SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

5V 

NC 

Test Circuit 2 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

Wo-.-----~r_--------_, 

CURRENT PROBE 
1mV/mA 

Preliminary Specification 

NE5210 

NETWORK ANA\.YZER 

S-PARAMETER TEST SET 

PORT 1 PORT 2 

L---'V'IIr-4~ ___________________________ ...... ,--CAL. 

5V ·to•F 

l 'o•F 

-t'~F 

December 1988 

IN 

GNO, 

=fo.1.F 

j=o.1.F I 
16 

100 
BAL. 

Test Circuit 3 

PORT 1 

CURRENT PROBE -1mVlmA 

j=o.1.F VcC2 1 VCC1 33 O.1.F 

OUT .. 
IN 0- 100 

33 Q.1pF BAL. 

OUT ~I 
Y 

Test Circuit 4 

3-28 

TRANSFORMER 
NH0300HB 

~ TEST 
UNBAL. 

NETWORK ANALYZER 

1 1 '-

• • • 
S-PARAMETER TEST SET 

PORT 2 

CAL. .')-
~ TEST 

TRANSFORMER 
NH0300HB UNBAL. 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

December 1988 

NETWORK ANALYZER 

5V S-PARAMETER TEST SET 

16 

CURRENT PROBE 
1mV/mA 

PORT 1 PORT 2 

'--"1''''''-+----------------------------------.......... CAL. 

5Vo-~----~~-----, 

IN 

GND 

16 

100 
SAL 

Test Circuit 5 

CURRENT PROBE 
1mV/mA 

PORT 1 

TRANSFORMER 
NH0300HS 

~ TEST 
UNSAL. 

NETWORK ANALVZER 

5-PARAMETER TEST SET 

PORT 2 

~~.,.,.-+ __________________________________ --.CAL 

GN,.D.:,' '--a.., 

S.2V 0-..... ---..... ---'= ......... 

100 
SAL. 

Test Circuit 6 
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TRANSFORMER 
NH0300HS 

~ TEST 
UNSAL. 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

PULSE (lEN 

a1~ 1k IN 

50 

December 1988 

DUT 
1~~~~a~11~"F~~ ____ [[~::~~1 OUT I- A 20=500 

a1"F OSCILLOSCOPE 

I-------UBU 20=500 

Me •• urement done uelng 

differential wave forms 

Test Circuit 7 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

Typical Differential Output Voltage 
vs Current Input 

~ 
OUT + + 

IN DUT i- YOllT (Y) 

'.~'~ OUT -

GN~No" 
T023460S 

2.00 

1.60 

/' 
~ 1.20 

w /' " 0.80 .. V I-

<I' -' 
0 

DAD > 

/ I-

~ 0.00 I-

./ :::> 
0 
-' -DAD 

~ ./ z w -0.80 
II: 

/,V W 
IL 

~ -1.20 

V 
-1.60 

-2.00 

-400 -320 -240 -160 -80 0 80 160 240 320 400 

CURRENT INPUT (IlAI 

OP2099DS 

NE5210 TEST CONDITIONS 

Procedure 1 RT measured at SOiJA 
RT = (VOl - V02)/(+ SOiJA - (- SOiJA» 
Where: VOl Measured at liN = +SOiJA 

V02 Measured at liN = -SOiJA 

Procedure 2 Linearity = 1 - ABS«VOA - Voe)/(Vo3 - Vo4» 
Where: V03 Measured at liN = + 120iJA 

V04 Measured at liN = -120iJA 
VOA = RT • (+120j.lA) + Vos 
Voe = RT • (-120iJA) + Vos 

Procedure 3 VOMAX = V07-VOS 
Where: V07 Measured at ilN = +2S0iJA 

Vos Measured at ilN = -2S0iJA 

Procedure 4 ilN MAX Test Pass Conditions: 
V07 - V05 > 20mV and Vos - V05 > 20mV 
Where: V05 Measured at ilN = +1S0j.lA 

Vos Measured at ilN = -1S0j.lA 
V07 Measured at ilN = + 2S0iJA 
Voa Measured at ilN = -2S0iJA 

Test Circuit 8 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
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NE5210 Output Bias Voltage 
vs Temperature 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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vs Temperature 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 
Transimpedance amplifiers have been widely 
used as the preamplifier in fiber-optic receiv
ers. The NE5210 is a wide bandwidth (typical
ly 280M Hz) transimpedance amplifier de
signed primarily for input currents requiring a 
large dynamic range, such as those produced 
by a laser diode. The maximum input current 
before output stage clipping occurs at typical
ly 2401lA. The NE5210 is a bipolar transimpe
dance amplifier which is current driven at the 
input and generates a differential voltage 
signal at the outputs. The forward transfer 
function is therefore a ratio of the differential 
output voltage to a given input current with 
the dimensions of ohms. The main feature of 
this amplifier is a wideband, low-noise input 
stage which is desensitized to photodiode 
capacitance variations. When connected to a 
photodiode of a few picoFarads, the frequen
cy response will not be degraded significantly. 
Except for the input stage, the entire signal 
path is differential to provide improved power
supply rejection and ease of interface to EGl 
type circuitry. A block diagram of the circuit is 
shown in Figure 1. The input stage (AI) 
employs shunt-series feedback to stabilize 
the current gain of the amplifier. The transre
sistance of the amplifier from the current 
source to the emitter of Q3 is approximately 
the value of the feedback resistor, 
AF = 3.6k11. The gain from the second stage 
(A2) and emitter followers (A3 and A4) is 
about two. Therefore, the differential transre
sistance of the entire amplifier, AT is 

VOUT(diff) 
AT = --- = 2AF = 2(3.6K) = 7.2k11. 

liN 

The single-ended transresistance of the am
plifier is typically 3.6k11. 

The simplified schematic in Figure 2 shows 
how an input current is converted to a differ
ential output voltage. The amplifier has a 
single input for current which is referenced to 
Ground 1. An input current from a laser diode, 
for example, will be converted into a voltage 
by the feedback resistor AF. The transistor 
Ql provides most of the open loop gain of the 
circuit, AVOL "'70. The emitter follower Q2 
minimizes loading on Q1· The transistor Q4, 
resistor A7, and VB1 provide level shifting and 
interface with the Q15-016 differential pair of 
the second stage which is biased with an 
internal reference, VB2. The differential out
puts are derived from emitter followers 
Q11-Q12 which are biased by constant cur
rent sources. The collectors of Q11-012 are 
bonded to an external pin, VCC2, in order to 
reduce the feedback to the input stage. The 
output impedance is about 1711 single-ended. 

December 1988 

Figure 1. NE5210 - Block Diagram 

For ease of performance evaluation, a 3311 
resistor is used in series with each output to 
match to a 5011 test system. 

BANDWIDTH CALCULATIONS 
The input stage, shown in Figure 3, employs 
shunt-series feedback to stabilize the current 
gain of the amplifier. A simplified analysis can 
determine the performance of the amplifier. 
The equivalent input capacitance, GIN, in 
parallel with the source, Is, is approximately 
7.5pF, assuming that Gs = 0 where Gs is the 
external source capacitance. 

Since the input is driven by a current source 
the input must have a low input resistance. 
The input resistance, AIN, is the ratio of the 
incremental input voltage, VIN, to the corre
sponding input current, liN and can be calcu
lated as: 

VIN AF 3.6k 
AIN=-=---=-= 5111. 

liN 1 + AVOL 71 

More exact calculations would yield a higher 
value of 6011. 

Thus GIN and AIN will form the dominant pole 
of the entire amplifier; 

Assuming typical values for AF = 3.6k11, AIN 
= 6011, GIN 7.5pF 

1 
f 3dB = 354M Hz. 
- 21T 7.5pF 60 

The operating point of Ql, Figure 2, has been 
optimized for the lowest current noise without 
introducing a second dominant pole in the 
pass-band. All poles associated with subse
quent stages have been kept at sufficiently 
high enough frequencies to yield an overall 
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single pole response. Although wider band
widths have been achieved by using a cas
code input stage configuration, the present 
solution has the advantage of a very uniform, 
highly desensitized frequency response be
cause the Miller effect dominates over the 
external photodiode and stray capacitances. 
For example, assuming a source capacitance 
of 1 pF, input stage voltage gain of 70, 
AIN = 6011 then the total input capacitance, 
GIN = (1 + 7.5) pF which will lead to only a 
12% bandwidth reduction. 

NOISE 

Most of the currently installed fiber -optic sys
tems use non-coherent transmission and de
tect incident optical power. Therefore, receiv
er noise performance becomes very impor
tant. The input stage achieves a low input 
referred noise current (spectral density) of 
3.5pA/YHZ. The transresistance configura
tion assures that the external high value bias 
resistors often required for photodiode bias
ing will not contribute to the total noise 
system noise. The equivalent input RMS noise 
current is strongly determined by the quies
cent current of Q1, the feedback resistor AF, 
and the bandwidth; however, it is not depen
dent upon the internal Miller-capacitance. 
The measured wideband noise was 66nA in a 
200MHz bandwidth. 

DYNAMIC RANGE 
CALCULATIONS 
The electrical dynamic range can be defined 
as the ratio of maximum input current to the 
peak noise current: 

Electrical dynamic range, DE, in a 200MHz 
bandwidth assuming IINMAX = 2401lA and a 
wideband noise of lEO = 66nARMS for an 
external source capacitance of Gs = 1 pF. 
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INPUT r-------..., 
I 1'* I I I I I I 
I-=--=- I 
~~~o~~~ __ J ..... --'\R,..s .. -=-_-+ 

OUT-

OUT+ 

Figure 2. Trans-Impedance Amplifier 

R1 R3 

INPUT I. 
liN --.. 

j~ ,--+ I_F -VoIV------R2--+VEQ3 

RF 

l 
R4 

Figure 3. Shunt-Series Input Stage 

(Max. input current) 
DE=~ __ ~------~ 

(Peak noise current) 

(240 X 10-6) 
= 20 log (V2 66 X 1O-S, 

(240/lA) 
= 20 log --= 68dB. 

(93nA) 

In order to calculate the optical dynamic 
range the incident optical power must be 
considered. 

For a given wavelength }..; 

hc 
Energy of one Photon = X watt sec (Joule) 

Where h = Planck's Constant = 6.6 X 10-34 

Joule sec. 
c = speed of light = 3 X 108 mtl sec 
c/}.. = optical frequency 

P 

No. of incident photons/sec = hc where 
P = optical incident power X-
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P 

No. of generated electrons/sec = 1/' hc 
}.. 

where 1/ = quantum efficiency 

no. of generated electron hole pairs 

no. of incident photons 

P 

I = 1/' hc' e Amps (Coulombs/sec.) 

}.. 
where e = electron charge = 1.6 X 10- 19 
Coulombs 

1/"9 

Responsivity R = hc Amp/watt 

}.. 

I=P'R 

Assuming a data rate of 400 Mbaud (Band
width, B = 200MHz), the noise parameter Z 
may be calculated as: 1 

IEQ 66 X 10-9 

Z = qB = (1.6 X 10-19)(200 X 106) 
2063 
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where Z is the ratio of RMS noise output to the 
peak response to a single hole-electron pair. 
Assuming 100% photodetector quantum effi
ciency, half mark/half space digital transmis
sion, 850nm lightwave and using Gaussian 
approximation, the minimum required optical 
power to achieve 10-9 BER is: 

hc 
PavMIN = 12X- B Z = 12 2.3 X 10- 19 

200 X 106 2063 
= 1139nW = - 29.4dBm, 

where h is Planck's Constant, c is the speed 
of light, }.. is the wavelength. The minimum 
input current to the NE5210, at this input 
power is: 

}.. 
lavMIN = qPavMINhc; 

1139 X 10-9 X 1.6 X 10-19 

2.3 X 10 19 

= 792nA. 

Choosing the maximum peak overload cur
rent of lavMAX = 240/lA, the maximum mean 
optical power is: 

hc lavMAX 2.3 X 10-19 -6 
PavMAX = --- = 19240 X 10 

A q 1.6X 10-

= 345mW or -4.6dBm. 

Thus the optical dynamic range, Do is: 

Do = PavMAX-PavMIN =-4.6-(-29.4) = 24.8dB. 

This represents the maximum limit attainable 
with the NE5210 operating at 200MHz band
width, with a half mark/half space digital 
transmission at 850nm wavelength. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 
Package parasitics, particularly ground lead 
inductances and paraSitic capacitances, can 
significantly degrade the frequency response. 
Since the NE5210 has differential outputs 
which can feed back signals to the input by 
paraSitic package or board layout capaci
tances, both peaking and attenuating type 
frequency response shaping is possible. Con
structing the board layout so that Ground 1 
and Ground 2 have very low impedance paths 
has produced the best results. This was 
accomplished by adding a ground-plane 
stripe underneath the device connecting 
Ground 1, Pins 8-11, and Ground 2, Pins 1 
and 2 on opposite ends of the S014 pack
age. This ground-plane stripe also provides 
isolation between the output return currents 
flowing to either VCC2 or Ground 2 and the 
input photodiode currents to flowing to 
Ground 1. Without this ground-plane stripe 
and with large lead inductances on the board, 
the part may be unstable and oscillate near 
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800M Hz. The easiest way to realize that the 
part is not functioning normally is to measure 
the DC voltages at the outputs. If they are not 
close to their quiescent values of 3.3V (for a 
5V supply), then the circuit may be oscillating. 
Input pin layout necessitates that the photo
diode be physically very close to the input 
and Ground 1. Connecting Pins 3 and 5 to 
Ground 1 will tend to shield the input but it will 
also tend to increase the capacitance on the 
input and slightly reduce the bandwidth. 

As with any high-frequency device, some 
precautions must be observed in order to 
enjoy reliable performance. The first of these 
is the use of a well-regulated power supply. 
The supply must be capable of providing 
varying amounts of current without signifi
cantly changing the voltage level. Proper 
supply bypassing requires that a good quality 
O.1I.lF high-frequency capacitor be inserted 
between V CC1 and V CC2, preferably a chip 
capacitor, as close to the package pins as 
possible. Also, the parallel combination of 

+Vcc 

G) 4h<F 

Cl ~ 
C2 t-;I . .:=-

.Ol.u F 

C7 

tN'B 

IN,. ~I_""_, 

C"zP 
CAZN 

OUT'9 

IN2B 

CUltA. 

IN2A 

RHYST 

R4 
5.1K 

GND 

G-r-:L 

GND 

OUT 

GND 

OUT 
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NE5210 

O.1I.lF capacitors with 10l.lF tantalum capaci
tors from each supply, V CC1 and V CC2, to the 
ground plane should provide adequate de
coupling. Some applications may require an 
RF choke in series with the power supply line. 
Separate analog and digital ground leads 
must be maintained and printed circuit board 
ground plane should be employed whenever 
possible. 

Figure 4 depicts a 50Mb/s TTL fiber-optic 
receiver using the BPF31, 850nm LED, the 
NE5210 and the NE5214 post amplifier. 

Figure 4. A 50Mb/s TTL Fiber OptiC Receiver Using NE5210INE5214 
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Transimpedance Amplifier 
(180MHz) 

Linear Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The NE/SA5211 is a 28kn transimpe
dance, wide-band, low noise amplifier 
with differential outputs, particularly suit
able for signal recovery in fiber optic 
receivers. The part is ideally suited for 
many other RF applications as a general 
purpose gain block. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES 
• Extremely low noise: 1.8pA/v'Hz 

• Single 5V supply 
• Large bandwidth: 180MHz 
• Differential outputs 
• Low input/output Impedances 
• High power supply rejection ratio 
• 28kn differential transresistance 

APPLICATIONS 
• Fiber optic receivers, analog and 

digital 
• Current-to-voltage converters. 
• Wide-band gain block 
• Medical and scientific 

Instrumentation 

• Sensor preamplifiers 
• Single-ended to differential 

conversion 

• Low noise RF amplifiers 
• RF signal processing 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

14-Pin Plastic SO o to +70·C NE5211D 

14-Pin Plastic SO -40 to +85·C SA5211D 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

RATING 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

NE5211 SA5211 

Vcc Power supply 6 6 V 

TA 
Operating ambient temperature 

o to +70 -40 to +85 ·C 
range 

TJ 
Operating junction temperature 

-55 to + 150 -55 to +150 ·C 
range 

TSTG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 -65 to +150 ·C 

Po MAX Power dissipation, 
1.0 1.0 W 

T A = 25·C (still-air) 1 

liN MAX Maximum input current2 5 5 rnA 

NOTES: 
1. Maximum dissipation is determined by the operating ambient temperature and the thermal resistance: 

8JA = 125·C/W 
2. The use of a pull-up resistor to Vee, for the PIN diode, is recommended. 
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RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vee Supply voltage 4.5 to 5.5 V 

TA Ambient temperature range 
NE Grade o to +70 °C 
SA Grade -40 to +B5 °C 

TJ Junction temperature range 
NE Grade o to +90 °C 
SA Grade -40 to + 105 °C 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Min and Max limits apply over operating temperature at Vee = 5V, unless otherwise 
specified. Typical data apply at Vcc = 5V and T A = 25°C. 

NE5211 SA5211 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

VIN Input bias voltage 0.6 O.B 0.95 0.55 O.B 1.00 V 

VO± Output bias voltage 2.B 3.4 3.7 2.7 3.4 3.7 V 

Vas Output offset voltage 0 120 0 130 mV 

Icc Supply current 21 24 30 20 26 31 mA 

lOMAX Output sink/source current1 3 4 3 4 mA 

liN 
Input current Test Circuit B, 

±30 ±40 ±20 ±40 IlA (2% linearity) Procedure 2 

liN MAX 
Maximum input current Test Circuit B, 

±40 ±60 ±30 ±60 jJ.A 
overload threshold Procedure 4 

NOTE: 
1. Test condition: output quiescent voltage variation is less than 100mV for 3mA load current. 
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Transimpedance Amplifier (180MHz) NEjSA5211 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Typical data and Min and Max limits apply at Vec = SV and TA = 2SoC. 

NE5211 SA5211 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Transresistance 
DC tested 

RT (differential output) 
RL = 00 22 28 3S 21 28 36 kn 

Test Circuit 8, Procedure 1 

Ro 
Output resistance 

DC tested 30 30 n 
(differentialoutput) 

RT 
Transresistance DC tested 

11 14 17.S 10.5 14 18.0 kn 
(single--ended output) RL = 00 

Ro 
Output resistance 

DC tested 1S 1S n 
(single-ended output) 

f3dB Bandwidth (-3dB) 
TA = 2SoC 

180 180 MHz 
Test Circuit 1 

RIN Input resistance 200 200 n 
CIN Input capacitance 4 4 pF 

ARt/!N 
Transresistance power 

Vec=5±0.5V 3.7 3.7 %IV 
supply sensitivity 

ARtAT 
Transresistance ambient 

ATA=TA MAX-TA MIN 0.02S 0.025 %tOC 
temperature sensitivity 

RMS noise current 
Test Circuit 2 

IN f= 10MHz 1.8 1.8 pAlYHz 
spectral density (referred to input) 

TA = 25°C 

Integrated RMS noise current 
TA = 25°C 

IT over the bandwidth 
Test Circuit 2 

(referred to input) 

CS=Ol Af=SOMHz 13 13 nA 
Af= 100MHz 20 20 nA 
Af=200MHz 3S 3S nA 

Af= SOMHz 13 13 nA 
Cs= 1pF Af= 100MHz 21 21 nA 

Af=200MHz 41 41 nA 

Power supply rejection rati02 DC tested, AVec = .OW 
PSRR Equivalent AC 26 32 23 32 dB 

(VCC1 = VCC2) Test Circuit 3 

Power supply rejection rati02 DC tested, AV cc = .OW 
PSRR Equivalent AC 26 32 23 32 dB 

(VCC1) Test Circuit 4 

Power supply rejection rati02 DC tested, AVec = .OW 
PSRR Equivalent AC 45 65 45 65 dB 

(VCC2) Test Circuit 5 

PSRR 
Power supply rejection ratio (ECl f=O.1MHz 

23 23 dB 
configuration)2 Test Circuit 6 

VOMAX 
Maximum differential output voltage RL = 00 

2.4 3.2 1.7 3.2 Vp_p 
swing Test Circuit 8, Procedure 3 

Maximum input 

VIN MAX 
amplitude for 

Test Circuit 7 160 160 mVp_p 
output duty cycle 
of 50±5%3 

tR Rise time for SOmV output signal4 Test Circuit 7 0.8 1.2 0.8 1.8 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Package parasitic capaCitance amounts to about O.2pF. 
2. PSRR is output referenced and is circuit board layout dependent at higher frequencies. For best performance use RF filter in Vee lines. 
3. Guaranteed by linearity and overload tests. 
4. IR defined as 20 - 80% rise time. It is guaranteed by - 3dB bandwidth test. 
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TEST CIRCUITS 

SINGLE·ENDED DIFFERENTIAL 
NETWORK ANALYZER 

VOUT Rr==v;; R=21C$21xR 
VOUT Rr=-y;; R=4xS21)( R 

Ra"'70 1;~:I-33 11+522 1 Ra=2Z0 -- -86 1-522 
S-PARAMETER TEST SET 

PORT1 

Test Circuit 1 

SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

5V 

33 
OUT ...... AA.-· ......... 

NC IN DUT 

Test Circuit 2 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

wO-.------4~--------_, 

IN 

GND, 

CURRENT PROBE 
1mV/mA 

PORT 1 

100 
BAL 

Test Circuit 3 

NETWORK ANALYZER 

8-PARAMETER TEST SET 

TRANSFORMER 
NH0300HB 

NETWORK ANALVZER 

PORT 2 

W 8-PARAMETER TEST SET 

16 

5Vo-.-------~------~ 

IN 

GND, 

December 1988 

PORT 1 PORT 2 

CURRENT PRDBE 
1mV/mA 

100 
BAL 

Test Circuit 4 

3-42 

TRANSFORMER 
NH0300HB 

~ TEST 
UNBAL 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

5V~~------~------------, 

16 

CURRENT PROBE 
1mV/mA 

Preliminary Specification 

NE/SA5211 

NETWORK ANALYZER 

S-PARAMETER TEST SET 

PORT 1 PORT 2 

'---'V""'---1t--------------____ --4'-CAL. 

December 1988 

5V~'-------~-------, 

IN 

GNDl 

to.F *~l.F I 
18 

33 O.1I'F 

100 
BAL. 

Test Circuit 5 

PORT 1 

CURRENT PROBE 
1mV/mA -

GND, I GND2 33 O.1I'F 

OUT 

IN 0- 100 
33 O.1I'F BAL. 

OUT ~ 
Vee, 1 I VeC2 

-..L_ ..L 
5.2V 

Jt: _1o,._F __ T..J ~lpF 

Test Circuit 6 
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TRANSFORMER 
NH0300HB 

~ TEST 
UNBAL. 

NETWORK ANALYZER 

, , , 
• • • 

S-PARAMETER TEST SET 

PORT 2 

CAL 

>-~ TEST 
TRANSFORMER 

NH0300HB UNBAL 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

PlLSE GEN 

December 1988 

1~A~~~~1."~F~ ____ -lir~;;~" OUT!- A Zo=50n 
~1"F OSCILLOSCOPE 

Test Circuit 7 

3·44 

I------ooa Zo-50n 

Me •• urement done using 

elfterentlel wive forma 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

5V 

VCC1~VCCI 
OUTt- t-

'p" ~ .l Vo (VOLTS) 

OUT -
'IN (~) t 

-= GN~ND2 
TC2346IS 

Typical Vo (Differential) vs liN 

2.00 

1.110 

V 
E 1.20 

/ ... 
" 0.80 C 

c:// ... .... 
0 OAO > 

V 5 .. 0.00 ... 
./ 5 

.... -OAO 

~ ./ z ... -0.80 a: V ~ /' ~ -1.20 

V 
-1.80 

-2.00 
-400 -320 -240 -180 -80 0 80 180 240 320 400 

CURRENT INPUT (IIA) 

OP20990S 

NE5211 TEST CONDITIONS 

Procedure 1 RT measured at 15j.IA 
RT = (V01- V02)/(+ 15j.IA- (-15pA» 
Where: VOl Measured at liN = + 15pA 

V02 Measured at liN = -15j.IA 

Procedure 2 Linearity = 1 - ABS«VOA - VOS)/(V03 - V04» 
Where: V03 Measured at liN = + 30j.IA 

V04 Measured at liN = -30j.IA 
VOA = RT • (+30j.IA) + Vos 
Vos = RT • (-30j.IA) + Vos 

Procedure 3 VOMAX = VOl - V08 
Where: V07 Measured at liN = + 65j.IA 

Vos Measured at liN = -65j.IA 

Procedure 4 liN MAX Test Pass Conditions: 
VOl - Vos > 50mV and V06 - Vos > 50mV 
Where: Vos Measured at liN = + 40j.IA 

V06 Measured at liN = -40j.IA 
VOl Measured at liN = + 65j.IA 
Vos Measured at liN = -65j.IA 

Test Circuit 8 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

NE5211 Supply Current 
vs Temperature 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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NE5211 Differential Transresistance 
vs Temperature 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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NE5211 Output Resistance 
vs Temperature 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Output Step Response 

/ 

/ 
/ 
/ 

/ 

• 2 4 6 8 

THEORY OF OPERATION 
Transimpedance amplifiers have been widely 
used as the preamplifier in fiber-optic receiv
ers. The NE5211 is a wide bandwidth (typical
ly 180MHz) transimpedance amplifier de
signed primarily for high sensitivity. The maxi
mum input current before output stage clip
ping occurs at typically 50p.A. The NE5211 is 
a bipolar transimpedance amplifier which is 
current driven at the input and generates a 
differential voltage signal at the outputs. The 
forward transfer function is therefore a ratio 
of the differential output voltage to a given 
input current with the dimensions of ohms. 
The main feature of this amplifier is a wide
band, low-noise input stage which is desensi
tized to photodiode capacitance variations. 
When connected to a photodiode of a few 
picoFarads, the frequency response will not 
be degraded significantly. Except for the input 
stage, the entire signal path is differential to 
provide improved power-supply rejection and 
ease of interface to EGl type circuitry. A 
block diagram of the circuit is shown in Figure 
1. The input stage (A 1) employs shunt-series 
feedback to stabilize the current gain of the 
amplifier. The transresistance of the amplifier 
from the current source to the emitter of Oa is 
approximately the value of the feedback re
sistor, RF = 14.4kn. The gain from the sec
ond stage (A2) and emitter followers (A3 and 
A4) is about two. Therefore, the differential 
transresistance of the entire amplifier, RT is 

VOUT (diff) 
RT = --1-- = 2RF = 2(14.4k) = 2B.Bkn. 

IN 

The single-ended transresistance of the am
plifier is typically 14.4kn. 

The simplified schematic in Figure 2 shows 
how an input current is converted to a differ
ential output voltage. The amplifier has a 
single input for current which is referenced to 
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Ground 1. An input current from a laser diode, 
for example, will be converted into a voltage 
by the feedback resistor RF. The transistor 
01 provides most of the open loop gain of the 
circuit, AVOL "'70. The emitter follower 02 
minimizes loading on a,. The transistor A., 
resistor R7, and VB' provide level shifting and 
interface with the 0'5-0'6 differential pair of 
the second stage which is biased with an 
internal reference, VB2' The differential out
puts are derived from emitter followers 
0,,-0,2 which are biased by constant cur
rent sources. The collectors of 0,,-0'2 are 
bonded to an external pin, VCC2, in order to 
reduce the feedback to the input stage. The 
output impedance is about 17n single-ended. 
For ease of performance evaluation, a 33n 
resistor is used in series with each output to 
match to a 50n test system. 

BANDWIDTH CALCULATIONS 
The input stage, shown in Figure 3, employs 
shunt-series feedback to stabilize the current 
gain of the amplifier. A simplified analysis can 
determine the performance of the amplifier. 
The equivalent input capacitance, GIN, in 
parallel with the source, Is, is approximately 
4pF, assuming that Gs = 0 where Gs is the 
external source capacitance. 

Since the input is driven by a current source 
the input must have a low input resistance. 
The input resistance, RIN, is the ratio of the 
incremental input voltage, VIN, to the corre
sponding input current, liN and can be calcu
lated as: 

VIN RF 14.4k 
RIN = - = ---= -- = 203n. 

liN 1 + AVOL 71 

More exact calculations would yield a value of 
200n. 
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Thus GIN and RIN will form the dominant pole 
of the entire amplifier; 

21T RIN GIN' 

Assuming typical values for RF = 14.4kn, 
RIN = 200n, GIN = 4pF: 

LadB 2 = 200M Hz. 
1T 4pF 200 

The operating point of 01 has been optimized 
for the lowest current noise without introduc
ing a second dominant pole in the pass-band. 
All poles associated with subsequent stages 
have been kept at sufficiently high enough 
frequencies to yield an overall single pole 
response. Although wider bandwidths have 
been achieved by using a cascode input 
stage configuration, the present solution has 
the advantage of a very uniform, highly de
sensitized frequency response because the 
Miller effect dominates over the external 
photodiode and stray capacitances. For ex
ample, assuming a source capacitance of 
1 pF, input stage voltage gain of 70, 
RIN = 200n then the total input capacitance, 
GIN = (1 + 4)pF which will lead to only a 20% 
bandwidth reduction. 

NOISE 
Most of the currently installed fiber-optic sys
tems use non-coherent transmission and de
tect incident optical power. Therefore, receiv
er noise performance becomes very impor
tant. The input stage achieves a low input 
referred noise current (spectral density) of 
1.8pAlYHz. The transresistance configura
tion assures that the external high value bias 
resistors often required for photodiode bias
ing will not contribute to the total noise 
system noise. The equivalent input RMS noise 
current is strongly determined by the quies
cent current of a" the feedback resistor RF, 
and the bandwidth; however, it is not depen
dent upon the internal Miller-capacitance. 
The measured wideband noise was 41 nA in a 
200M Hz bandwidth for Gs = 1 pF 

DYNAMIC RANGE 
The electrical dynamic range can be defined 
as the radio of maximum input current to the 
peak noise current: 

Electrical dynamic range, DE, in a 200M Hz 
bandwidth assuming IINMAX = 60p.A and a 
wideband noise of IEQ = 41 nARMS for an 
external source capacitance of Gs = 1 pF. 

DE = (Max. input current) 

(Peak noise current) 
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(60 x 10-6) 
= 20 log -----,=------;, 

(v' 2 41 X 10-9) 

(601lA) 
= 20 log --= 60dB. 

(56nA) 

I n order to calculate the optical dynamic 
range the incident optical power must be 
considered. 

For a given wavelength A; 

hc 
Energy of one photon = X watt sec (Joule) 

Where h = Planck's Constant = 6.6 X 10-34 

Joule sec. 
c = speed of light = 3 X 108 mtlsec 

c/ A = optical frequency 

P 

No. of incident photons/sec = hc where 
P = optical incident power X 

P 

No. of generated electrons/sec = 1/' hc 

A 
Where 1/ = quantum efficiency 

no. of generated electron hole pairs 

no. of incident photons 

P 

I = 1/' hc' e Amps (Coulombs/sec.) 

A 
where e = electron charge = 1.6 X 10-19 

Coulombs 

1/"e 

Responsivity R = hc Amp/watt 

I =P'R A 

Assuming a data rate of 400 Mbaud (Band
width, B = 200MHz), the noise parameter Z 
may be calculated as: 1 

ieq 41 X 10-9 
Z=-= =1261 

qB (1.6 X 10-19) (200 x 106) 

where Z is the ratio of RMS noise output to the 
peak response to a single hole-electron pair. 
Assuming 100% photodetector quantum effi
ciency, half mark/ half space digital transmis
sion, 650nm lightwave and using Gaussian 
approximation, the minimum required optical 
power to achieve 10-9 BER is: 

hc 
PavMIN = 12 X B Z = 12 2.3 X 10-19 

200 X 106 1261 = 707nW = -31.5dBm, 

where h is Planck's Constant, c is the speed 
of light, A is the wavelength. The minimum 

1. S. D. Personick, Optical Fiber Transmission 
Systems, Plenum Press, NY, 1981, Chapter 3. 
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Figure 1. NESA5211 Block Diagram 
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Figure 2. Trans-Impedance Amplifier 

input current to the NE5210, at this input 
power is: 

A 
lavMIN = qPavMIN~ 

707 X 10-9 X 1.6 X 10- 19 

2.3 X 10-19 

= 492nA. 

Choosing the maximum peak overload cur
rent of lavMAX = 601lA, the maximum mean 
optical power is: 

hc lavMAX 2.3 X 10-19 -6 
PavMAX=---= 1960X10 

A q 1.6 X 10-

= 86mW or -10.6dBm. 

Thus the optical dynamic range, Do is: 

Do = PavMAX- PavMIN = -31.5- (-10.6) 
= 20.8dB. 

This represents the maximum limit attainable 
with the NE5211 operating at 200M Hz band-
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width, with a half mark/half space digital 
transmission at 620nm wavelength. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 
Package parasitics, particularly ground lead 
inductances and parasitic capacitances, can 
significantly degrade the frequency response. 
Since the NE5211 has differential outputs 
which can feed back signals to the input by 
parasitic package or board layout capaci
tances, both peaking and attenuating type 
frequency response shaping is possible. Con
structing the board layout such that Ground 1 
and Ground 2 have very low impedance paths 
have produced the best results. This was 
accomplished by adding a ground-plane 
stripe underneath the device connecting 
Ground 1, Pins 6-11, and Ground 2, Pins 1 
and 2 on oPPosite ends of the S014 pack
age. This ground-plane stripe also provides 
isolation between the output return currents 
flowing to either VCC2 or Ground 2 and the 
input photodiode currents to flowing to 
Ground 1. Without this ground-plane stripe 
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and with large lead inductances on the board, 
the part may be unstable and oscillate near 
800M Hz. The easiest way to realize that the 
part is not functioning normally is to measure 
the DC voltages at the outputs. If they are not 
close to their quiescent values of 3.3V (for a 
5V supply), then the circuit may be oscillating. 
Input pin layout necessitates that the photo
diode be physically very close to the input 
and Ground 1. Connecting Pins 3 and 5 to 
Ground 1 will tend to shield the input but it will 
also tend to increase the capacitance on the 
input and slightly reduce the bandwidth. 

R2 
220 

01 
LED 

q:.;~ 
'g:f +-------<0 

YOUT(TTL) 

As with any high-frequency device, some 
precautions must be observed in order to 
enjoy reliable performance. The first of these 
is the use of a well-regulated power supply. 
The supply must be capable of providing 
varying amounts of current without signifi
cantly changing the voltage level. Proper 
supply bypassing requires that a good quality 
0.1 f.l.F high-frequency capacitor be inserted 
between VCC1 and VCC2, preferably a chip 
capacitor, as close to the package pins as 
possible. Also, the parallel combination of 
0.1 "F capacitors with 1O"F tantalum capaci-

r----1I--..... -O vee 

R1 R3 

INPUT I. 
liN ---. 03 

j~ '--~ I_F _-'V'-=-w--_-=-_R2~veQ3 
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RF 

R4 

Figure 3. Shunt-Series Input Stage 
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tors from each supply, VCC1 and VCC2, to the 
ground plane should provide adequate de
coupling. Some applications may require an 
RF choke in series with the power supply line. 
Separate analog and digital ground leads 
must be maintained and printed circuit board 
ground plane should be employed whenever 
possible. 

Figure 4 depicts a 50Mb/s TIL fiber-optic 
receiver using the BPF31 , 850nm LED, the 
NE5211 and the NE5214 post amplifier. For 
more information on this circuit, please refer 
to Application Brief AB1432. 

Figure 4. A 50Mb/s Fiber Optic Receiver Using NE5211/NE5214 
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DESCRIPTION FEATURES 
The NE/SA/SE5212 is a 14kn transim
pedance, wideband, low noise differen
tial output amplifier, particularly suitable 
for signal recovery in fiber optic receiv
ers and in any other applications where 
very low signal levels obtained from 
high-impedance sources need to be am
plified. 

• Extremely low noise: 2.5pA/v'Hi 

• Single 5V supply 
• Large bandwidth: 140MHz 
• Differential outputs 
• Low input/output impedances 
• High-power supply rejection ratio 
• 14kn differential transresistance 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

DESCRIPTION 

8-Pin Plastic DIP 

8-Pin Plastic SO 

8-Pin Ceramic DIP 

8-Pin Plastic SO 

8-Pin Plastic DIP 

8-Pin Ceramic DIP 

8-Pin Plastic DIP 

8-Pin Ceramic DIP 

December 7, 1988 

APPLICATIONS 
• Fiber-optic receivers, analog and 

digital 
• Current-to-voltage converters 
• Wldeband gain block 
• Medical and scientific 

instrumentation 

• Sensor preamplifiers 
• Single-ended to differential 

conversion 

• Low noise RF amplifiers 
• RF signal processing 

TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

o to +70·C NE5212N 

o to +70·C NE5212D 

o to +70·C NE5212FE 

-40·C to +85·C SA5212D 

-40·C to + 85·C SA5212N 

-40·C to + 85·C SA5212FE 

-55·C to +125·C SE5212N 

-55·C to +125·C SE5212FE 

3-52 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

N, FE, D Packages 

IIN~8GND2 
vee 2 7 OUT(-) 

GND, 3 8 GND2 

GND, 4 5 OUT (+) 

853-1266 95294 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

NE5212 SA5212 SE5212 

Vee Power Supply 6 6 6 V 

Po MAX Power dissipation, 
T A = 25·C (still air) 1 

8-Pin Plastic DIP 1100 1100 1100 mW 
8-Pin Plastic SO 750 750 750 mW 
8-Pin Cerdip 750 750 750 mw 

liN MAX Maximum input current2 5 5 5 mA 

Operating ambient 
TA temperature range o to 70 -40 to 85 -55 to 125 ·C 

TJ Operating junction -55 to 150 -55 to 150 -55 to 150 ·C 

TSTG Storage temperature -65 to 150 -65 to 150 -65 to 150 ·C 
range 

NOTES: 
1. Maximum dissipation is determined by the operating ambient temperature and the thermal resistance: 

B-Pin Plastic DIP: 110·C/W 
B-Pin Plastic SO: 160·C/W 
B-Pin Cerdip: 16S·C/W 

2. The use of a pull-up resistor to Vee, for the PIN diode, is recommended 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING 

Vee Supply voltage range 4.5 to 5.5 

TA Ambient temperature ranges 
NE Grade o to +70 
SA Grade -40 to +65 
SE Grade -55 to + 125 

TJ Junction temperature ranges 
NE Grade o to +90 
SA Grade -40 to +105 
SE Grade -55 to + 145 

UNIT 

V 

·C 
·C 
·C 

·C 
·C 
·C 

Product Specification 

NEjSAjSE5212 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Minimum and Maximum limits apply over operating temperature range at Vee = 5V, 
unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies at Vee = 5V and T A = 25·C. 

NE5212 SA/SE5212 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

VIN Input bias voltage 0.6 0.8 0.95 0.55 0.8 1.05 V 

Vo± Output bias voltage 2.8 3.3 3.7 2.5 3.3 3.6 V 

VOS Output offset voltage 80 120 mV 

lee Supply current 21 26 32 20 26 33 mA 

lOMAX Output sink/source current 3 4 3 4 mA 

liN Input current (2% linearity) 
Test Circuit 6, Procedure 

±60 ±80 ±40 ±80 IlA 2 

IN MAX 
Maximum input current overload Test Circuit 6, Procedure 

±80 ±120 ±60 ± 120 I1A threshold 4 

December 7, 1966 3-53 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Minimum and Maximum limits apply over operating temperature range at Vee = 5V, 
unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies at Vee = 5V and T A = 25°C. 

NE5212 SA/SE5212 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Transresistance 
DC tested, RL = 00 

RT (differential output) 
Test Circuit 6, Procedure 9.8 14 18.2 9.0 14 19 kn 

1 

Ro 
Output resistance 

DC tested 14 30 42 14 30 46 n 
(differential output) 

RT 
Transresistance 

DC tested, RL = 00 4.9 7 9.1 4.5 7 9.5 kn 
(single-ended output) 

Ro 
Output resistance 

DC tested 7 15 21 7 15 23 n 
(single-ended output) 

f3dB Bandwidth (-3dB) Test Circuit 1 
D package, 
TA = 25°C 100 140 100 140 MHz 

N, FE packages, 
TA = 25°C 100 120 100 120 MHz 

R'N Input resistance 75 110 143 70 110 150 n 

C'N Input capacitance 10 15 10 18 pF 

I:J.RI tloV 
Transresistance power 

Vee = 5 ±0.5V 9.6 9.6 %IV 
supply sensitivity 

I:J.R/I:J.T 
Transresistance ambient D package 

0.05 0.05 %fOC 
temperature sensitivity I:J.TA=TA MAX-TA MIN 

IN 
RMS noise current spectral density Test Circuit 2 

2.5 2.5 pA/YHz 
(referred to input) f = 10MHz TA = 25°C 

Integrated RMS noise 
TA = 25°C 

Test Circuit 2 20 20 nA 
IT 

current over the bandwidth I:J.f=50MHz 27 27 nA 
(referred to input) 
CS=Ol 

I:J.f= 100MHz 40 40 nA 
I:J.f=200MHz 

I:J.f= 50MHz 22 22 nA 
Cs = 1pF I:J.f= 100MHz 32 32 nA 

I:J.f = 200M Hz 52 52 nA 

Any package 
DC tested 

PSRR Power supply rejection rati02 I:J.Vee= 0.1V 26 33 20 33 dB 
Equivalent AC 
Test Circuit 3 

Power supply rejection rati02 Any package 
PSRR f = 0.1MHz1 23 23 dB 

(ECl configuration) 
Test Circuit 4 

Maximum differential output voltage 
RL = 00 

Vo MAX Test Circu~ 6, Procedure 2.4 3.2 1.7 3.2 Vp.p 
swing 

3 

V,N MAX 
Maximum input amplitude for output 

Test Circuit 5 325 325 mVp.p 
duty cycle of 50 ± 5%3 

tR Rise time for 50mV output signal4 Test Circuit 5 2.0 2.0 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Package parasitic capacitance amounts to about 0.2pF. 
2. PSRR is output referenced and is circuit board layout dependent at higher frequencies. For best performance use RF filter in Vee line. 
3. Guaranteed by linearity and over load tests. 
4. tR defined as 20 - 80% rise time. It is guaranteed by -3dB bandwidth test. 
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TEST CIRCUITS 

December 7, 1988 

Vee 
5V t1~F 

t10~F 

SINGLE-ENDED DIFFERENTIAL 

VOUT VOUT 
R,.--R=2 x S21 x R R,.--R-4 x S21I11R 

V'N V,N 

R 'Zo 1.1.:!:.!!!.1-33 o 1-822 Ro = 2Z0 1.1.:!:.!!!.1- 66 1-822 

Me 

TC22002S 
TC21992S 

Test Circuit 1 Test Circuit 2 

NETWORK ANAl.YZER 

, , , 
• • • 

5=0.1"" 

8-PARAMETER TEST SET 

PORT 1 PORT 2 

CURRENT PROBE r-
5=0.1~F I 1mV/mA 

16 
CAL. 

Vee 
1i~ ~~ 33 

OUT 

INo- DUT 33 1~F 
100 TRANSFORMER 

BAL. NH0300HB UNBAL. 

OUT~ 
GND,l:--' GND. 

Test Circuit 3 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

GND 

PULSE GEM 

o.1~F 

December 7. 1988 

CURRENT PROBE 
1mV/rnA 

PORT 1 

NETWORK ANALYZER 

S-I'ARAMETER TEST SET 

PORTZ 

100 TRANSFORMER 

lk IN 

BAL. NH0300HB 

Test Circuit 4 

VCCI VCC2 

33 1~F 

OUT 

DUT 33 I~F 
OUT 

GND, ':' OND" 

Test Circuit 5 
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Me.aurement done uelng 

differential wave form. 

TC22S71S 

Product Specification 
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TEST CIRCUITS (Continued) 

r 
OUT+ + 

IN OUT .l Vo (VOLTS) 

'._cp OUT -

GN~No, 
TC23462S 

Typical Vo (Differential) VB liN 

2.00 

1.60 

/' 
E 1.20 

w ;/ 
" 0.80 c 
I-.. c/ 0 OAO > 

V I-
::> 
"- 0.00 I-

/ ::> 
0 .. -0.40 

~ ./ z 
w -0.80 t-----. 
II: 

/'/ w 
tt 
C -1.20 

V 
-1.60 

-2.00 

-400 -320 -240 -160 -80 0 80 160 240 320 400 

CURRENT INPUT (pAl 

OP20990S 

NE5212 TEST CONDITIONS 

Procedure 1 RT measured at 30"A 
RT = (VOl - V02)/(+ 30"A - (-30MA)) 
Where: Vo, Measured at liN = + 30MA 

V02 Measured at liN = -30"A 

Procedure 2 Linearity = 1 - ABS«VOA - VOB/(V03 - Vo4)) 

Where: V03 Measured at liN = + 60MA 
V04 Measured at liN = -60MA 
VOA = RT • (+60MA) + Vos 
VOB = RT • (-60"A) + Vos 

Procedure 3 VOMAX= Vo7-VOS 
Where: V07 Measured at liN = + 130MA 

Vos Measured at liN = -130MA 

Procedure 4 liN MAX Test Pass Conditions: 
V07-V05 > 50mV and VOS-V05 > 50mV 
Where: V05 Measured at liN = + 80MA 

Vos Measured at liN = -80MA 
V07 Measured at liN = + 130MA 
Vos Measured at liN = -130MA 

Test Circuit 6 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
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NE5212 Output Bias Voltage 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 
Transimpedance amplifiers have been widely 
used as the preamplifier in fiber optic receiv
ers. The NE5212 is a wide bandwidth (typical
ly 130MHz) transimpedance amplifier de
signed primarily for high sensitivity. The maxi
mum input current before output stage clip
ping occurs at typically 120IlA. The NE5212 
is a bipolar transimpedance amplifier which is 
current driven at the input and generates a 
differential voltage signal at the outputs. The 
forward transfer function is therefore a ratio 
of the differential output voltage to a given 
input current with the dimensions of ohms. 
The main feature of this amplifier is a wide
band, low-noise input stage which is desensi
tized to photodiode capacitance variations. 
When connected to a photodiode of a few 
picoFarads, the frequency response will not 
be degraded significantly. Except for the input 
stage, the entire signal path is differential to 
provide improved power-supply rejection and 
ease of interface to EGl type circuitry. A 
block diagram of the circuit is shown in 
Figure 1. The input stage (A 1) employs shunt
series feedback to stabilize the current gain 
of the amplifier. The transresistance of the 
amplifier from the current source to the emit
ter of 03 is approximately the value of the 
feedback resistor, RF = 7.2kn. The gain from 
the second stage (A2) and emitter followers 
(A3 and A4) is about two. Therefore, the 
differential transresistance of the entire am
plifier, RT is 

VOUT(diff) 
RT = ---= 2RF = 2(7.2k) = 14.4kn. 

liN 

The single-ended transresistance of the am
plifier is typically 7.2kn. 

The simplified schematic in Figure 2 shows 
how an input current is converted to a differ
ential output voltage. The amplifier has a 
single input for current which is referenced to 
Ground 1. An input current from a laser diode, 
for example, will be converted into a voltage 
by the feedback resistor RF. The transistor 
01 provides most of the open loop gain of the 
circuit, AVOL "'70. The emitter follower 02 
minimizes loading on 0 , . The transistor 0 4 , 

resistor R7, and VB1 provide level shifting and 
interface with the 0 ,5-0,6 differential pair of 
the second stage which is biased with an 
internal reference, VB2. The differential out
puts are derived from emitter followers 
0,,-0,2 which are biased by constant cur
rent sources. The collectors of 0,,-012 are 
bonded to an external pin, VCC2, in order to 
reduce the feedback to the input stage. The 
output impedance is about 17n single-ended. 
For ease of performance evaluation, a 33n 
resistor is used in series with each output to 
match to a 50n test system. 
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Figure 1. NE5212 - Block Diagram 

vcc, 
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INPUT r---------, 
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OUT-

OUT+ 

Figure 2_ Trans-Impedance Amplifier 

BANDWIDTH CALCULATIONS: 
The input stage, shown in Figure 3, employs 
shunt-series feedback to stabilize the current 
gain of the amplifier. A simplified analysis can 
determine the performance of the amplifier. 
The equivalent input capacitance, GIN, in 
parallel with the source, Is, is approximately 
10pF, assuming that Gs = 0 where Gs is the 
external source capacitance. 

Since the input is driven by a current source 
the input must have a low input resistance. 
The input reSistance, RIN, is the ratio of the 
incremental input voltage, VIN, to the corre
sponding input current, liN and can be calcu
lated as: 

VIN RF 7.2k 
RIN = - = --- = - = 103n. 

liN 1 + AVOL 70 

More exact calculations would yield a value of 
11 On. 

Thus GIN and RIN will form the dominant pole 
of the entire amplifier; 
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Assuming typical values for RF 
RIN = 11 on, GIN = 10pF: 

1 

7.2kn, 

1.3dB 2rr 110 10 X 10-12 = 145MHz. 

The operating point of 01 has been optimized 
for the lowest current noise without introduc
ing a second dominant pole in the pass-band. 
All poles associated with subsequent stages 
have been kept at sufficiently high enough 
frequencies to yield an overall single pole 
response. Although wider bandwidths have 
been achieved by using a cascode input 
stage configuration, the present solution has 
the advantage of a very uniform, highly de
sensitized frequency response because the 
Miller effect dominates over the external 
photodiode and stray capacitances. For ex
ample, assuming a source capacitance of 
1 pF, input stage voltage gain of 70, 
RIN = 11 On then the total input capacitance, 
GIN = (1 + 10) pF which will lead to only a 9% 
bandwidth reduction. 

NOISE 

Most of the currently installed fiber optic 
systems use non-coherent transmission and 
detect incident optical power. Therefore, re
ceiver noise performance becomes very im-
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R3 
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I'N -
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R4 

1 ... 
Figure 3. Shunt-Series Input Stage 

portant. The input stage achieves a low input 
referred noise current (spectral density) of 
2.5pAlv'Hz. The transresistance configura
tion assures that the external high value bias 
resistors often required for photodiode bias
ing will not contribute to the total noise 
system noise. The equivalent input RMS 
noise current is strongly determined by the 
quiescent current of Q" the feedback resistor 
RF, and the bandwidth; however, it is not 
dependent upon the internal Miller-capaci
tance. The measured wideband noise was 
52nA in a 200M Hz bandwidth for Cs = 1pF. 

DYNAMIC RANGE: 

The electrical dynamic range can be defined 
as the radio of maximum input current to the 
peak noise current: 

Electrical dynamic range, DE, in a 200M Hz 
bandwidth assuming IINMAX = 120pA and a 
wideband noise of IEQ = 52nARMS for an 
external source capacitance of Cs = 1 pF. 

(Max. input current) 
DE=~~~------~ 

(Peak noise current) 

(120 X 1O-~ 
= 20 log ---;=-----....:...,;;

(Y2 52 X 10-9) 

(120pA) 
= 20 log ----- = 64dB. 

(73nA) 

In order to calculate the optical dynamic 
range the incident optical power must be 
considered. 

For a given wavelength A; 

hc 
Energy of one photon = X watt sec (Joule) 

Where h = Planck's Constant = 6.6 X 10-34 

Joule sec. 
c = speed of light = 3 X 108 mil sec 

CIA = optical frequency 

1. S. D. Personick, Opffcal Fiber Transmission Sys
tems, Plenum Press, NY, 1981, Chapter 3. 
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P 

No. of incident photons/sec = hc where 
P = optical incident power X 

P 

No. of generated electrons/sec = 1/ - hc 

A 
Where 1/ = quantum efficiency 

no. of generated electron hole pairs 

no. of incident photons 

P 

I = 1/ - hc - e Amps (Coulombs/sec.) 

A 
where e = electron charge = 1.6 X 10-19 

Coulombs 

1/"8 

Responsivity R = hc Amp/watt 

A 
I =P'R 

Assuming a data rate of 400 Mbaud (Band
width, B = 200M Hz), the noise parameter Z 
may be calculated as: 

ieq 52 X 10-9 
Z=-= -1625 

qB (1.6 X 10-19) (200 X 106) " 

where Z is the ratio of RMS noise output to 
the peak response to a single hole-electron 
pair. Assuming 100% photodetector quantum 
efficiency, half mark/half space digital trans
mission, B50nm lightwave and using Gauss
ian approximation, the minimum required opti
cal power to achieve 10-9 BER is: 

hc -19 
PavMIN=12 X B Z=12 2.3X10 

200 X 106 1625 = B97nW = - 30.5dBm, 

where h is Planck's Constant, c is the speed 
of light, A is the wavelength. The minimum 
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+SV 
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Figure 4 

input current to the NE5212, at this input 
power is: A 

lavMIN = qPavMINhc 

B97 X 10-9 X 1.6 X 10-19 

2.3 X 10-19 

= 624nA. 

Choosing the maximum peak overload cur
rent of lavMAX = 120pA, the maximum mean 
optical power is: 

hc lavMAX 2.3 X 10-19 120 X 10-6 
PavMAX=--A-q--= 1.6X 10-19 

= 86mW or - 7.6 dBm. 

Thus the optical dynamic range, Do is: 

Do = PavMAX - PavMIN = - 30.5 - (- 7.6) = 22.8dB. 

This represents the maximum limit attainable 
with the NE5212 operating at 200MHz band
width, with a half mark/half space digital 
transmission at B20nm wavelength. 
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Figure 5. Variable Gain Circuit 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 
Package parasitics, particularly ground lead 
inductances and parasitic capacitances, can 
significantly degrade the frequency response. 
Since the NE5212 has differential outputs 
which can feed back signals to the input by 
parasitic package or board layout capaci· 
tances, both peaking and attenuating type 
frequency response shaping is possible. Con
structing the board layout such that Ground 1 
and Ground 2 have very low impedance paths 
have produced the best results. This was 
acomplished by adding a ground-plane stripe 
underneath the device connecting Ground 1, 
Pins 8-11, and Ground 2, Pins 1 and 2 on 
opposite ends of the S014 package. This 
ground-plane stripe also provides isolation 
between the output return currents flowing to 
either Vee2 or Ground 2 and the input photo
diode currents to flowing to Ground 1. With
out this ground-plane stripe and with large 
lead inductances on the board, the part may 
be unstable and oscillate near 800M Hz. The 
easiest way to realize that the part is not 
functioning normally is to measure the DC 
voltages at the outputs. If they are not close 
to their quiescent values of 3.3V (for a 5V 
supply), then the circuit may be oscillating. 
Input pin layout necessitates that the photo
diode be physically very close to the input 
and Ground 1. Connecting Pins 3 and 5 to 
Ground 1 will tend to shield the input but it will 
also tend to increase the capacitance on the 
input and slightly reduce the bandwidth. 

As with any high-frequency device, some 
precautions must be observed in order to 
enjoy reliable performance. The first of these 
is the use of a well-regulated power supply. 
The supply must be capable of providing 
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varying amounts of current without signifi
cantly changing the voltage level. Proper 
supply bypassing requires that a good quality 
O.I/lF high-frequency capacitor be inserted 
between V ccl and V cc2, preferably a chip 
capacitor, as close to the package pins as 
possible. Also, the parallel combination of 
O.I/lF capacitors with 10/lF tantalum capaci
tors from each supply, V cc1 and V co2, to the 
ground plane should provide adequate de
coupling. Some applications may require an 
RF choke in series with the power supply line. 
Separate analog and digital ground leads 
must be maintained and printed circuit board 
ground plane should be employed whenever 
possible. 

BASIC CONFIGURATION 
A trans resistance amplifier is a current-to
voltage converter. The forward transfer func
tion then is defined as voltage out divided by 
current in, and is stated in ohms. The lower 
the source resistance, the higher the gain. 
The NE5212 has a differential transresis
tance of 14kS1 typically and a single-ended 
transresistance of 7kS1 typically. The device 
has two outputs: inverting and non-inverting. 
The output voltage in the differential output 
mode is twice that of the output voltage in the 
single-ended mode. Although the device can 
be used without coupling capacitors, more 
care is required to avoid upsetting the internal 
bias nodes of the device. Figure 4 shows 
some basic configurations. 

VARIABLE GAIN 
Figure 5 shows a variable gain circuit using 
the NE5212 and the NE5230 low voltage op 
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amp. This op amp is configured in a non
inverting gain of five. The output drives the 
gate of the SD210 DMOS FET. The series 
resistance of the FET changes with this 
output voltage which in turn changes the gain 
of the NE5212. This circuit has a distortion of 
less than 1 % and a 25dB range, from 
-42.2dBm to -15.9dBm at 50MHz, and a 
45dB range, from -60dBm to -14.9dBm at 
10MHz with 0 to IV of control voltage at Ve. 

16MHz CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR 
Figure 6 shows a 16MHz crystal oscillator 
operating in the series resonant mode using 
the NE5212. The non-inverting input is fed 
back to the input of the NE5212 in series with 
a 2pF capacitor. The output is taken from the 
inverting output. 

Figure 6. 16MHz Crystal OSCillator 

DIGITAL FIBER OPTIC 
RECEIVER 
Figures 7 and 8 show a fiber optic receiver 
using off-the-shelf components. 

The receiver shown in Figure 7 uses the 
NE5212, the Signetics 10116 ECl line receiv
er, and Philips/Amperex BPF31 PIN diode. 
The circuit is a capacitor-coupled receiver 
and utilizes positive feedback in the last stage 
to provide the hysteresis. The amount of 
hysteresis can be tailored to the individual 
application by changing the values of the 
feedback resistors to maintain the desired 
balance between noise immunity and sensi
tivity. At room temperature, the circuit oper
ates at 50Mbaud with a BER of IDE-l0 and 
over the automotive temperature range at 
40Mbaud with a BER of 10E-9. Higher speed 
experimental diodes have been used to oper
ate this circuit at 220M baud with a BER of 
IDE-l0. 

Figure 8 depicts a TTL receiver using the 
NE5212 and the NE5214 fast amplifier sys
tem along with the Philipsl Amperex PIN di
ode. The system shown is optimized for 50 
Mb/s Non Return to Zero (NR,b data. A link 
status indication is provided along with a 
jamming function when the input level is 
below a user-programmable threshold level. 
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Figure 7. EeL Fiber Optic Receiver 
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Figure 8. A 50Mb/S TTL Digital Fiber Optic Receiver 
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DESCRIPTION 
THE NE/SA5214 is a 75MHz postampli
fier system designed to accept low level 
high-speed signals. These signals are 
converted into a TTL level at the output. 
The NE5214 can be DC coupled with the 
previous transimpedance stage using 
NE5210, NE5211 or NE5212 transimpe
dance amplifiers. This "system on a 
chip" features an auto-zeroed first 
stage with noise shaping, a symmetrical 
limiting second stage, and a matched 
rise/fall time TTL output buffer. The 
system is user-configurable to provide 
noise filtering, adjustable input thresh
olds and hysteresis. The threshold capa
bility allows the user to maximize signal
to-noise ratio, insuring a low Bit Error 
Rate (BERl. An Auto-Zero loop can be 
used to minimize the number of external 
coupling capaCitors to one. A Signal 
absent flag indicates when signals are 
below threshold. Additionally, the low 
signal condition forces the overall TTL 
output to a logical Low level. User inter
action with this "jamming" system is 
available. The NE/SA5214 is packaged 
in a standard 20-pin surface-mount 
package and typically consumes 42mA 
from a standard 5V supply. The NE/ 
SA5214 is designed as a companion to 
the NE/SA5211/5212 transimpedance 
amplifiers. These differential preamplifi
ers may be directly coupled to the post
amplifier inputs. The NE/SA5212/5214 
or NE/SA5211/5214 combinations con
vert nanoamps of photodetector current 
into standard digital TTL levels. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

NEjSA5214 Fiber Optic 
Postamplifier with Link Status 
Indicator 
Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES 
• Postamp for the NE/SA521115212 

preamplifier family 
• Wideband operation: typical 

75MHz (100MBaud NRZ) 

• Interstage filtering/equalization 
possible 

• Single 5V supply 
• Low signal flag 
• Low signal output disable 
• Link status threshold and 

hysteresis programmable 

• LED driver (normally ON with 
above threshold signal) 

• Fully differential for excellent 
PSRR 

• Auto-zero loop for DC offset 
cancellation 

• 2kV ElectroStatic Discharge (ESD) 
protection 

APPLICATIONS 
• Fiber optiCS 
• Communication links in Industrial 

and/or Telecom environment with 
high EMIIRFI 

• Local Area Networks (LAN) 
• Metropolitan Area Networks 

(MAN) 

• Synchronous Optical Networks 
(SONET) 

• RF limiter 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

0 1 Package 

TOP VIEW 

NOTE: 
1. SOL- Released in large SO package only_ 

PIN SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 
NO. 

LED Output for the LED driver. Open 
collector output transistor with 
12S,Q series limiting resistor. An 
above threshold Signal turns this 
transistor ON. 

CPKDET Capacitor for the peak detector. 
The value of this capacitor de-
termines the detector response 
time to the Signal, supplementing 
the internal 10pF capacitor. 

THRESH Peak detector threshold resistor. 
The value of this resistor deter-
mines the threshold level of the 
peak detector. 

GNDA Device analog ground pin. 
FLAG Peak detector digital output. 

When this output is LOW, there 
is data present above the 
threshold. This pin is normally 
connected to the JAM pin and 
has a TTL fanout of two. 

JAM Input to inhibit data flow. Send-
ing the pin HIGH forces TTL 
DATA OUT ON. Pin 10, LOW. 
This pin is normally connected 
to the FLAG pin and is TTL-
compatible. 

VCCD Power supply pin for the digital 
portion of the chip. 

VCCA Power supply pin for the analog 
portion of the chip. 

9 GNDD Device digital ground pin. 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 10 VOUT TTL output pin with a fanout of 
fIVe. 

20-Pin Plastic SOL o to +70°C NE5214D 11 RpKDET Peak detector current resistor. 
The value of this resistor deter-

20-Pin Plastic SOL -40°C to +85°C SA5214D 
mines the amount of diSCharge 
current available to the peak de-
tector capacitor, CPKDET. 
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PIN CONFIGURATION (cont.) 

PIN 
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION NO. 

12 RHYST Peak detector hysteresis resistor. 
The value of this resistor 
determines the amount of 
hysteresis in the peak detector. 

13 IN2A Non-inverting input to amplifier 
A2. 

l' OUT1A Non-inverting output of amplifier 
A1. 

15 IN2B Inverting input to amplifier A2. 
16 OUT1B Inverting output of amplifier A 1. 
17 CAZN Auto-Zero capacitor pin 

(Negative terminal). The value of 
this capacitor determines the 
low-end frequency response of 
the preamp AI. 

18 CAZP Auto-Zero capacitor pin (Positive 
terminal). The value of this 
capacitor determines the low-end 
frequency response of the 
preamp A1. 

19 IN1A Non-inverting input of the 
preamp AI. 

20 IN1B Inverting input of the preamp 
A1. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Vee. Vee. 

IN,. 
Vour IN,. 

C,... 

cu. 

RPlCDET 
11 >--------!!..fo FLAG 

LED 

OND. OND. THRESH CPKDET RHYST 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

RATING 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

NE5214 SA5214 

VCCA Power supply +6 +6 V 

Vcco Power supply +6 +6 V 

TA Operating ambient temperature range o to +70 -40 to +85 ·C 

TJ Operating junction temperature range -55 to +150 -55 to +150 ·C 

TSTG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 -65 to +150 ·C 

Po Power dissipation 300 300 mW 

VIJ Jam input voltage -0.5 to 5.5 -0.5 to 5.5 V 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

RATING 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

NE5214 SA5214 

VCCA Supply voltage 4.75 to 5.25 4.75 to 5.25 V 

Vcco Power supply 4.75 to 5.25 4.75 to 5.25 V 

TA Ambient temperature range o to +70 -40 to +85 ·C 

TJ Operating junction temperature range o to +95 -40 to +110 ·C 

Po Power dissipation 250 250 mW 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Min and Max limits apply over the operating temperature range at 
VCCA = Vcco = + 5.0V unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies at 
VCCA - Vcco = + 5.0V and T A = 25·C. 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS NE5214 SA5214 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

ICCA Analog supply current 30 36 30 37.2 

Icco 
Digital supply current 

10 13.3 10 13.5 
(TTL, Flag, LED) 

VI1 
A 1 input bias voltage 

3.16 3.4 3.63 3.13 3.4 3.65 
(+ 1- inputs) 

Val 
A 1 output bias voltage 

3.17 3.8 4.45 3.10 3.8 4.50 
(+ 1- outputs) 

AVl 
A1 DC gain 

30 30 
(without Auto-Zero) 

A1pSAA A1 PSRR (VCGA, Vcco) VCCA = Vcco = 4.75 to 5.25V 60 60 

A1CMAA A1 CMRR AVCM= 200mV 60 60 

VI2 
A2 input bias voltage 

3.59 3.7 3.85 3.56 3.7 3.86 
(+ 1- inputs) 

VOH 
High-level TIL output 

IOH = -200!IA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 
voltage 

VOL 
Low-level TIL output 

IOl =8mA 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 
voltage 

IOH 
High-level TIL output 

VOUT= 2.4V -40 -26 -40 -24.4 
current 

IOl Low-level TIL output current VOUT= 0.4V 8.0 30 7.0 30 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) Min and Max limits apply over the operating temperature range at 
VCCA = VCCD = + 5.0V unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies 
at VCCA = VCCD = + 5.0V and T A = 25°C. 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS NE5214 SA5214 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

los 
Short-circuit TTL output 

VOUT = O.OV -95 -95 
current 

VTHRESH Threshold bias voltage Pin 3 Open 0.75 0.75 

VRPKDET RPKDET Pin 11 Open 0.72 0.72 

VRHYST RHYST bias voltage Pin 12 Open 0.72 0.72 

VIHJ High-level jam input voltage 2.0 2.0 

VILJ Low-level jam input voltage 0.8 0.8 

IIHJ High-level jam input current V1J = 2.7V 20 30 

IILJ Low-level jam input current VIJ = O.4V -450 -240 -485 -240 

VOHF 
High-level flag output 

laH=-80p.A 2.4 3.8 2.4 3.8 
voltage 

VOLF Low-level flag output voltage IOL =3.2mA 0.33 0.4 0.33 0.4 

IOHF 
High-level flag output 

VOUT = 2.4V -18 -5.3 -18 -5 
current 

IOLF Low-level flag output current VOUT = O.4V 3.6 10 3.25 10 

ISCF 
Short-circuit flag output 

VOUT= O.OV -60 -40 -25 -61 -40 -26 
current 

ILEDH 
LED ON maximum sink 

VLED = 3.0V 13 22 80 8 22 80 
current 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Min and Max limits apply over the operating temperature range at 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

fop 
Maximum operating 
frequency 

BWA1 
Small signal bandwidth 
(differential OUT1I1N1) 

VINH 
Maximum Functional A 1 
input signal (single ended) 

VINL 
Minimum Functional A 1 
input signal (single ended) 

RIN1 
Input resistance 
(differential at IN1) 

CIN1 
Input capacitance 
(differential at IN1) 

RIN2 
Input resistance 
(differential at IN2) 

CIN2 
Input capacitance 
(differential at IN2) 

December 1988 

VCCA = VCCD = + 5.0V unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies at 
VCCA = VCCD = +5.0V and TA = 25°C. 

LIMITS 

TEST CONDITIONS NE5214 SA5214 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Test circuit 60 75 60 75 

Test circuit 75 75 

Test Circuit 1.6 1.6 

Test Clrcuit1 12 12 

1200 1200 

2 2 

1200 1200 

2 2 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) Min and Max limits apply over the operating temperature range at 
VCCA = VCCD = + 5.0V unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies 
at VCCA = VCCD = +5.0V and TA = 25°C. 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS NE5214 SA5214 UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

ROUT1 
Output resistance 

25 25 n (differential at OUT1) 

COUT1 
Output capacitance 

2 2 pF 
(differential at OUT1) 

VHYS Hysteresis voltage Test circuit 3 3 mVp.p 

VTHR 
Threshold voltage range Test circuit, @ 50MHz 

12 12 mVp.p (FLAG ON) RRHYST=5k RTHRESH = 47k 

tTLH 
TIL Output Rise Time 

Test Circuit 1.3 1.3 ns 
20% to 80% 

tTHL 
TIL Output Fall Time 

Test Circuit 1.2 1.2 ns 
80% to 20% 

tRFD tTLH/tTHL mismatch 0.1 0.1 ns 

Pulse width distortion of 
50mVp.p, 1010 .. .input 

tpWD Distortion = l 
1102 output TH-TL 2.5 2.5 % 

I TH+TL I 
NOTE: 
1. The NE/SA5214 is capable of detecting a much lower input level. Operation under 12mVp.p cannot be guaranteed by present day automatic testers. 

Vee 
+5V 

NE5214 

125 Jf 
1 LED IN'B 

47K 
2 CPKDET IN,. 
3 THRESH CAZP 
4 GNDA CAZN 
5 FLAG 

OUT'B 
l00j<H 6 JAM IN2B 7 

./A' a VCCD OUT,. 

l00j<H 
VCCA IN .. 

0.1/A' 
1: GNDD RHYST 11 

VOUT ~ 10K 

*1OIJf' 400 

TC23510S 

Figure 1. AC Test Circuit 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Analog Supply Current vs Temperature Digital Supply Current vs Temperature 
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Postamplifier with Link Status Indicator 

THEORY OF OPERATION AND 
APPLICATION INFORMATION 
The NE 5214 postamplifier system is a highly 
integrated chip that provides up to 60dB of 
gain at 60MHz, to bring mV level signals up to 
TTL levels. 

The NE5214 contains eight amplifier blocks 
(see Block Diagram). The main signal path is 
made up of a cascade of limiting stages: A 1, 
A2 and A8. The A3-A4-A7 path performs a 
wideband full-wave rectification of the input 
signal with adjustable hysteresis and decay 
times. It outputs a TTL HIGH on the' "FLAG" 
output (Pin 5) when the input is below a user 
adjustable threshold. An on-chip LED driver 
turns the external LED to the ON state when 

R2 
220 

01 
LED 

F:':::"'-[i3i) THRESH 

C10 ell 
10""~01~Fr----'L!!.J 

L3 _ 

10"H -

+----(!) 
VOUT(TTL) 

NOTE: 

the input signal is above the threshold. In a 
typical application the "FLAG" output is tied 
back to the" JAM" input; this forces the TTL 
data OUT into a LOW state when no signal is 
present at the input. 

An auto zero loop allows the NE5214 to be 
directly connected to a transimpedance am
plifier such as the NE5210, NE5211, or 
NE5212 without coupling capacitors. This 
auto-zero loop cancels the transimpedance 
amplifier's DC offset, the NE5214 A1 offset, 
and the data-dependent offset in the PIN 
diode/transimpedance amplifier combination. 
For more information on the NE5214 Theory 
of Operation, please refer to paper titled "A 
Low Cost 100 MBaud Fiber-Optic Receiver" 
by W. Mack et al. 

R4 
S.1K 

GND 

G~~ 

The NE5211/NE5214 combinatipn can operate at data rates in excess of 100Mb/s NRZ. 

Figure 2_ A 50Mbls Fiber OptiC Receiver 
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A typical application of the NE5214 postam
plifier is depicted in Figure 2. The system 
uses the NE5211 transimpedance amplifier 
which has a 28k differential transimpedance 
gain and a -3dB bandwidth of 140MHz. This 
typical application is optimized for a 50 Mb/s 
Non Return to Zero (NRZ) bit stream. 

As the system's gain bandwidth product is 
very high, it is crucial to employ good RF 
design and printe~ circuit board layout tech
niques to prevent the system from becoming 
unstable. 

For more information on this application, 
please refer to AB 1432. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The NElSA5217 is a 75MHz postamplifier 
system designed to accept low level high
speed signals. These signals are con
verted into a TTL level at the output. The 
NE5217 can be DC coupled with the pre
vious transimpedance stage using 
NE5210, NE5211 or NE5212 transimpe
dance amplifiers. The main difference be
tween the NE5217 and the NE5214 is that 
the NE5217 does not make the output of 
A1 and input of A2 accessible; instead, it 
brings out the output of A2 and the input of 
AS, thus activating the on-chip Schmitt 
trigger function by connecting two exter
nal capacitors. The result is that a much 
longer string of 1 s and Os, inthe bit stream, 
can be tolerated. This ·system on a chip" 
features an auto-zeroed first stage with 
noise shaping, a symmetrical limiting sec
ond stage, and a matched riseJlall time 
TTL output buffer. The system is user
configurable to provide adjustable input 
thresholds and hysteresis. The threshold 
capability allows the user to maximize sig
nal-to-noise ratio, thereby insuring a Low 
Bit Error Rate (BER). An auto-zero loop 
can be used to replace two input coupling 
capacitors with a single auto-zero (AZ) 
capacitor. A signal absent flag indicates 
when signals are below threshold. The 
low signal condition forces the TTL output 
to the last logic state. User interaction with 
this "jamming" system is available. The 
NElSA5217 is packaged in a standard 
2D-pin surface-mount package and typi
cally consumes 40mA from a standard 5V 
supply. The NElSA5217 is designed as 
companion to the NElSA521115212 and 
NE521 0 transimpedance amplifiers. 
These differential preamplifiers may be di
rectly coupled to the postamplifier inputs. 
The NE521 015217, NElSA521115217, 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

NE/SA5217 
Postamplifier with Link Status 
Indicator 

Preliminary SpecffIcatlon 

NElSA5212J5214 or NElSA521215217 
combinations convert nanoamps of pho
todetector current into standard digital 
TTL levels. 

FEATURES 

e Postamp for the NEISA5211/5212, 
NE521 0 preamplifier family 

e Wldeband operation: typical 75MHz 
(150MBaud NRZ) 

e Interatage flHerlng/equallzation 
possible 

e Single 5V supply 

e Low signal flag 

e Output disable 

e LInk status threshold and 
hysteresis programmable 

e LED driver (normalty On wHh above 
threshold Signal) 

e Fully differential for excellent PSRR 

e Auto-zero loop for DC offset 
cancellation 

e 2kV ElectroStatic Discharge (ESD) 
protection 

e Good for 22'-1 pseudo random bit 
stream 

APPLICATIONS 
e Fiber optics 

e Communication links In Industrial 
and/or Telecom environment with 
high EMIIRFI 

e Local Area Networks (LAN) 

e Synchronous Optical Networks 
(SONEl) STS-1 

eRFllmlter 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

D' Package 

NOTE: 
1 SOL - Released In Llirge SO package onlv· 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

2O-Pin Plastic SOL OID+70oC NE5217D 

2O-Pin Plastic SOL -401D+85°C SA5217D 

April 11, 1989 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. SYMBOL DESCRIPTION 

1 LED Output for the LED drive. Ope~lIector output transistor with 125 Q series limiting resistor. An above 
threshold signal tums this transistor On. 

2 CPKDET Capacitor for the peak detector. The value of this capacitor determines the detector response time to the 
signal, supplementing the intemal1 OpF capacitor. 

3 THRESH Peak detector threshold resistor. The value of this resistor determines the threshold level of the peak detec-
tor. 

4 GNDA Device analog ground pin. 
5 FLAG Peak detector digital output. When this output is Low, there is data present above the threshold. This pin 

is normally connected to the JAM pin and has a fanout of two. 

6 JAM Input to inhibit data flow. Sending this pin High latches TTL Data Out to the last logic state. This pin is nor-
mally connected to the FLAG pin and is TTL compatible. 

7 VCCD Power supply pin for the digital portion of the chip. 
S VCCA Power supply pin for the analog portion of the chip. 
9 GNDD Device digital ground pin. 
10 VOUT TTL output pin with a fanout of five. 
11 RpKDET Peak detector current resistor. The value of this resistor determines the amount of discharge current avail-

able to the peak detector capacitor, CPKDET. 
12 RHYST Peak detector hysteresis resistor. The value of this resistor determines the amount of hysteresis in the peak 

detector. 

13 INSA Non-inverting input to amplifier AS. 
14 OUT2A Non-inverting output of amplifier A2. 
15 INaB Inverting input to amplifier AS. 
16 OUT2B Inverting output to amplifier A2. 
17 CAZN Auto-Zero capacitor pin (Negative terminal). The value of this capacitor determines the low-ilnd frequency 

response of the preamp A 1. 

18 CAZP Auto-Zero capacitor pin (Positive terminal). The value of this capacitor determines the low-ilnd frequency 
response of the preamp A 1. 

19 IN1A Non-inverting input of the preamp A 1. 
20 IN18 Inverting input of the preamp A 1. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

VCCA 

8 

PEAK DETECT 

RpKDET 01-'1"-1 ________ -1 
>---------~~RAG 

>----'-10 LED 

GNDA GNDD THRESH CpKDET RHYST 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

RATING 

SYMBOL PARAMETER NE5217 SA5217 UNIT 

VCCA Power supply +6 +6 V 

Vcco Power supply +6 +6 V 

TA Operating ambient temperature range o to +70 -40 to +85 °c 

TJ Operating junction temperature range -55 to +150 --65 to +150 °c 

TSTG Storage temperature range --65 to +150 --65 to +150 °c 

Po Power dissipation 1.4 1.4 W 

Vu Jam input voltage ...{l.5t05.5 ...{l.5 to 5.5 V 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

RATING 

SYMBOL PARAMETER NE5217 SA5217 UNIT 

VCCA Power supply 4.5 to 5.5 4.5 to 5.5 V 

Vcco Power supply 4.5 to 5.5 4.5 to 5.5 V 

TA Operating ambient temperature range Oto+70 -40 to +85 °c 

TJ Operating junction temperature range Oto +95 -40 to +110 °c 

Po Power dissipation 300 300 mW 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTIC~ Min and Max limits apply over the operating temperature range at VCCA = Vcco = +5.0V 

unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies at VCCA = Vcco = +5.0V and T A = 25°C. 

NE5217 SA5217 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS Min Typ Max Min Typ Max UNIT 

ICCA Analog supply current 30 36 30 37.2 mA 

Icco Digital supply current (TTL, Flag, LED) 10 13.3 10 13.5 mA 

VII A 1 input bias voltage (A, B inputs) 3.16 3.4 3.63 3.13 3.4 3.65 V 

V02 A2 output bias voltage (A, B outputs) 3.14 3.80 4.42 3.07 3.80 4.47 V 

VIBL A8 input bias voltage Low (A, B inputs) 3.40 3.55 3.68 3.40 3.55 3.68 V 

VI8H A8 input bias voltage High (A. B inputs) 3.70 3.91 4.10 3.68 3.91 4.12 V 

VOH High-level TTL output voltage IOH =-200j.lA 2.4 3.4 2.4 3.4 V 

VOL Low-Ievel TTL output voltage IOL= BmA 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 V 

IOH High-level TTL output current VOUT= 2.4V -40 -26.4 -40 -24.4 j.lA 

IOL Low-level TTL output current VOUT= 0.4V B.O 30 7.0 30 mA 

los Short circuit TTL output current VOUT= O.OV -95 -95 mA 

VTHRESH Threshold bias voltage Pin 3 Open 0.75 0.75 V 

VRPKDET Peak detector bias voltage Pin 11 Open 0.72 0.72 V 

VRHYST Hysteresis resistor bias voltage Pin 12 Open 0.72 0.72 V 

VIHJ High-level jam input voltage 2.0 2.0 V 

VILJ Low-Ievel jam input voltage 0.8 0.8 V 

IIHJ High-level jam input current VIJ = 2.7V 20 30 j.lA 

IIlJ Low-level jam input current VIJ = 0.4V -450 -240 -485 -240 j.lA 

VOHF High-leveiliag output voltage IOH =--60j.lA 2.4 3.B 2.4 3.B V 

VOlF Low-ieveiliag output voltage 10l=3.2mA 0.33 0.4 0.33 0.4 V 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) Min and Max limits apply over the operating temperature range at VCCA = 
Vcco = +5.0 unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies at VCCA = 

VCCD = +5.0V and TA = 25°C. 

NE5217 SA5217 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS Min Typ Max Min Typ Max UNIT 

IOHF High-level flag output current VOUT= 2.4V -18 -5.3 -18 -5 rnA 

IOlF Low-level flag output current VOUT= 0.4V 3.6 10 3.25 10 rnA 

ISCF Short-circuit flag output current VOUT= O.OV -50 -40 -25 -51 -40 -26 rnA 

IlEOH LED On maximum sink current VlED= 3.0V 22 80 22 80 rnA 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Min and Max limits apply over the operating temperature range at VCCA = VCCD = +5.0V 

unless otherwise specified. Typical data applies at VCCA = VCCD = +5.0V and T A = 25°C. 

NE5217 SA5217 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDmONS Min Typ Max Min Typ Max UNIT 

fop Maximum operating frequency Test circuit 60 75 60 75 MHz 

VINH 
Maximum Functional A 1 Test circuit 1.6 1.6 Vp...p input signal (single ended) 

Minimum Functional A 1 
6 6 mVp...p input signal (single ended) Test circuit 

Minimum Functional A 1 
3 3 mVp...p input signal (differential) 

V1Nl Minimum i~ut sensitivity for output 9 9 mVp_p BER oS 10 (single ended) PRBS=~-l 

Minimum i~ut sensitivity for output 
BER s 10 (differential) 4.5 4.5 mVp...p 

R1N, Input resistance (differential at IN,) 1200 1200 n 
C1N, Input capacitance (differential at IN,) 2 2 pF 

R1N8 Input resistance (differential at INs) 2000 2000 n 
C1N2 Input capacitance (differential at IN2) 2 2 pF 

RoUT2 
Output resistance 

25 25 n (differential at OUT 2) 

COUT2 
Output capacitance 

2 2 pF (differential at OUT2) 

VHYs Hysteresis voltage range (single ended) Test circuit, T A = 25°C 10 10 mVp...p 

Hysteresis voltage range (differential) RHYST = 4K RTHRESH = 33K 5 5 mVp...p 

VTHR Threshold voltage (single ended) (FLAG Low) Test circuit, 19 19 mVp...p @50MHz 

Threshold voltage (differential) RRHYST = 4K RTHRESH = 33K 9.5 9.5 mVp_p 

tTLH TTL Output Rise Time 20% to 80% Test circuit 1.3 1.3 ns 

tTHl TTL Output Fall Time 80% to 20% Test circuit 1.2 1.2 ns 

tRFD tTLH.ItTHl mismatch 0.1 0.1 ns 

Pulse width distortion of output 50mVp...p, 1010 .. .input 

tpWD Distortion = lTH-TlJl02 TBD TBD % 

ITH+Tl I 
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Vee 
.t;v NEl217 

-
Figure 1. AC T_t Circuit 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Preliminary Specification 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

April 11, 1989 

Threshold vs RTHRESH for Different Values of RHYST (Driven Single Ended) 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (continued) 

Hysteresis vs RTHRESH for Different Values of RHYST (Driven Single Ended) 
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Postamplifier with Link Status Indicator 

THEORY OF OPERATION AND 
APPLICATION 
The NE5217 postamplifierisahighly integrated 
chip that provides up to SOdB of gain at 6OMHz, 
to ~ring mV level signals up to TTL levels. 

The NE5217 contains eight amplifier blocks 
(see Block Diagram). The main signal path is 
made up of a cascade of limiting stages:Al, A2 
and A8. The A3-A4-A7 path performs a 
wide band full-wave rectification of the input 
signal with adjustable hysteresis and decay 
times. It outputs a TTL High on the "FLAG" 
output (Pin 5) when the input is below a user 
adjustable threshold. An orH:hip LED driver 
turns the external LED to the On state when the 
input signal is above the threshold. In a typical 
application the "FLAG" output is tied back tot he 
"JAM" input; forcing the" JAM"inputto TTL High 
wi11latch the TTL Data Out-at the last logical 
state. 

NOTE: 

R2 
220 

C14 ,Jf"' (I) 
VouT(TTL) 

Threshold voltage and hysteresis voltage 
range are adjustable with resistors RTHRESH 
and RHYST. The typical values given in the data 
sheet will result in performance shown in the 
graph "Hysteresis and Forward Active Region". 
A minority of parts may be sensitive enough 
that FLAG High (Off) occurs below the 
minimum functional input signal level, VIN!' 
This condition is shown by the dotted line in the 
graph. Such parts may require adjustment of 
RTHRESH if it is important to guarantee that an 
output signal is present for the full hysteresis 
range. If this is not important, RrHREsH may be 
adjusted to give a FLAG Low for lower level 
input signals. 

An auto-zero loop allows the NE5217 to be 
directly connected to a transimpedance 
amplifier such as the NE5210, NE5211, or 
NE5212 without coupling capacitors. This 
auto-zero loop cancels the transimpedance 
amplifier's DC offset, the NE5217 A 1 offset, 

R5 
10k 

GND 

(!) t .. 

R4 
4k 

THE NE521 0/NE5217 combination can operate at data rates In axeitea of 100Mb/a NRZ 

Figura 2, A 50Mb/a Fiber Optic R~ver 
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and the data-dependent offset in the PI N 
diode/transimpedance amplifier combination. 
For more information on the NE5217 Theory of 
Operation, please refer to paper tided "A Low 
Cost 100MBaud Fiber Optic Receiver" by W. 
Mack,et. al. 

A typical application of the NE5217 
postamplifier is depicted in Figure 2. The 
system uses the NE5211 transimpedance 
amplifier which has a 28k differential 
transimpedance gain and a ...,'3dB bandwidth of 
140MHz. this typical application is optimized 
for a 50Mbis Non Return to Zero (NRZ) bit 
stream. 

As the system's gain bandwidth product is very 
high, it is crucial to employ good RF design and 
printed circuit board layout techniques to 
prevent the system from becoming unstable. 

For more information on this application, 
please refer to Application Brief ABl432. 

• 
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INTRODUCTION 
The increased volume of information 
flow in today's systems requires the use 
of high speed data communication net
works. The wide bandwidth and low 
attenuation characteristic of optical fi
bers has made it the media of choice at 
these high data rates. 

In a typical fiber optic receiver, the re
ceived optical signal is first converted to 
an electrical signal by an optical detec
tor such as a PIN diode. The electrical 
signal from the PIN diode is amplified to 
provide Eel level data output. 

The received Eel level data output is 
likely to have a significant amount of 
phase jitter due to noise and other sys
tem imperfections. Since a separate 
clock signal is not transmitted, it has to 
be derived from the received data stream, 
which is then used to sample and retime 
the data to present a low-jitter recovered 
data output. The received Eel level 
data stream is then applied to a clock 
recovery and data retiming system, 
which will be described below, to pro
vide a complete fiber optic receiver sys
tem. 

A typical fiber optic receiver system is 
shown in Figure 1. 

PHOTO 
DETECTOR 

r (PIN DIODE) 

OPTICAL 
FIBER 

Dooerrilerl988 

AN1883 
100Mb/s Clock Recovery and 
Data Retiming Using the NE568 
Application Note 

CLOCK RECOVERY AND DATA 
RETIMING 
Optimum detection of a digital data 
stream requires a local clock which is in 
close phase agreement with the received 
pulse train. Unipolar nonreturn-to-zero 
(NRZ) signals are widely used in digital 
data transmission. The transmitted sig
nal is a random pulse train having regu
larly spaced pulse positions which are 
filled, or not, at random as shown in 
Figure 2. The spectrum of a random 
NRZ signal has a spectral null at the bit 
frequency. 

DATA o 0 o 

circuit into a new sequence in which a 
pulse is associated with each "a-I" or "1-
O"transition of the original message. 

Random data with a mean transition 
density of 50% will produce a strong 
spectral component althe bitfrequency. 

A phase-locked loop (Pll) is used to 
lock onto the spectral component at the 
bit frequency in the transition pulses to 
generate the required clock signal. long 
strings of zeros and ones can be toler
ated since the PLL can lock onto a small 

o a 0 

~TI~ Bit Frequency f B=~ 

Figure 2. NRZ Pulse Train 

However, it is possible to generate the 
required spectral component at the bit 
frequency from the incoming data stream 
since the information exists in the loca
tions in time of the data transitions. The 
incoming data stream is first applied to a 
transition detector circuit to generate 
''transition pulses". The original mes
sage sequence is transformed by this 

AMPLIFIER ... .. 

spectral component althe bitfrequency. 
The system to be described below can 
capture and maintain lock with a pseudo
random sequence of (223 -1). 

NES68-BASED SYSTEM 
Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of 
a 1 OOMb/s clock recovery and data re
timing system that was implemented 

RECOVERED 
CLOCK CLOCK .. 

+ RECOVERY 
QUANTIZER 

~ 
~ 

DECISION 
CIRCUIT 

Figure 1. Fiber Optic Receiver System 
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100Mb/s Clock Recovery and Data Retiming Using the NE568 AN 1883 

RECEIVED 
DATA 

TRANSITION 
DETECTOR 

PHASE 
DETECTOR 

... 

• 

" 
... DECISION 

CIRCUIT 

LOOP 
FILTER 

VCO 

... 

I--

~ 

... R ECOVERED 
CLOCK .. 

RETIME o 
DATA 

Figure 3. Clock Recovery and Data Retiming Block Diagram 

using the veo of the NE568. 

Thetransition detector, phase compara
tor, and the decision circuit for retiming 
the data were implemented using stan
dard Eel 10K and 100K components. 
This implementation is powered by a 
single -5.2V supply and the inputs and 
outputs are Eel compatible. The func-

RECEIVED 
DATA --+--~ 

RECEI~ 
SIGNAL 

to 

'0' 

tional blocks used in this circuit are and E2and is one ofthe inputstoE3;the 
described below. other input to E3 is the incoming signal. 

Transition Detector 
The transition pulses are obtained by a 
logical operation of the received signal 
and the received signal with delay. The 
implementation is shown in Figure 4a. 
The incoming signal is delayed by E1 

Figure 4a. Transition Detector 

u 

The output of E3 is a transition pulse for 
each "0,1" or "1-0" transition of the re
ceived signal. The width of the transition 
pulse is determined by the delay through 
E1 and E2. The waveforms shown in 
Figure 4b illustrate this process. 

+: : ___ to = DELAY THROUGH El & E2 

DELAYED ! I 
SIGNA~ 
o 

to 
TRANSITION 
PULSES + ___ 

December 1988 
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Figure 4b. Transition Detector Waveforms 
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Phase Detector 
The phase detector in the NES68 is a 
double-balanced modulator. Hthisphase 
detector were used in clock recovery 
applications with potentially long strings 
of zeros and ones, the phase detecior 
output would be a replica of the clock 
waveform in the absence of data transi
tions. Any asymmetry in it can result in 
a DC offset when there are no data 
transitions. In order to avoid these prob
lems with the internal phase detector, 
an external phase detector was imple
mented using ECl gates as shown in 
Figure 5a. The difference in the width of 
the ·Pump-Up" and ·Pump-Down" sig
nals is proportional to the phase differ
ence between the transition pulses and 
the VCO (see Figures Sb & 5c). In the 
absence of transition pulses, both the 
"Pump-Up" and ·Pump-Down" signals 
are low, thus making the system insen
sitive to clock asymmetry. 

Loop Filter and Amplifier 
In clock recovery applications the Pll 
acts as a narrowband filter centered at 
the bit frequency. In a typical digital 
transmission system, the transition 
points are displaced from their idea~ 
positions by a random amount due to 
noise and other system imperfections. 
The spectral component of this jitter, 
which is within the bandwidth ofthe Pll, 
will contribute to jitter in the recovered 
clock. While reducing the bendwidth of 
the Pll is essential to minimizing the 
jitter, a compromise must be made so 
that it is wide enough to allow capture 

LF1 LF2 LF3 

OND2 OND! 

~1988 

and maintain lock. This implementation 
allows a capture range of ±4% which 
allows for the temperature drift in the 
VCO. The output amplifier ofthe NE568 
is used to implement an active filter in 
this application. 

Voltage Controlled Oscillator 
(NE568) 
The NE568 is used as a VCO in this im
plementation. A block diagram of the 
NES68 is shown in Figure 6. The oscil
lator is acurrent-controlled multivibrator 
in which the current control affects the 
charge/discharge rate of the timing ca
pacitor. The control signal voltage from 
the phase comparator and loop filter is 
conditioned by a VII converter in the 
NES68 to produce a linear change in 
frequency over a large control voltage 
range. The free-running frequency of 
the oscillator depends on the value of 
the timing capacitor between Pins 4 and 
5. The value of the timing capacitor 
depends on internal resistive compo
nents and current sources. When 
R7 -2.Skn and R11-2.Skn, a close ap
proximation of the correct capacitor value 
for a free-running frequency offo isCr Z 

(0.0034110 ) Farads. A more detailed 
description of the NES68 is included in 
the product data sheet. 

Decision Circuit 
In a typical receiver there is likely to be 
a significant amount of phase jitter on 
the received data stream, as was dis
cussed earlier. The narrowband filtering 

LF4 

action of the Pll provides a recovered 
clock with substantially lowered jitter. 
By sampling the jittered data stream at 
the center of the eye opening, the jitter 
on the retimed data is reduced to be 
nearly the same as that ofthe recovered 
clock. The decision circuit is aD-type 
flip-flop, which is latched by the recov
ered clock. The output of the flip-flop is 
the retimed data which is synchronous 
with the recovered clock. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
Figure 7 is the complete schematic of 
the 100Mb/s clock recovery and data 
retiming system implementation. 

In order to achieve optimum perform
ance, careful attention is required in the 
layout. The regulated VEE power supply 

(-S.2V) and the termination voltage Vr 
(-2.0V) should have adequate bypass
ing. Surface mount capacitors and re
sistors are highly recommended as a 
starting point. The layout should have 
good ground planes and short intercon
necting traces. 

Circuit Adjustments 
The free-running frequency of the VCO 
is set bychoosing the appropriate timing 
capacitor (Cr - 34.2pF for 100MHz). 
The free-running frequency can be ad
justed to exactly match the incoming bit 
frequency by adjusting FREQ. ADJ. trim 
pot with no signal input. The duty cycle 
of the clock can be adjusted by the 
DUTY CYCLE ADJ. trim pot to obtain a 

11 

10 

1CAP1 TCAP2 OND! VCC1 REFBYP PNPBYP INPBYP 

Figure 6. NE568 Block DIagram 
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r -------, 
10104F I 
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08 ~ p<--------+-;:,;:.,.--.- RETIMED 
Rr DATA 

~~~~~-----t==~==;--r~---~RECOVERED 
Rr CLOCK 

VEE (-VE POWER SUPPLY) _ ·5.2V 

Vr (TERMINATION VOlTAGE) = -2V 
Cl.C2=100pF 
03, C4 = 2.4,u: 
C5= l00pF 
S=34.2pF 
C8 (BYPASS) = 0.1,u: 
CAC (COUPliNG) =0.1,u: 

Rr (TERMINATION RESISTORS) = 510 
Rl, R2,R3, R4 _ 1.321en 
RS,R8 =511Q 
R7-Skn 
R8. lien 
R9, Rl0_8200 
Rll =2.Skn 

FIgure 7. 100Mb/s Clock Recovery and Data Rellmlng System 

symmetric clock waveform. 

The lag-lead filter network (R1-R6 and 
C1-C4) determines the loop bandwidth 
of the Pll. The values used are to attain 
a capture range of ±4MHz. 

Minor adjustments to the capture range 
and the loop bandwith can be achieved 
by changing C3 and C4. 

Measured Perfonnance 
The performance of the system was 
tested with an ECl level. 100Mb/s. 
(223 -1) pseudo-random sequence. NRZ 
signal. with the free-running frequency 
of the VCO adjusted to 1 OOMHz. The bit 

Decerrile,l988 

pattern was 7.2X 1011 bits in length. The 
peak-to-peakjitteronthe recovered clock 
was 1.0ns as shown in Figure 8. The 
offset of the recovered clock from the 
ideal sampling point. which is the center 
of the eye opening. was only 0.2ns as 
shown in Figure 9. In order to verify the 
system operation with an offset between 
the bit frequency and the VCO free
running. as would be expected due to 
the variation of the VCO with tempera
ture and other effects. the bit frequency 
was changed to 103Mbls. With a fre
quency thus offset by 3% the peak-to
peak jitter increased only slightly to 1.2ns 
as shown in Figure 10. 

4-7 

The delay of the retimed data to the 
recovered clock was 2.2ns (see Figure 
11). which is primarily the delay through 
the decision flip-flop. 

Operation at Other Bit 
Frequencies 
The circuit was built and tested to per
form the clock recovery and data retim
ing function for a 1 OOMb/s system. The 
same circuit could easily be modified for 
use at other data rates by replacing the 
timing capacitorforthe appropriate VCO 
free-running frequency and will achieve 
similar performance. The above implem
entation was also tested at 50Mb/s and 
yielded similar results. At speeds of 
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1 OOMbIs, the use of Eel logic Is highly 
desirable especially in the phase dl!!!2' 
tor which requires that the elK and elK 
signals have minimal skew. Implemen
tation of this circuit in a TIL environ
ment, though, requires that significant 
attention be paid to matching the skews, 
propagation delays and rise times in the 
signal path, especially for elK and elK 
signals. 

A COMPLETE FIBER opnc 
RECEIVER 
Figure 12 is a suggested implementa
tion of a complete fiber optic receiver 
using the clock recovery and data retim
ing circuit, descn"bed above, and other 
receiver components that were specifi
cally designed for fiber optic data com
munication links. The received optical 
signal Is first converted to an electrical 
one by an optical detector such as a PIN 
diode. A transimpedance amplifier, such 
as the NE5211, converts the single
ended current output of the PIN diode 
into a differential voltage output suitable 
for further processing. The NE5211 
outputs are fed to a high-gain limiting 
amplifier such as the NE5214 to provide 
TIL level logic outputs. 

The m. logic outputs can then be 
applied through a TIL-Eel level trans
lator to the clock recovery and data 
retiming system, described above, to 
provide a complete fiber optic receiver 
system. 

~1188 

NOTE: Skft' Between Transmit and Receive Clocks 
is Due lID Unequal Cable Lenglh. 

FIgure 8. Jitter In the Recovered Qock (Bottom Trace). 
Transmll Clock (Top Trace). 
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Figure II. R_verecl Clock ADgnmant OffAl (Bottom Trace). 
1OOMb/., (2"-1) Pseudo-Random Sequence. Received Data (Top Trace). 

Figure 10. Jitter In R_vered Clock (Bottom Trace) with 3% Flllquancy Offset. 
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OPTICAL FIBER 

I 

~'1118 

Figure 11. ~verecI CloCk (Top Treoe) 
Rellmect Data (Bottom Treoe 

NE568-BASED CLOCK RECOVERY 
• DATA RETIMING RETIMED 

DATA 
~--------------r----'~ 

PREAMP 
NE5210111/12 

Figure 12. Complete fiber Opdc ReoeI".. System 
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INTRODUCTION 
In order to obtain a local clock signal in 
Multiplexed Data Transmission systems, a 
phase and frequency coherent method of 
signal extraction is required. A Master-Slave 
system using the quartz crystal as the primary 
frequency determining element in a phase
lock loop VCO is used to reproduce a phase 
coherent clock from an asynchronous Data 
Stream. 

The NE564, a versatile phase-locked loop 
(PLL) operating at frequencies to 50MHz, has 
inputs and outputs designed to be TIL com
patible. The Signetics NE564 is used to 
generate the phase-locked, crystal-stabilized 
clock reference signal. 

Its particular adaptation, for use with a crys
tal-controlled VCO instead of the usual RC 
control elements, requires a brief review of 
the principles of the Phase-Lock Loop design. 

The NE564 Phase-Locked Loop is a fully 
contained system, including limiter, phase 
detector, VCO, DC amplifiers, DC retriever 
and output comparator (reference Figure 1). 
For the clock regeneration system to be 
discussed, the portions of the NE564 imple
mented are the input limiter, phase detector 
and VCO. 

The signal limiter amplifies low level inputs 
(until saturation is reached, which is typically 

• vcc 

AN182 
Clock Regenerator 
With Crystal-Controlled 
Phase-Locked VCO (NE564) 
Application Note 

60mVp.p for the NE564). The signal limiter 
output is fed to the phase detector, where the 
"unknown" input is compared to the 
"known" VCO frequency of the NE564. The 
differential error signal that is generated is fed 
through a DC amplifier and a voltage-to
current converter. The change in the current 
generated forces the VCO frequency to vary 
in its frequency and! or phase relationship, 
such that a 0 of 90· lagging is obtained (the 
actual phase relationship may be somewhat 
less than 90· depending upon the KdKo (gain) 
product of the NE564 at the operating fre
quency and bias current). The external filter
ing incorporated at Pins 4 and 5 control the 
dynamic frequency response and loop stabili
ty criteria. 

The NE564 is a first order system; therefore, 
the use of Single capacitors (at Pins 4 and 5) 
will automatically create a "second-order" 
system. An RC series filter combination will 
cause a lead-lag condition that will permit 
dynamic selectivity, along with closed-loop 
stability. 

LOOP GAIN FUNCTIONS 
The phase detector conversion gain (Kd) and 
the VCO conversion gain (Ko) determine, in 
large part, the lock range, capture range and 
linearity characteristics of the NE564. These 
device parameters are both dependent upon 
bias current and operating frequency. Some 

LOW_ ........ 

typical curves for each of the parameters are 
shown for the NE564 in Figures 2 and 3. 

THE CLOCK REGENERATOR 
CIRCUIT 
The basic building blocks of the clock regen
erator circuit are shown in Figure 4. The PLL 
is shown as a frequency multiplier incorporat
ing a divide by "N" in the VCO phase 
detector feedback loop. The functions of the 
ringing circuit and the NE527 high-speed 
comparator will be discussed later. 

The waveforms of Figure 5 indicate the wave
forms transmitted over a T1 line. The bipolar 
signal transmitted has" no" DC components 
induced in the transmission line (reference 
should be made to the effect of normal mode 
and common effects on signal information). 
When transmitted over telephone wire pairs, 
the resultant signal (at the receive end) will 
have been degraded in both waveshape and 
signal-to-noise ratios. Typical attenuation fac
tors for a T1 line are -30d8 per 6000 feet. 

In addition, pair-to-pair crosstalk can degrade 
signal-to-noise ratios. The energy transmitted 
in the bipolar system of signal transfer is 
centered at 772kHz (generated by the bit 
format). 

At the receiving end the bipolar signal infor
mation is converted to a unipolar pulse train 
after being amplified, filtered and fed through 
an automatic level control circuit. Some types 

tel , , 
I , 
-our 

...- , 
L .... • lET J -----------=:-;-----------J:--------------------- -CANCIrOII -

Figure 
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Figure 2. Variation of the Phase Comparator's Output Voltage vs Phase Error and Bias Current 
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Figure 3. vco Output Frequency as a Function of Input Voltage and Bias Current 

of PCM systems use the rectified and filtered 
DC (average) to control the phase of the 
regenerator clock; however. in newer sys
tems, bipolar signals are preprocessed (or 
preconditioned) by terminal common equip
ment resulting in unipolar information. 

T1 Data Transmission 
The bipolar signal, as transmitted on a Tl 
line. appears below with the original binary, 
converted unipolar and clock waveform (ref
erence Figure 5). 

The bipolar signal. when transmitted over 
standard wire pairs, will be degraded both in 
wave shape and signal-to-noise by the time it 
reaches the signal repeater. This is due to the 
attenuation factor of the cable which is nearly 
-30dB for 6000 ft. In addition, pair to pair 
crosstalk degrades signal-to-noise. The ener
gy in the transmitted bipolar Signal is centered 
at 772kHz due to the particular bit format. 
Bipolar signals have no DC offset. 

At each receiving station the bipolar signal is 
amplified, filtered and fed through an auto
matic level control circuit. A full wave rectified 
signal is then sent to the clock regeneration 
circuit. This is essentially the format followed 
by some of the original Tl repeater equip
ment. The clock regeneration circuit de
scribed here could be adapted to this system. 

December 1988 
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THE T1 SPECTRUM 
The bipolar signal is similar to NRZ data in 
that it does not contain carrier information. In 
order to give the PLL coherent frequency 
information sufficient to obtain" capture" and 
lock, carrier components must be obtained 
from the data stream. The time duration of 
the frequency information fed to the PLL is 
also important in order to obtain accurate and 
stable information to update the PLL. In order 
to begin the extraction of frequency informa
tion, the positive-going portions of the bipolar 
data signals are used to drive a class "C" 

4-13 

transistor tank circuit (reference Figure 4) 
which is sharply tuned to the basic clock 
frequency (I.S44MHz). Each positive half cy
cle of data then starts a wave train of 
coherent information which is phase synchro
nous with each succeeding positive data bit. 
When the LC tank is optimally tuned, relative
ly extended periods without data bits can be 
tolerated with minimal loss of frequency and 
phase information. The combination of good 
short-term frequency stability of the high "Q" 

LC tank, coupled with the long-term stability 
of the crystal-controlled VCO, is the founda-
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Figure 6 

tion of the NE564 clock regeneration system 
accuracy. 

It must be emphasized that data pulse syn
chronization of the preprocessing circuit must 
be frequency coherent with the fundamental 
period of the time base to be extracted. That 
is, if the time period of the clock is VIc = T, 
where fe is the clock frequency, then the 
spacing between any positive code bit se
quence must be n X T (reference Figure 6). 

Looking at the spectral analysis 01 the relative 
energy available to the clock extraction cir
cuitry (with a worst-case duty cycle 01 1 of 16) 
will demonstrate the need lor enchancing the 
particular desired Irequency component be
lore applying the signal to the Phase-Lock 
Loop. For 10 = 1.544MHz, the period is 
T = 647.67ns. The pulse or bit width is 
323.8ns. 

Here the bit duration 323.8ns = b. The Fouri
er expansion of the discrete spectrum is 
related by the following equation: 

(Ab) I sin( "f') I 
F(")=-,=- of' n=O,1,2 ... (1) 

The basic Irequency component resulting 
Irom various bit spacing lactors is defined by 
the equation 

1 
1=

T 

where I .;; fo = 1.544MHz 

(2) 

" we consider the special case 01 a single 
pulse present out 01 16 bipolar or 32NRZ 
periods, then 

T = 16 bipolar bit times 
= 16 X 647.67ns = 10.36"s 

f = 96.5kHz 

Accordingly, the spectral lines will be spaced 
in multiples 01 96.5kHz. The spectrum lor this 

NOTE: 

..., 
~ 

T 

- 96.5kHz spacing 
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particular worst case condition is shown in 
Figure 7 below . 

Solving equation 1 for the relative amplitude 
of the 1.544MHz spectral component with the 
pulse spacing shown, 

Ab I sin( 16t1rb) I 
F(16)( T) ( 16tb) 

where T = 2nb, n = 16. 

Ab sin( ~s;;,b) A 2 

= «2)(16)b) (IS.b) 32 ~ 
32b 

= (0.02)A 
= -34dB 

It is evident that as the bit spacing increases 
to the point where 10 is the 16th harmonic 01 
the lundamental, very little 10 energy is avail
able to drive a phase-lock regeneration cir
cuit. Fps) is also ineffective since it is an even 
subharmonic 01 10. The PLL will not normally 
lock to even harmonics; in lact, an error 
signal is produced which tends to lorce the 
VCO out of lock. This lact lurther stresses the 
need for preprocessing in the frequency do
main. The class .. C" pulsed resonant tank 
significantly multiplies the magnitude 01 the fo 
spectral component and filters out unwanted 
subharmonics. 

The loop error voltage available from the 
phase detector for phase correction 01 the 
VCO is directly related to the product 01 the 
incoming coherent spectral energy multiplied 
in the balanced mixer with the reference 
signal derived Irom the VCO. Since the phase 
error inlormation is integrated in the loop 
filters, the instantaneous magnitude of the DC 
error voltage is proportional to the time inte
gral 01 coherent mixer products. Thus, as the 
magnitude and time duration 01 the desired 
Irequency component is increased in the 

Figure 7 
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preprocessing circuitry, the VCO phase accu
racy is greatly improved. Capture time is 
obviously enhanced also. 

The signal from the tuned tank is buffered by 
a FET follower N-channel enhancement 
mode device (reference Figure 12). This pro
vides power gain with virtually no loading on 
the tank circuit and avoids degrading the 
"a". The NE527 comparator is used to 
provide waveform shaping and symmetry cor
rection. The voltage threshold is set up by a 
resistive divider with adjustment set for equal 
duty cycle symmetry. (Note: Recent tests 
have shown that best crystal lock range 
symmetry is achieved when the input signal to 
Pin 6 of the NE564 is maintained at a level 
between 500 to BOOmVP-P.) The coupling 
network provides the necessary attenuation 
plus a low impedance signal source which is 
critical to good Phase Detector operation. 

In the particular circuit shown in Figure 12, 
the 1.544MHz information is applied to the 
phase detector input of the NE564 Phase
Lock Loop. The VCO, however, is operated at 
four (4) times this frequency to order to take 
advantage of economical and readily avail
able crystals. The VCO signal is fed through a 
divide-by-four counter (74HCT73) to provide 
the Phase Detector reference and final regen
erated clock signal. To avoid loading, the 
clock signal (1.544MHz) is buffered by the 
75451 peripheral driver which provides a 
high-speed open collector TTL output. The 
input signal is AC coupled in order to reduce 
DC bias errors in the Phase Detector caused 
by "0" level variations. 

Figure 8 

The Crystal1 

For VCO operation at 6.176MHz, Cs is 22pF, 
Cc is 18pF, and Ct, a 1 - 8pF trimmer capaci
tor (reference Figure B). 

NE564 CRYSTAL·CONTROLLED 
VCO 
As shown in Figure B, the crystal is operated 
with a series capacitor. When properly 
trimmed, this allows the crystal to operate 
near the series resonant mode. A crystal 
manufactured to operate in the series reso
nant mode will do so only if it sees a pure 
resistance looking into the oscillator termi
nals. The circuit below shows an oscillator 
which looks inductive with the equivalent 
crystal circuit and trimmer capacitor Ct (refer
ence Figure 9). 

If Lo is small and the internal gain of the 
device high over a wide frequency range, Lo 
may resonate with the Co of the crystal at a 
very high frequency. Under certain conditions 
the circuit may even tend to operate in the 
3rd overtone mode unless measures are 
taken to roll-off the circuit gain. This is the 
purpose of Cs in Figure 8. Since the gain of 
the VCO is a factor in spurious oscillation, the 
current injected into Pin 2 will also have an 
effect in this respect. (Ko increases with 12), 
At higher operating frequencies this parame
ter may become more critical in attaining 
stable start ups in the desired frequency 
mode. Obviously the size of Cs must be 
smaller than the value needed to cause free 
running near the desired frequency without 
the crystal connected. 

CRYSTAL SPECIFICATION 
Crystals may be manufactured to operate in 
either the series mode with no external ca
pacitance (purely resistive load) or in the 
parallel mode with a specified value of load 
capacitance. The 564 tends to operate at a 
frequency above the specified value when a 
series mode crystal is used. For a design 

NOTES: 
Co = XT Al Shunt capacitors 
C1 = Equivalent XTAL series resonant arm capacitance 
Ll = Equivalent Motional Inductance 
Rl :II: Equivalent crystal series resistance 
C5 '" External shunt or stray capacitance 
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frequency of 6.176000MHz and zero load 
capacitance. Referring to Figure 8, for 
Cs = 10pF and CT = 10pF the average center 
frequency for an NE564 sample measured in 
the lab was 6181.192kHz. For the same Cs, 
but with CT equal to 60pF, fo measured 
6176.565kHz. A second crystal showed a 
spread of 6176.600kHz to 6180.855kHz. The 
effect of the VCO was to pull the crystal to a 
frequency above its design value. This effect 
is then nearly tuned out by the external 
capacitances Cs and CT. If CT is sufficiently 
increased, the crystal will see a purely resis
tive load and operate at its rated frequency. 

A second approach is to specify a crystal 
which is to operate near the anti-resonate or 
parallel mode. Normally this is done with a 
certain value of external load capacitance 
specified by the customer which matches the 
existing circuit parameters. The maximum 
difference between series and parallel reso
nance for any crystal is 0.5% of fo (series 
resonant mode); for fr = 6.126MHz, 0.5% of 
fr = 30kHz. The usual value would be lower 
than this. 

fa=fr~ 
ro 

ro = electromechanical coupling factor, 
fa = parallel resonant frequency). The particu
lar cut of the crystal material determines the 
drift response over temperature. For oscillator 
applications, the AT cut offers the best over
all stability over a wide frequency and temper
ature range. Final design uses second ap
proach. 

For a stability or total tolerance of ± 15ppm 
over the rated operating range of -20'C to 
+ 70'C, a certain manufacturer's crystal actu
ally performed as shown above (Refer to 
Figure 11). 

Calibration accuracy is the allowable frequen
cy tolerance at the reference temperature, 
i.e., ± 10ppm @ 25'C. 

veo 

The crystal used was chosen to match the 
NE564 VCO drive characteristics. It is an 
"AT" cut oscillator crystal which operates 
near the anti-resonate or "parallel" mode in 
this circuit. The crystal may have to be fine
tuned, as indicated in Figure 8. The pulling 
characteristic of the crystal is adequate to 
allow for 0 to 70'C operational drift plus initial 
and aging accuracy tolerance factors and still 
retain lock between master and slave station 
VCXOs. The average lock range at room 
temperature with one of sixteen data bits 
present is typically 1000Hz for a 6.176MHz 
crystal with a capture range greater than 
500Hz. Figure 9 
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NOTES: 
C, - Motional capacitance 
Co - Shunt capacitance 
R, - Equivalent Resistance 
L, - Equivalent inductance 

TC01!j30S 

Figure 10. Basic Crystal Equivalent Circuit 

-------we -7C1'C 

Figure 11. Design Example 

Using our reference crystal of 6.176MHz and 
the above specifications, the crystal limits 
over a 1 year period would be: 
Temperature 
stability: ± 15ppm x 6.176 

=±93Hz 
Calibration 
tolerance: 

@25°C 

± 10ppm X 6.176 
=±62Hz 

Long term drift: ± 2ppm X 1 X 6.176 
=± 12Hz 

Total: (± 167Hz) 

The above figure of ± 167Hz then determines 
the capture and lock range over which two 
crystal stabilized VCOs must track under 
worst case conditions when the exact same 
crystal specifications are used for master and 
slave units within an operational system. 

Crystal Specifications 
\ AT' Cut Oscillator Type 
Fundamental mode operation HC-33 Case 
(Standard) 

Calibration tolerance: 
± 10ppm @ 25°C 

Temperature stability: 
± 15ppm; -15°C to +65°C 

Circuit operating condition: 
Parallel resonance 

February 1987 

Frequency specified: 6.176000MHz 

Part designation: 
Croven # A330 DEF-32 or equivalent 

Setup Procedure 
Referring to Figure 12, the following setup 
procedure will aid the user in establishing 
proper circuit operation. 

Regulated supply voltage of + 5V and -6V 
are required. Current drain on the + 5V line is 
- 100mA, and 6mA for the -6V. 

With proper voltage applied, (1) First check 
the supply current3 to be sure they are in the 
range indicated above. (2) Check the opera
tion of the NE564 VCXO by looking at Pin 9 
with an oscilloscope (see Figure 13). A rea
sonably symmetric square wave should be 
present, having a frequency near 6.1 MHz. (3) 
Attach a DVM across the 2k resistor which 
feeds Pin 2 of the NE564 and adjust for a 
reading of 2.00V, indicating almA oc current 
flowing into Pin 2 (The (+) lead of the DVM 
should be connected to the end of the 2k 
resistor which ties to the wiper of the 10k pot 
and the (-) lead to Pin 2 of the 564; reference 
Figure 14). (4) The exact center frequency is 
set by adjusting Ct, the crystal trimmer cap, 
for exactly 6.176000MHz with no Signal input 
(this sets the center frequency of the VCXO 
to free-run in the center of the capture range). 
(5) Enable strobe 'A' and'S' with a +2.7V 
min. to + 5V max. level. Apply a standard 
1.544MSS NRZ data signal to the input 
terminal, terminated In 50n. The amplitude 
should be + 3 to + 5V (0 to peak). Set the duty 
cycle for 1 bit in a 16-blt period. Note the data 
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generator. must be driven from a crystal. 
controlled master oscillator also adjusted for 
a center data rate of 1.544 OOOMBS. Monitor 
the buffered output of the ringing circuit with a 
scope connected to the source of the SD213 
(Figure 15). The waveform should appear as 
in Figure 17. (6) Adjust tank trimmer cap CT 
for a maximum amplitude and note that the 
cycle period should be 647ns. (7) Now moni
tor the comparator output signal at Pin 7 and 
adjust Rt for a 50% duty cycle. The same 
signal will appear at Pin 5 of the NE527 
except it will be inverted. The signal on Pin 7 
of the NE527 and Pin 6 of the NE564 should 
appear as shown in Figure 19. Now attach 
one lead of a dual-trace scope to Pin 7 of the 
NE527 and the other to Pin 3 of the NE564 as 
shown (Figure 16). 

The two signals should be in phase-locked 
with an approximate 90° differential as shown 
in Figure 20 (data signal applied to @ 

1.544MBS). If lock does not occur, a slight 
trimming of the crystal trimmer CT should 
correct for slight differences in master-to
slave crystal tolerance. It is recommended 
that master and slave crystals be of the exact 
same design and specification to insure opti
mal tracking over time and temperature. A 
recommended manufacturer and part number 
appears at the end of this application note for 
your convenience. 

Once lock is attained, move one lead of the 
dual-trace scope to the buffered output of the 
75451 Pin 3, leaving the other scope probe 
on Pin 6 of the NE564. The phase-locked 
waveform should appear as in Figure 25. If a 
data word generator is being used, you may 
check overall operation for various bit pat
tems by synchronizing the scope trigger on 
the "end of word" pulse, then observe the 
phase error effect as different combinations 
are fed in. 

PHASE JITTER 
When operating with real-time data transmis
sion, the PLL loop filters must be optimized to 
minimize regenerated clock jitter. A good 
grade of mylar capacitor is recommended as 
connected to Pins 4 and 5 of the NE564. A 
simple pair of shunt-connected loop filler 
caps of 0.331lF to 0.761lF was found to be 
adequate. 
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Signetics Linear Products 

Clock Regenerator With Crystal-Controlled 
Phase-Locked VCO (NE564) 

NOTE, 
Check veo Iree-running frequency and output waveshape. 

Figure 13. Check VCO Free-Running Frequency 
and Output Waveshape 
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Figure 17. Ringing Circuit Response (1 Data Pulse in 16) Figure 18. Ringing Circuit Response (4 Data Pulses in 16) 
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Clock Regenerator With Crystal-Controlled 
Phase-Locked VCO (NE564) 
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Figure 25. Regenerated Clock Signal 
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1. Recent versions of this circuit no longer require series capacitors Cc and 
CT. See Figure 12. 

2. Input levels to the NE564 have been reduced for this application to "" 
800mVp-p. See Figure 12. 

3. Improved operation regarding clock jitter is obtained by carefully decou
piing the divider counter ICs and the PLL's Vee line. This is accom
plished by adding a smail series "R" into the Vee line with the bypass 
capacitor to ground. 

References 
1. "Fourier Analysis" by Hwei p, Hsu. Simon & Schuster Tech 

Outlines 
2. "Pulse and Digital Circuits" by Millman and Taub McGraw Hill 
3. "Phaselock Techniques" by Floyd M. Gardner Wiley, 1966 
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Signe1ics 

Linear Products 

NE/SE564 
Phase-Locked Loop 
Product Specification 

DESCRIPTION FEATURES PIN CONFIGURATION 
The NE564 is a versatile, high guaran
teed frequency phase-locked loop de
signed for operation up to 50MHz. As 
shown in the Block Diagram, the NE564 
cor)sists of a VeD, limiter, phase com
palator, and post detection processor. 

• Operation with single 5V supply 
• TTL-compatible inputs and 

outputs 
• Guaranteed operation to 50MHz 
• External loop gain control 
• Reduced carrier feedthrough 
• No elaborate filtering needed In 

FSK applications 

• Can be used as a modulator 
• Variable loop gain (externally 

controlled) 

APPLICATIONS 
• High-speed modems 
• FSK receivers and transmitters 
• Frequency synthesizers 
• Signal generators 
• Various satcom/TV systems 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

DESCRIPTION 

16-Pin Plastic SO 

16-Pin Plastic DIP 

16-Pin Plastic DIP 

16-Pin Cerdip 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

o to +70·C NE564D 

o to +70·C NE564N 

-55·C to + 125·C SE564N 

-55·C to + 125·C SE564F 

y. 

r------- -------- -<>------• 
I ,........-....., 
I 

PHASE 
COMPARATOR 

POST DETECTION 
PAOCESSOR 

D, F, N Packages 

y+ , 

LOOP GAOl 
CONnIOL 2 

IfRIT TO PHASE 
COMPARATQR 3 .-¥CO 

LOOPFUER 4 

LOOPFLTER 5 

8lASFLTER 7 

TOPV'EW 

.. ------- --, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

16 HYSTEJtUII SET 

14 ANALOG OUTPUT 

13 FfIEQ. lET CAP. 

12 'REQ. SET CAP. 

11 VCOOUTPUT.2 

9 VCOOU'J1lUT TTL 

~-------~--------------~ 
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Signetics Linear Products Product Specification 

Phase-locked loop NEjSE564 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

V+ Supply voltage V 
Pin 1 14 
Pin 10 6 

lOUT (Sink) Max (Pin 9) 10 rnA 

Po Power dissipation 600 mW 

TA Operating ambient temperature 
NE o to +70 'C 
SE -55 to +125 

TSTG Storage temperature -65 to +150 'C 

NOTE: 
Operation above 5V will require heatsinking of the case. 

DC AND AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee = 5V, T A = 25'C, fO = 5MHz, 12 = 400pA, unless otherwise specified. 

SE564 NE564 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Maximum VCO frequency Cl = 0 (stray) 50 65 45 60 MHz 

Lock range Input;;' 200mVRMS TA = 25'C 40 70 40 70 % of fo 
TA = 125'C 20 30 
TA = -55'C 50 80 
TA = O'C 70 
TA = 70'C 40 

Capture range Input;;' 200mVRMS, R2 = 27n 20 30 20 30 % of fo 

fo = 5MHz, T A = -55'C to + 125'C 500 1500 PPM/'C 
TA = 0 to +70'C 

VCO frequency drift with = 0 to +70'C 600 
temperature fo = 500kHz, T A = - 55'C to + 125'C 300 800 

TA = 0 to +70'C 500 

VCO free-running frequency C1 = 91pF 
Re = lOOn "Internal" 4 5 6 3.5 5 6.5 MHz 

VCO frequency change with 
supply voltage Vee = 4.5V to 5.5V 3 8 3 8 % of fo 

Modulation frequency: 1 kHz 
fo = 5MHz, input deviation: 

2%T=25°C 16 28 16 28 mVRMS 
Demodulated output voltage 1%T=25'C 8 14 8 14 mVRMS 

1%T = O'C 13 mVRMS 
1%T=-55°C 6 10 mVRMS 
1%T = 70°C 15 mVRMS 
1%T = 125'C 12 16 mVRMS 

Distortion Deviation: 1% to 8% 1 1 % 

SIN Signal-Io-noise ratio Std. condition, 1% 10 10% dey. 40 40 dB 

AM rejection Std. condition, 30% AM 35 35 dB 

Modulation frequency: 1 kHz 
Demodulated OUIPut at fo = 5MHz, input deviation: 10/0 
operating voltage Vcc= 4.5V 7 12 7 12 mVRMS 

Vee = 5.5V 8 14 8 14 mVRMS 

Icc Supply current Vee = 5V 11, 110 45 60 45 60 mA 

Output 
" 1" output leakage current VOUT = 5V, Pins 16, 9 1 20 1 20 pA 
"0" output voltage lOUT = 2mA, Pins 16, 9 0.3 0.6 0.3 0.6 V 

lOUT = 6mA, Pins 16, 9 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.8 V 
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Signetics Unear Products Product Specification 

Phase-Locked Loop NE/SE564 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
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Signetics Linear Products 

Phase-Locked Loop 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

Vo· PHASE COIIPARATOA'S 
OUTPUT VOLTAGE IN mV 
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Signetics Unear Products 

Phase-Locked Loop 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
(Figure 1) 
The NE564 is a monolithic phase-locked loop 
with a post detection processor. The use of 
Schottky clamped transistors and optimized 
device geometries extends the frequency of 
operation to greater than 50MHz. 

In addition to the classical PLL applications, 
the NE564 can be used as a modulator with a 
controllable frequency deviation. 

The output voltage of the PLL can be written 
as shown in the following equation: 

(fIN-fO) 
Vo=--

Kvco 

Kvco = conversion gain of the VCO 

fiN = frequency of the input signal 

(1) 

fo = free-running frequency of the VCO 

The process of recovering FSK signals in
volves the conversion of the PLL output into 

EQUIVALENT SCHEMATIC 

logic compatible signals. For high data rates, 
a considerable amount of carrier will be 
present at the output of the PLL due to the 
wide band nature of the loop filter. To avoid 
the use of complicated filters, a comparator 
with hysteresis or Schmitt trigger is required. 
With the conversion gain of the VCO fixed, 
the output voltage as given by Equation 1 
varies according to the frequency deviation of 
fiN from fo. Since this differs from system to 
system, it is necessary that the hysteresis of 
the Schmitt trigger be capable of being 
changed, so that it can be optimized for a 
particular system. This is accomplished in the 
564 by varying the voltage at Pin 15 which 
results in a change of the hysteresis of the 
Schmitt trigger. 

For FSK signals, an important factor to be 
considered is the drift in the free-running 
frequency of the VCO itself. If this changes 
due to temperature, according to Equation 1 it 
will lead to a change in the DC levels of the 
PLL output, and consequently to errors in the 
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digital output signal. This is especially true for 
narrow-band signals where the deviation in fiN 
itself may be less than the change in fo due 
to temperature. This effect can be eliminated 
if the DC or average value of the signal is 
retrieved and used as the reference to the 
comparator. In this manner, variations in the 
DC levels of the PLL output do not affect the 
FSK output. 

VCO Section 
Due to its inherent high-frequency perfor
mance, an emitter-coupled oscillator is used 
in the VCO. In the Circuit, shown in the 
equivalent schematic, transistors 021 and 
023 with current sources 025 - 0 26 form the 
baSic oscillator. The approximate free-running 
frequency of the oscillator is shown in the 
following equation: 

1 
fo "" --::----

22 Rc (C1 + Cs) 
(2) 
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Phase-Locked Loop 

RC = R19 = R20 = 100n (INTERNAL) 

C1 = external frequency setting capacitor 

Cs = stray capacitance 

Variation of Vo (phase detector output volt
age) changes the frequency of the oscillator. 
As indicated by Equation 2, the frequency of 
the oscillator has a negative temperature 
coefficient due to the positive temperature 
coefficient of the monolithic resistor. To com
pensate for this, a current IA with negative 
temperature coefficient is introduced to 
achieve a low frequency drift with tempera
ture. 

Phase Comparator Section 

FM INPUT O.47J,1F 

fe " IMHz 0--1 
'm"1kHz 

BIAS FILTER 

5V IV 

LOOP FILTER 

O.01~F 

~ 

FREQUENCY SET CAP 

" 
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The phase comparator consists of a double
balanced modulator with a limiter amplifier to 
improve AM rejection. Schottky-clamped ver
tical PNPs are used to obtain TIL level 
inputs. The loop gain can be varied by chang
ing the current in 0 4 and 015 which effective
ly changes the gain of the differential amplifi
ers. This can be accomplished by introducing 
a current at Pin 2. 

Figure 2. FM Demodulator at 5V 

Post Detection Processor 
Section 
The post detection processor consists of a 
unity gain transconductance amplifier and 
comparator. The amplifier can be used as a 
DC retriever for demodulation of FSK signals, 
and as a post detection filter for linear FM 
demodulation. The comparator has adjust
able hysteresis so that phase jitter in the 
output signal can be eliminated. 

As shown in the equivalent schematic, the DC 
retriever is formed by the transductance am-

plifier 042 - 043 together with an external 
capacitor which is connected at the amplifier 
output (Pin 14). This forms an integrator 
whose output voltage is shown in the follow
ing equation: 

gM = transconductance of the amplifier 

C2 = capacitor at the output (Pin 14) 

VIN = signal voltage at amplifier input 

(3) 

With proper selection of C2, the integrator 
time constant can be varied so that the output 
voltage is the DC or average value of the 
input signal for use in FSK, or as a post 
detection filter in linear demodulation. 

Iia lOCK RANGE ADJUSTMENT 

+ O.01J1f" 

~ LOOP FILTER 

I :.. ___ ANALOG OUT 
1kHz 

~O.11lF 
200 ,. 

12V 

Figure 3. FM Demodulator at 12V 
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The comparator with hysteresis is made up of 
049 - 050 with positive feedback being pro· 
vided by 047 - 0 48. The hysteresis is varied 
by changing the current in 0 52 with a resulting 
variation in the loop gain of the comparator. 
This method of hysteresis control, which is a 
DC control, provides symmetric variation 
around the nominal value. 

Design Formula 
The free· running frequency of the VCO is 
shown by the following equation: 

fO "" 22 Rc (C1 + Cs) 

Rc= 100n 

C1 = external cap in farads 

Cs = stray capacitance 

,. 
5V 

5V FINE FREQUENCY 
ADJUSTMENT 

FREQUENCY SET CAP 

MODULATED OUTPUT 
(TTl} 

Figure 4. Modulator 

(4) 
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Phase-Locked Loop 

The loop filter diagram shown is explained by 
the following equation: 

1 
Fs = --- (First Order) 

1 +SRC3 

R = R12 = R13 = 1.3kn (Internal)' 

(5) 

By adding capacitors to Pins 4 and 5, a pole is 
added to the loop transfer function at 

NOTE: 
'Refer to Figure 1. 

APPLICATIONS 
FM Demodulator 
The NE564 can be used as an FM demodula
tor. The connections for operation at 5V and 
12V are shown in Figures 2 and 3, respective
ly. The input signal is AC coupled with the 
output signal being extracted at Pin 14. Loop 
filtering is provided by the capacitors at Pins 4 
and 5 with additional filtering being provided 
by the capacitor at Pin 14. Since the conver
sion gain of the veo is not very high, to 
obtain sufficient demodulated output signal 

the frequency deviation in the input signal 
should be 1 % or higher. . 

Modulation Techniques 
The NE564 phase-locked loop can be modu
lated at either the loop filter ports (Pins 4 and 
5) or the input port (Pin 6) as shown in Figure 
4. The approximate modulation frequency 
can be determined from the frequency con
version gain curve shown in Figure 5. This 
curve will be appropriate for signals injected 
into Pins 4 and 5 as shown in Figure 4. 

FSK Demodulation 
The 564 PLL is particularly attractive for FSK 
demodulation since it contains an internal 
voltage comperator and VCO which have TTL 
compatible inputs and outputs, and it can 
operate from a single 5V power supply. De
modulated DC voltages associated with the 
mark and space frequencies are recovered 
with a single external capacitor in a DC 
retriever without utilizing extensive filtering 
networks. An internal comparator, acting as a 
Schmitt trigger with an adjustable hysteresis, 
shapes the demodulated voltages into com
patible TTL output levels. The high-frequency 
design of the 564 enables it to demodulate 
FSK at high data rates in excess of 1.0M 
baud. 

,s 
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Figure 5 shows a high-frequency FSK decod
er designed for input frequency deviations of 
± 1.0MHz centered around a free-running fre
quency of 10.8MHz. The value of the timing 
capacitance required was estimated from Fig
ure 8 to be approximately 40pF. A trimmer 
capacitor was added to fine tune fo' to 
10.8MHz. 

The lock range graph indicates that the 
± 1.0MHz frequency deviations will be within 
the lock range for input signal levels greater 
than approximately 50mV with zero Pin 2 bias 
current. (While strictly this figure is appropri
ate only for 5MHz, it can be used as a guide 
for lock range estimates at other fo' frequen
cies). 

The hysteresis was adjusted experimentally 
via the 10kn potentiometer and 2kn bias 
arrangement to give the waveshape shown in 
Figure 7 for 20k, 500k, 2M baud rates with 
square wave FSK modulation. Note the mag
nitude and phase relationships of the phase 
comparators' output voltages with respect to 
each other and to the FSK output. The high
frequency sum components of the input and 
veo frequency also are visible as noise on 
the phase comparator's outputs. 

, .. 
OUTPuT 

*,U).""Y 

." o-"'Wlr-H 

" -
~ _L-__________________ ~ 

Figure 5_ 10_8MHz FSK Decoder Using the 564 
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~mv --:.Lv - 50~S 
~ -- - - I-- -,.,. ,.. ~ -- ,... 
- .....-. - -- ""- -- - ~ 

........ --- --- --- ---2. 

a. Data Rate = 20k Baud b. Data Rate = SOOk Baud 

.v 

C. Data Rate = 2.0m Baud 

NOTES: 
1. Top trace .. Pin 4 
2. Center trace = Pin 5 
3. Bottom trace = Pin 16 

Figure 6. Phase Comparator (Pins 4 and 5) and FSK (Pin 16) Outputs 

OUTLINE OF SETUP 
PROCEDURE 
1. Determine operating frequency of the 

VCO: 

If -;. N in feedback loop, then 
fo=N X fiN. 

2. Calculate value of the VCO frequency set 
capacitor: 

1 
Co ---

- 2200 fo 

July 8, 1988 

3. Set 12 (current sinking into Pin 2) for ~ 
1001lA. After operation is obtained, this 
value may be adjusted for best dynamic 
behavior. 

4. Check veo output frequency with digital 
counter at Pin 9 of device (loop open, 
VCO to tP det.). Adjust Co trim or frequen
cy adj. Pins 4 - 5 for exact center fre
quency, if needed. 

5. Close loop and inject input signal to Pin 
6. Monitor Pins 3 and 6 with two-channel 

4-27 

scope. Lock should occur with LltPa _ 6 

equal to 90· (phase error). 

6. If pulsed burst or ramp frequency is used 
for input signal, special loop filter design 
may be required in place of simple single 
capacitor filter on Pins 4 and 5. (See PLL 
application section). 

7. The input signal to Pin 6 and the veo 
feedback signal to Pin 3 must have a duty 
cycle of 50% for proper operation of the 
phase detector. Due to the nature of a 
balanced mixer if signals are not 50% in 
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duty cycle, DC offsets will occur in the 
loop which tend to create an artificial or 
biased veo offset. 

8. For multiplier circuits where phase jitter is 
a problem, loop filter capacitors may be 
increased to a value of 10 - 50ILF on Pins 

+5V 
BIAS ADJUST .47"F 

10KU CER 
'--""'''r--+--I~ 

'::' 

2KU 

10 

'-----I ~ N 1-----' 

vco 
Nxfl OUTPUT 

ru 
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4, 5. Also, careful supply decoupling may 
be necessary. This includes the counter 
chain Vec lines. 

Figure 7. NE564 Phase-Locked Frequency Multiplier with VCXO 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION Of The 
NE564 
The 564 contains the functional blocks shown 
in Figure 1. In addition to the normal PLL 
functions of phase comparator, VCO, amplifi
er and low-pass filter, the 564 has internal 
circuitry for an input signal limiter, a DC 
retriever, and a Schmitt trigger. The complete 
circuit for the 564 is shown in Figure 1. 

Limiter 
The input limiter functions to produce a near 
constant amplitude output that serves as the 
input for the phase comparator. Eliminating 
amplitude variations in the FM input signal 
improves the AM rejection of the PLL. Addi
tional features of the 564's limiter are that it is 
capable of accepting TTL signals, operates at 
high frequencies up to 50MHz, and remains 

AN179 
Circuit Description of the 
NE564 
Application Note 

functional with variable supply voltages be
tween 5 and 12V.· 

Signal limiting is accomplished in the 564 with 
a differential amplifier whose output voltage is 
clipped by diodes D1 and D2 (see Figure 2). 
Schottky diodes are used because their limit
ing occurs between 0.3 to OAV instead of the 
0.6 to 0.7V for regular IC diodes. This lower 
limiting level is helpful in biasing, especially 
for 5V operation. When limiting, the DC volt
age across R2 R3 remains at the Schottky 
diode voltage. Good high-frequency perfor
mance for O2 and 0 3 is achieved with current 
levels in the low mA range. Current-source 
biasing is established via the current mirror of 
D5 and 04 (See Figure 1). 

Base biasing for 03 is of concern because of 
the nature of the input signal which can be 
either a TTL digital signal of 0 to 5V amplitude 

or a low-level, AC coupled analog signal. 
Compatibility for either type is achieved by 
modifying the limiter of Figure 2 with the 
addition of the vertical Schottky PNP transis
tors 01 and 05 as shown in Figure 3. The 
input signal voltage appears as a collector
base voltage for 01, which presents no prob
lems for either high TTL level inputs or low
level analog inputs. 05 is in turn diode-biased 
by D3 and D4 (see Figure 1) which places the 
base voltages of 01 and 05 at approximately 
1.0V. This same biasing network establishes 
a 1.3V bias at the base of 013 for biasing the 
phase comparator section. A differential out
put signal from the input limiter is applied to 
one input of the phase comparator (09 
through 0121 after buffering the level shifting 
through the 07 - OB emitter-followers. 

*When operating above 5Voc, a limiting resistor must be 
used from Vee to Pin 10 of the 564. 

r-----------------'r-------------------, 
UMITER 

December 1988 

j 7 II 
II 

COMPARATOR 

Figure 1_ Schematic Diagram of NE564 
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··cc 

0, 

TC07410S 

Figure 2. Basic limiter Stage 

Phase Comparator 
The phase ccmparator section of the 564 is 
shown in Figure 4. It is basically the conven· 
tional, double·balanced mixer commonly 
used in PLL circuits, with a few exceptions. 
The transccnductance, {1M, for the 013 - 014 
differential amplifier is directly proportional to 
the mirror current in 0 15. Thus, by externally 
sinking or sourcing current at Pin 2, gM can be 
changed to alter the phase comparator's 
ccnversion gain, Kd. The nominal current 
injected into this node by the internal current 
source is O.75mA for 5V operation. If the 
current is externally removed by gating, the 
phase ccmparator can be disabled and the 
VCO will operate at its free·running frequen· 
cy. 

December 1988 
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'01< 
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TC01420S 

Figure 3. limiter Stage WHh Input Buffering 

··cc 
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.. 
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Figure 4. Phase Comparator Section 
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'0" 1.0 .... 

... 

--
-eao 

Figure 5. Variation of the Phase Comparator's Output Voltage vs Phase Error and Bias Current 
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Figure 6. veo Section of NE564 

Figure 7. veo Waveshapes 
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The variation of Kd with bias current at Pin 2 
is shown in the experimental results of Figure 
5. Note that the inherent 90· phase error in 
the loop produces an approximate zero
phase comparator output voltage. For any 
particular bias current, the slope of the line is 
the Kd conversion gain for the phase compar
ator. Numerically the data of Figure 5 can be 
expressed as 

( VoltS) Kd"",0.46 --
rad 

4( volts ) + 7.3 X 10- --- X IBIAS (IlA) 
rad X j.tA 

(1) 

Equation 1 is valid for bias current less than 
800j.tA where saturation occurs within the 
phase comparator. 

The current level established in 0 15 of Figure 
3 determines all other quiescent currents in 
the phase comparator (09 through 014)' Cur
rents through R12 and R 13 set the common
mode output voltage from the phase compar
ator (Pins 4 and 5). Since this common-mode 
voltage is applied to the veo to establish its 
quiescent currents, the veo conversion gain 
(Ko) also depends upon the bias current at 
Pin 2. 

veo 
The veo is of the basic emitter-coupled 
astable type with several modifications includ
ed to achieve the high frequency, TTL com
patible operation while maintaining low fre
quency drift with temperature changes. The 
basic oscillator in Figure 6 consists of 019, 

020, 021, and 023 with current sinks of 025' 

and 026. The master current sink of Q2B 
keeps the total current constant by altering 
the ratio of currents in 0 25 - 026 and the 
dummy current sink of 027. 

The input drive voltage for the veo is made 
up of common-mode and difference-mode 
components from the phase comparator. Af
ter buffering the level shifting through 
017-01B and R15-R16, the veo control 
voltage is applied differentially to the base of 
0 27 and to the common bases of 0 25 and 
026· 

The veo control voltages from the phase 
comparator are the Pin 4 and Pin 5 voltages 
or 

(2) 

V5 = VC12 = VB17 = VCM - Y2VOM (3) 

where VCM and VOM are the respective com
mon-mode and difference-mode voltages. 
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Emitter-followers 017 and 01B convert these 
control voltages into control currents through 
Os and 07 of the form 

Is = ~ [VCM - Y2VDM - 3 VBE ] (4) 
R15 

These individual currents are summed in DB 
and become with R15 = R16 = R. 

IB = I = Is + 17 = 1R(VCM - 3 VBE) (6) 

Writing 16 and 17 as functions of the total I 
current gives 

(7) 

(8) 

Now consider variations in Is and 17 while I 
remains constant. 

Let 'x' indicate the current imbalance such 
that 

.. 

(9) 

veo FREOUfNCV 
IN MHz 

(10) 

where 0';; x .;; 1. Thus x is defined to be 

(11) 

Currents Is and 17 establish proportional cur
rents in 025, 026, and 027 in a manner similar 
to the analysis above since the current in 02B 
is a constant, or 

10 = IC2B = IE25 + IE2S + E27A + IE27B 

It can be shown that the 0 7 - DB diode pair 
will cause identical differential currents to be 
reflected in both the 0 25 - 0 26 and the 
027A - 027B differential amplifier pairs. Con
sequently, the constant-current of 10, jointly 
shared by the differential amplifier pairs, will 
divide in each pair with the same x factor 
imbalance as in Equation 11. 

IE25 + IE2S = xlo 
X 

IE25 = IE2S = 210 

IE27A + IE27B = (1 - x)lo 
1-x 

IE27A = IE27B = (-2-)10 

800 

VDlNmV 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

Figure 8. VCO Output as a Function of Input Voltage and Bias Current 
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Now consider placing a capacitor between 
the collectors of 025 and 026 (Pins 12 and 
13). Oscillation will occur with the capacitor 
alternately being charged by 021 and 023 and 
constantly discharged by 025 and 026. When 
the 021 and 022 pair conducts, 023 and 024 
will be off, causing a negative ramp voltage to 
appear at Pin 13 and a constant voltage at 
Pin 12 as shown in Figure 7. During the next 
half-cycle, the transistor roles and voltages 
are reversed. Capacitor discharge is via 0 25 
and 0 26, which act as constant-current sinks 
with current amplitudes as in Equation 13. 

During each half-cycle, the capacitor voltage 
changes linearly by 2AV volts in AT seconds 
where 

and 

C2AV 
AT=--. 

IE25 

(16) 

(17) 

Combining these two equations with Equation 
13 gives a half period of 

AT = 4C R20 
X 

(18) 

Utilizing Equation 11 with the AT expression 
gives the desired VCO frequency expression 
of 

VOM [ VDM ] fa = fo'(1 + -) = fa' 
RI 2(VCM - 3 VBE) 

(19) 

where fa' is the VCO's free-running frequency 
given by 

1 
f ,-
a - 22 R20C 

(20) 

Equation 19 shows that the oscillator fre
quency is a linear function of the differential 
voltage from the phase comparator. Resistors 
R35 and R36 function to insure that an initial 
current imbalance exists between the 
025 - 02S transistor pair and the dummy 027. 
This imbalance insures that the oscillator is 
self-starting when power is first applied to the 
circuit. 

The VCO conversion gain is determined as 

010 fa' 
Ko=-_=_H~ 

aVOM RI 
(21) 

which is valid as long as the transistor's V BE 
changes are small with respect to the com
mon-mode voltage. Both fa and Ko are in-
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:>---0 FOK OUT 

HYSTERESIS 
ADJUST 

Figure 9. Post Detection Processor for FSK 

versely proportional to R, which has a strong 
positive temperature coefficient. An internal 
current IR having an equal and opposite 
negative temperature coefficient is inserted 
into the VCO as shown in Figure 6. 

Experimental determination of Ko can be 
found from the data of Figure 8 where Ko is 
the slope of either line. Numerically these 
results are for IBIAS = O. 

MHz rad 
Ka = 0.95- = 5.9 X 106--

V volt-sec 
(22) 

and for IBIAS = 800j./A 

MHz rad 
Ko= 1.7-= 10.45 X 106---

V volt-sec 
(23) 

It must be noted that the specific values 
obtained for Ko in the manner above are valid 
only for the 1.0MHz free·running frequency 
where the data was taken. However, good 
estimates for Ka at other free-running fre
quencies can be obtained by linearly scaling 
Ko to the desired fo'. Thus, it is sometimes 
convenient to define a normalized Ka as 

Ko rad 
Ko(norm) = fo' = 5.9 ,,(IBIAS = 0) 

rad 
= 1 0.45" (IBIAS = 8001'A) (24) 

December 1988 

The Ko estimate for any bias then can be 
obtained by multiplying the normalized con
version gain by the desired free-running fre
quency, or 

Ka(any fo') = Ko(norm)fo'· (25) 

The additional veo circuitry of Q29 through 
Q36 functions to produce the TTL and ECl 
compatible outputs at Pins 9 and 11. 

Amplifier 
The difference·mode voltage from the phase 
comparator is extracted and amplified by the 
amplifier in Figure 1. The single-ended output 
from this amplifier serves as input Signals for 
both the Schmitt Trigger and a second differ
ential amplifier. low-pass filtering with a large 
capacitance at Pin 14 produces a stable DC 
reference level as the second input to the 
Schmitt Trigger. When the Pll is locked, the 
voltage at Pin 14 is directly proportional to the 
difference between the input frequency and 
fo'. Thus Pin 14 provides the demodulated 
output for an FM input signal. 

Schmitt Trigger 
In FSK applications, the Pin 14 voltage will 
assume two different voltage levels corre
sponding to the mark and space input fre
quencies. A voltage comparator could be 
used to sense and convert these two voltage 
levels to logic compatible levels. However, at 
high data rates, VOM will contain a consider-
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able amount of carrier signal which can be 
removed by extensive filtering. Normally this 
complex filtering requires quite a few compo· 
nents, most all of which are external to the 
monolithic PlL. Also, since the control volt
age for the comparator depends upon Ko and 
the deviations of the mark and space fre· 
quencies from fo', the filtering has to be 
optimized for each different system utilized. 
However the necessary DC reference level 
for the comparator is present in the Pll but 
buried in carrier-frequency feedthrough which 
appears as noise in the system. A Schmitt 
trigger with variable hysteresis can be used 
successfully to decode the FSK data without 
the need for extensive filtering. 

Consider the system shown in Figure 9 where 
the input signal is the single-ended output 
derived from the amplifier section of the 564. 
The DC retriever functions to establish a DC 
reference voltage for the Schmitt trigger. The 
upper and lower trigger pOints are adjustable 
externally around the reference voltage giving 
the variable hysteresis. For very low data 
rates, carrier feedthrough will be negligible 
and the ideal situation depicted in Figure 10 
results. Increased data rate produces the 
carrier feedthrough shown in Figure lOb, 
where false FSK outputs result because the 
feedthrough amplitude exceeds the hystere
sis voltage. Having the capability to increase 
the hysteresis, as in Figure 10c, produces the 
desired FSK output in the presence of carrier 
feedthrough. 

Another important factor to be considered is 
the temperature drift of the fo' in the veo. 
Small changes in fo' will change the DC level 
of the input voltage to the Schmitt trigger. 
This DC voltage shift would produce errors in 
the FSK output in narrow-band systems 
where the mark and space deviations in fiN 
are less than the fo' change with tempera
ture. However, this effect can be eliminated if 
the DC or average value of the amplifier 
signal is retrieved and used as the reference 
voltage for the Schmitt trigger. In this manner, 
variations in the fo' with temperature do not 
affect the FSK output. 
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a. Low Data Rates With Negligible Carrier Feedthrough 
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b. False FSK Outputs Due to Feedthrough and Low Hysteresis 
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Figure 10. Waveshapes for FSK Decoding in the Post Detection Processor 
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DESCRIPTION 
The NESS8 is a monolithic phase-locked 
loop (PLL) which operates from 1 Hz to 
frequencies in excess of 1S0MHz. The 
integrated circuit consists of a limiting 
amplifier, a current-controlled oscillator 
(ICO), a phase detector, a level shift 
circuit, VII and IIV converters, an output 
buffer, and bias circuitry with tempera
ture and frequency compensating char
acteristics. The design of the NESS8 is 
particularly well-suited for demodulation 
of FM signals with extremely large devia
tion in systems which require a highly 
linear output. In satellite receiver appli
cations with a 70MHz IF, the NESS8 will 
demodulate ± 20% deviations with less 
than 1.0% typical non-linearity. In addi
tion to high linearity, the circuit has a 
loop filter which can be configured with 
series or shunt elements to optimize 
loop dynamic performance. The NESS8 
is available in 20-pin dual in-line and 20-
pin SO (surface-mounted) plastic pack
ages. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES 
• Operation to 150MHz 
• High linearity buffered output 

• Series or shunt loop filter 
component capability 

• Temperature compensated 

APPLICATIONS 
• Satellite receivers 

• Fiber-optic video links 

• VHF FSK demodulators 

• Clock recovery 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

20-Pin Plastic SOL Package o to +70·C NE568D 

20-Pin Plastic DIP o to +70·C NE568N 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

LFI LF2 LF3 LF4 

GND2 GND1 TCAP2 GND1 
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0, N Packages 

INPBYP --,., __ ....r-

TOP VIEW 

11 

10 

REFBYP PNPBYP INPBYP 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vcc Supply voltage 6 V 

TA Operating free-air ambient temperature range o to +70 'C 

TJ Junction temperature 

TSTG Storage temperature range 

PDMAX Maximum power dissipation 

ELECTRICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 
The electrical characteristics listed below are 
actual tests (unless otherwise stated) per-

+150 'C 

-65 to + 150 'C 

500 mW 

lormed on each device with an automatic IC 
tester prior to shipment. Performance 01 the 
device in automated test setup is not neces
sarily optimum. The NE568 is layout-sensitive. 

Preliminary Specification 

NE568 

Evaluation 01 performance lor correlation to 
the data sheet should be done with the circuit 
and layout 01 Figures 1 - 3 with the evaluation 
unit soldered in place. (Do not use a socket!) 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS T A = 25'C, Vcc = 5V, 10 = 70MHz, Test Circuit Figure 1, fiN = -20dBm, R4 = on 
(ground), unless otherwise specilied. 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Vce Supply voltage 4.75 5 5.25 V 

Icc Supply current 60 75 mA 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

lose Maximum oscillator operating Irequency3 150 MHz 

Input signal level 
50 2000 mVp_p 

_201 +10 dBm 

BW Demodulated bandwidth 1017 MHz 

Non-linearitys Dev = ± 20%, Input = -20dBm 1.0 4.0 % 

Lock range2 Input = -20dBm ±25 ±35 % 01 fa 

Capture range2 Input = -20dBm ±20 ±30 % 01 fa 

TC 01 10 Figure 1 100 ppm/'C 

RIN Input resistance4 1 kn 

Output impedance 6 n 

Demodulated VOUT 
Dev = ± 20% 01 10 

0.40 0.52 Vp_p 
measured at Pin 14 

AM rejection 
VIN = -20dBm (30% AM) 

50 dB 
relerred to ± 20 % deviation 

Centered at 70MHz, R2 = 1.2kn, 
10 Distribution6 C2 = 17pF, R4 = On -15 0 +15 % 

(C2 + CSTRAY = 20pF) 

10 Drift with supply 4.75V to 5.25V 1 %/V 

NOTES: 
1. Signal level to assure all published parameters. Device will continue to function at lower levels with varying performance. 
2. Limits are set symmetrical to fa. Actual characteristics may have asymmetry beyond the specified limits. 
3. Not 100% tested, but guaranteed by design. 
4. Inpu1 impedance depends on package and layou1 capacitance. See Figures 4 and S. 
S. Linearity is tested wi1h incremental changes in inpu1 frequency and measurement of the DC outpu1 voltage at Pin 14 (VOUT). Nonlinearity is then 

calculated from a straight line over the deviation range specified. 
6. Free-running frequency is measured as feedthrough to Pin 14 (VOUT) with no input signal applied. 

July 1988 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The NE568 is a high-performance phase
locked loop (PLL). The circuit consists of 
conventional PLL elements, with special cir
cuitry for linearized demodulated output, and 
high-frequency performance. The process 
used has NPN transistors with fT> 6GHz. 
The high gain and bandwidth of these transis
tors make careful attention to layout and 
bypass critical for optimum performance. The 
performance of the PLL cannot be evaluated 
independent of the layout. The use of the 
application layout in this data sheet and 
surface-mount capacitors are highly recom
mended as a starting point. 

The input to the PLL is through a limiting 
amplifier with a gain of 200. The input of this 
amplifier is differential (Pins 10 and 11). For 
single-ended applications, the input must be 
coupled through a DC-blocking capacitor with 
low impedance at the frequency of interest. 
The single-ended input is normally applied to 
Pin 11 with Pin 10 AC-bypassed with a low
impedance capacitor. The input impedance is 
characteristically slightly above 500n. Imped
ance match is not necessary, but loading the 
signal source should be avoided. When the 
source is 50 or 75n, a DC-blocking capacitor 
is usually all that is needed. 

Input amplification is low enough to assure 
reasonable response time in the case of large 
signals, but high enough for good AM rejec
tion. After amplification, the input signal 
drives one port of a multiplier-cell phase 
detector. The other port is driven by the 
current-controlled oscillator ·(ICO). The output 
of the phase comparator is a voltage propor
tional to the phase difference of the input and 

July 1988 

VCC2 LFl 

GND2 LF2 
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GND! LF3 
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TCAPI 
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NE58B 
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PNPBVP 

INPBVP 
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Figure 1_ Test and Application Circuit 

ICO signals. The error signal is filtered with a 
low-pass filter to provide a DC-correction 
voltage, and this voltage is converted to a 
current which is applied to the ICO, shifting 
the frequency in the direction which causes 
the input and ICO to have a 90· phase 
relationship. 

The oscillator is a current-controlled multivib
rator. The current control affects the charge! 
discharge rate of the timing capacitor. It is 
common for this type of oscillator to be 
referred to as a voltage-controlled oscillator 
(VCO), because the output of the phase 
comparator and the loop filter is a voltage. To 
control the frequency of an integrated ICO 
multivibrator, the control signal must be con
ditioned by a vOltage-to-current converter. In 
the NE568, special circuitry predistorts the 
control signal to make the change in frequen
cy a linear function over a large control
voltage range. 

The free-running frequency of the oscillator 
depends on the value of the timing capacitor 
connected between Pins 4 and 5. The value 
of the timing capacitor depends on internal 
resistive components and current sources. 
When R2 = 1.2kn and R4 = on, a very close 
approximation of the correct capacitor value 
is: 

where 

0.0014 
C*=-- F 

fo 

C* = C2 + CSTRAY. 

The temperature-compensation resistor, R4, 
affects the actual value of capacitance. This 
equation is normalized to 70MHz. See Figure 
6 for correction factors. 
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The loop filter determines the dynamic char
acteristics of the loop. In most PLLs, the 
phase detector outputs are internally con
nected to the ICO inputs. The NE568 was 
designed with filter output to input connec
tions from Pins 20 (t/> DEn to 17 (ICO), and 
Pins 19 (t/> DET) to 18 (ICO) external. This 
allows the use of both series and shunt loop
filter elements. The loop constants are: 

KD = 0.127V!Radian (Phase Detector 
Constant) 

Radians 
Ko = 4.2 X log --- (ICO Constant) 

V-sec 

The loop lilter determines the general charac
teristics of the loop. Capacitors Cg, Cl0, and 
resistor Rl, control the transient output 01 the 
phase detector. Capacitor Cg suppresses 
70MHz leedthrough by interaction with 100n 
load resistors internal to the phase detector. 

1 
C = F 

g 2rr (50)(fo) 

At 70MHz, the calculated value is 45pF. 
Empirical results with the test and application 
board were improved when a 56pF capacitor 
was used. 

The natural frequency for the loop filter is set 
by C10 and Rl. If the center frequency 01 the 
loop is 70MHz and the lull demodulated 
bandwidth is desired, i.e., fBW = 1017 
= 10MHz, and a value for Rl is chosen, the 

value of C10 can be calculated. 
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PARTS LIST AND LAYOUT 70MHz APPLICATION NE568D 

Cl 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

C2l 18pF ±2% Ceramic chip 0805 

cl 34pF ± 2% Ceramic OR chip 

C3 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

C4 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

C5 6.81lF ±10% Tantalum 35V 

Cs 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

C7 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

Ca 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

Cg 56pF ±2% Ceramic chip 0805 or 1206 

C1Q 560pF ±2% Ceramic chip 0805 or 1206 

C11 47pF ±2% Ceramic chip 0805 or 1206 

C12 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

C13 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 1206 

Rl 27r1. ±10% Chip YaW 

R2 1.2krl. Trim pot YaW 
R33 43r1. ±10% Chip YaW 
R44 4.7krl. ±10% Chip YaW 

R53 50rl. ±10% Chip YaW 

RFC15 IOIlH ±10% Surface mount 

RFC25 10llH ±10% Surface mount 

NOTES: 
1. C2+CSTRAy=20pF. 
2. C2 + CSTRAY = 36pF for temperature-compensated configuration with R4 =4.7kf1. 
3. R3 = 620, R5 = 750 for 750 application. 
4. For test configuration R4 =OO (GNO) and C2= 18pF. 
5. 00 chip resistors (jumpers) may be substituted with minor degradation of performance. 

a. Component Side Top of Board 

NOTES: 

Preliminary Specification 

NE568 

For the test circuit, Rl was chosen to be 27r1.. 
The calculated value of C1Q is 590pF; 560pF 
was chosen as a production value. (In actual 
satellite receiver applications, improved video 
with low carrier/noise has been obseNed 
with a wider loop-filter bandwidth.) 

A typical application of the NE568 is demodu
lation of FM signals. In this mode of opera
tion, a second single-pole filter is available at 
Pin 15 to minimize high frequency feed
through to the output. The roll-off frequency is 
set by an internal resistor of 350rl. ± 20%, 
and an external capacitor from Pin 15 to 
ground. The value of the capacitor is: 

Cl1 = F 
2" (350)fBw 

Two final components complete the active 
part of the circuitry. A resistor from Pin 12 to 
ground sets the temperature stability of the 
circuit, and a potentiometer from Pin 16 to 
ground permits fine tuning of the free-running 
oscillator frequency. The Pin 16 potentiome
ter is normally 1.2krl.. Adjusting this resis
tance controls current sources which affect 
the charge and discharge rates of the timing 
capacitor and, thus, the frequency. The value 
of the temperature stability resistor is chosen 
from the graph in Figure 6; the respective 
timing capacitor needs to be changed. 

The final consideration is bypass capacitors 
for the supply lines. The capacitors should be 
ceramic chips, preferably surface-mount 
types. They must be kept very close •. ) the 
device. The capacitors from Pins 8 und 9 
return to VCC1 before being bypassed with a 
separate capacitor to ground. This assures 
that no differential loops are created which 
might cause instability. The layouts for the 
test circuits are recommended. 

b. Back of Board 

1. Board is laid out for King BNC Connector PIN KC-79-243-M06 or equivalent. Mount on bottom (back) of board. Add stand-off in each corner. 
2. Back and top side ground must be connected at 8 point minimum. 

Figure 2 
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PARTS LIST AND LAYOUT 70MHz APPLICATION NE568N 

C, 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 

C2' 17pF ±2% Ceramic OR chip 

cl 34pF ±2% Ceramic chip 

C3 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 

C4 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 

Cs 6.8JlF ±10% Tantalum 

C6 100nF ±10% Ceramic OR chip 

C7 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 

Co 100nF ±10% Ceramic chip 

Cg 56pF ±2% Ceramic chip 

C10 560pF ±2% Ceramic chip 

C" 47pF ± 20/0 Ceramic OR chip 

C'2 100nF ±10% Ceramic OR chip 

C'3 100nF ±10% Ceramic OR chip 

R, 27n ±10% Carbon 

R2 1.2kn Trim pot 

R33 43n ±10% Carbon 

R44 4.7kn ±10% Carbon 

RS3 50n ±10% Carbon 

RFC, 10JlH ±10% 

RFC2 10JlH ±10% 

NOTES: 
1. C2 + CSTRAV ~ 20pF for test configuration with R4 ~ on. 
2. C2 ~ 34pF for temperature-compensated configuration with R4 ~ 4.7kn. 
3. For son setup. R, ~ 62n; R3 ~ 7Sn for 7Sn applications. 
4. For test configuration R4 ~ on (GND) and C2 ~ 17pF. 

a. Component Side for Leaded Components 

NOTES: 

Preliminary Specification 

NE568 

50V 

50V 

0805 

50V 

50V 

35V 

50V 

50V 

50V 

50V 

50V 

50V 

50V 

50V 

Y4W 

Y4W 

Y4W 

Y4W 

~·· .. IW··~· ....... 
- -

mnm--::-o ::1V --

~ 
b. Solder Side of Board and Chip Capacitors 

1. Board is laid out for King BNC Connector PIN KC-79-243-M06 or equivalent mounted on the component side of the board. 
2. Component side and solder side ground planes must be connected at 8 points minimum. 

Figure 3 
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SYSTEM OPERATION SUMMARY 
The purpose of the fiber link is to trans
mit broadband video and sound over 
moderate distances (2.5km) with exist
ing low cost components and minimal 
complexity. 

Figure 1 depicts a complete system 
implementation. The application makes 
use of a very wideband VCOto generate 
an FM modulated carrier at 28.6MHz 
followed by a fast TIL LED driver to emit 
saturated 850nm light signals for entry 
into the glass fiber. A PIN diode receiver 
is coupled to a 140MHz bandwidth tran
simpedance preamplifier for increasing 
the detected signal amplitude and then 
fed to a phase- locked loop demodula
tor for recovering the original modula
tion signals. 

The wideband FM sound subcarrier 
(150kHz deviation) is summed with base
band video at 1 0.7MHz and transmitted 
ata reduced level relativetothe3.58MHz 
color reference signal. Cross modula
tion between sound and picture infor
mation is minimized in this way. FM 
demodulation of the sound subcarrier is 
accomplished after passing through an 
IF gain block by aquadrature-type phase 
discriminator. The present sound circuit 
does not automatically frequency-lock 
tothetransmitted subcarrier, but is fixed
tunedto 10.7MHz. A tracking PLLsound 
demodulator could be used to eliminate 
drift problems between transmitted 
sound subcarrier and the receiver in 
future designs. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND 
OPERATION 

Transmitter Unit: Video Chan
nel 
The transmitter circuit consists of a 
wideband differential amplifier (NE592), 
a VCO (NE564) and an LED driver, the 
NE522 high speed comparator. (See 
Figure 2) The video signal isACcoupled 
into the modulator preamplifier and fol-

Oecember ,988 

AN 1434 
A Phase Locked Fiber Optic 
System Using FM Modulation 
Application Note 

lowed by a sync tip clamp to provide DC 
restoration of the composite video sig
nal and to prevent variation of modula
tion deviation with varying picture con
tent. (A complete video clamp and sync 
processor may be designed using the 
TDA9045 and TDA2595 combination.' 
This particular application is not tested 
at the time of this publication.) 

A video signal level of 250 to 300mV 
peak is required to maintain optimum 
picture modulation. Since there is no 
AGC circuit in this particular design, this 
is a critical parameter and must be con
trolled to prevent overmodulation and 
picture degradation. Addition of an AGC 
using the above-mentioned parts would 
be a definite improvement for varying 
input level video. Using the present lim
ited design, however, -10dB of attenu
ation was used with a 1 V peak NTSC 
signal source at 75n. This is the com
mon level available from most standard 
video signal systems. 

Frequency compensation (pre-empha
sis) is inserted in the form of a passive 
RC lead network at the Pin 14 input to 
the NE592 differential amplifier. This 
compensates for degenerative fre
quency distortion and provides better 
color balance in transmission. 

The main FM modulator consists of an 
NE564 used only as a linear wideband 
VCO. The other sections of the device 
are not used. Differential DC coupling to 
the VCO terminals is attained via the 
loop filter terminals, Pins 4 and 5. The 
NE564 VCO is designed as a differential 
current-controlled balanced multivibra
tor. It possesses an extremely linear 
transfer function as illustrated in Figure 
3. The graph shows how the VCO fre
quency varies with applied DC voltage 
across Pins 4 and 5. The VCO center 
frequency is determined by value of the 
capacitance across Pins 12 and 13. In 
this particular example, the transmitter 

5-3 

and receiver VCO are set to 28.6MHz. 
The slope of the VCO transfer function 
is termed Ko and is measured in radians 
per second per volt or simply Hertz per 
volt. Thus, to obtain the magnitude of 
the differential voltage for a given fre
quency deviation the relationship below 
is used: 

V _~f MHz 
D(VollSDC) - ko MHz/V 

182= Constant 

Ko is dependent upon the control bias 
generator current at Pin 2 as is noted 
from the graph. Higher current into Pin 
2 results in a higher conversion gain, 
Ko. For acenterfrequency of 1 MHz and 
an 800iJ.A bias current into Pin 2, Ko is 

1.7MHzN across Pins 4 and 5 (V 0). 

The value of Ko also increases linearly 
with center frequency so that at 30MHz 
Ko becomes 30 X 1.7 or51MHzN. Note 
that in this application the bias current is 
set at 320iJ.A; that is the device is sinking 
current into Pin 2. This lowers Ko below 
the given value for 800iJ.A shown on the 
graph in Figure 3 and requires a higher 
numberof V/MHz to modulate the VCO. 
The signal to the VCO is DC coupled 
from the differential output of the NE592 
in order to preserve bandwidth and to 
maintain proper biasing relative to the 
NE564. 

In order to calculate the approximate 
frequency deviation, a linear relation
ship between ~Ko and ~IB2 is assumed. 
Estimnting Ko at a Pin 2 bias of 320iJ.A 
as opposed to 800iJ.A is carried out with 
the following relationship: 

k =f(1.7-0.95)X320 +0. 951 
o 2x 800 
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Figure 2. Fiber Optic Transmitter Block Diagram 
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- 1.1MHz/V@1MHz 

.. 33MHz/V@30MHz 

The measured differential voltage be
tween Pins 4 and 5 for normal operating 
signal levels and standard NTSC color 
bars transmitted, is 80mV p.p. The esti
mated total deviation is then 1.3MHz. 
This results in a video channel band
width for the 3.58MHz color signal of 
approximately: 

2(1.3 + 3.58 ) MHz 
9.8 MHz 

This is rather a small deviation for wide
band video transmission. The decision 
was made to use the 2nd harmonic of 
the fundamental VCO frequency to ob
taintwicethedeviation. The VCO modu
lator is then set at an 18 of 3201LA which 
provides sufficient 2nd harmonic con
tentlorthis to operate successfully. This 
is shown in Figure 5 with the fundamen
tal at 14.3MHz with the middle spectral 
plot showing required 28.6MHz carrier 
harmonic with improved deviation ratio. 
Pin 2 bias is set at approximately 3201LA. 
The NE564 supply voltage is 5.00V. 

Total FM Signal Bandwidth 
For a total video bandwidth of 4.2MHz 
the transmission bandwidth is: 
BW .. 2X2(1.3 + 4.2) .. 22MHz 

Note that a bandpass filter could be 
installed in the signal path between the 
NE592 preamplbuffer to reduce noise 
bandwidth, but improvement was not 
tried. Adequate signal space for the 
baseband video and the 10.7MHz sub
carrier would be 11 MHz. Filter charac
teristics must provide good differential 
gain and phase response. 

A second bandpass filter may be added 
in the path between the modulator and 
the LED driver stage with 22MHz band
width. This would improve the overall 
video signal-to-noise ratio. 

The NE592 is biased with +5Vand -1.8V 
to achieve the critical dynainic swing to 
properly slew the VCO over the required 
range without sacrificing faithful wave
form reproduction in the transformation 
to linear FM modulation. Video signals 
contain both very low and high frequen
cies which are transient and phase 
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BTART 8.72 MHz 
RES 8W _ kHz YeW 18. kHz 

MKR 28.114 MHz 
-28.88 dB. 

Figure S. Transmitter PLL Output with NTSC Color Bar Test Pattern Input (Input 
video ·10dB attenuation below 1V peak)(10X FET Probe at Pin 9 NE564) 

Figure 8. Tranamltter LED Drive Spectrum with 10.7MHz Sound Subcarrler and 
NTSC Video Test Signal Input (10X ATTN) 
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sensitive. The unused input pins to the 
phase detector, Pins 6 and 7, are tied to· 
gether with a 1kn resistor and Pin 7 
bypassed to ground. Pin 3 is grounded. 

The 28.6MHz FM signal from the NE564 
is taken from the Pin 9 open collector 
VCO output port which requires a 470n 
pull. up resistort05V. A 100n resistor is 
added to Pin 11 to improve the fall time 
of the output waveform. The signal is 
then fed into the NE522(74F3040) high 
speed comparator where a threshold 
level is set up on the inverting terminal to 
provide duty cycle adjustment and noise 
threshold. The NE522 has an open 
collector output which lends itself easily 
to driving the LED transmitter diode 
(CQF24); the 74F3040 has a source· 
sink output stage which requires that the 
LED be connected as shown in Figure 
1A. 

The CQF24 generates 850nm optical 
energy with a typical rise and fall time of 
10ns. It is rated at 250mW dissipation 
and 1 OOmA continuous current. 

Spectral frequency plots taken under 
normal operating conditions with NTSC 
color bar signal input for the sections of 
the transmitter described above appear 
in Figures 4 through 6. 

The Sound Channel 
As shown in the block diagram in 
Figure 2, audio input is fed through a 2:1 
compressorwhich consistsofthe NE575 
low voltage compandor. This device 
compresses all audio signals according 
to the transfer function shown in Figure 
7. It is required to limit the peak FM de
viation for the 10. 7MHz VCO to ±75kHz 
for OdBV input (1 V IN 600n RMS). Audio 
compression also improves intelligibility 
in systems with limited signal-to-noise 
ratio. This device, NE575, operates at 
unity gain for an inputlevelof 100mVRMS 
audio input which is OdB for the NE575. 
The 2:1 compression factor refers to the 
AC signal level in dB above or below 
1 OOmV RMS.2 Output from the NE575 is 
fed to the second NE564 modulator with 
a VCOcenterfrequencyset at 10.7MHz. 
Refer to Figure 8 for typical circuit dia
gram. The 1 0.7MHz subcarrier is fed to 
the NE592 for summing with the main 
baseband video signal. The level of the 
sound subcarrier is adjusted to a level 
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20dB below the 3.58MHz color video 
sideband (28.6MHz signal) by adjust
ment ofthe output level potentiometer at 
the emitter follower, Q1. (See Figure 9.) 
This can be accomplished most easily 
by monitoring the combined 28.6MHz 
signal from the main modulator (Pin 9, 
NE564) using a spectrum analyzer. The 
10.7MHz carrier deviation is adjusted 
using OdBm (775mV RMS into 600n) input 
to the compressor at 1 kHz and adjusting 
the deviation with the input potentiome
ter, R7, which feeds the NE564 (see 
Figure 9 for the 10.7MHz schematic) . 
Figure 10 displays the proper frequency 
deviation spectrum as set by the R7 
adjustment. A OdBm (775mV) input to 
the compressor is 18dB above the 
compandor 100m V reference level and 
the compressor will reduce this + 18dB 
input level to approximately 2S0mVRMS 
at the NE575 output on Pin 14. The pot, 
R7, provides the calibration adjustment 
for maximum 10.7MHz deviation. 

The actual 1 O. 7MHz level to the 30MHz 
modulator is set by pot RS and is ad
justed by monitoring the spectral level at 
the output, Pin 9 , of the NE564 with a 
sprectum analyzer. The relative sound 
carrier (lower 2S.6MHz sideband) is set 
approximately 20dB below the 3.58MHz 
color reference signal. This is accom
plished by first noting the sideband level 
of the video information (Figure 5), re
moving the video modulation and set
ting the 10.7MHz level with RS on the 
sound modulator board. 

THE RECEIVER UNIT 
Light energy from the fiber optic cable is 
fed to the BPF24 PIN diode and trans
formed to a small current typically in the 
1 to 5~A range. Thisphotodiode current 
carries all of the FM carrier information 
in the signal bandwidth of approximatey 
22MHz centered at 2S.6MHz. The photo
current is now amplified and transformed 
into a differential signal voltage by the 
NE5212 trans impedance amplifier 
(Pin 1 input). In this particular applica
tion, however, the output is not used dif
ferentially, but a single-ended signal is 
taken from Pin 5 of the NE5212 and AC 
coupled to Pin 6 of the NE564. 

The NE5212 has adifferentialtransresis
tance of 14k. This translates to 14mVI 
~Aof input current, yielding 35mVofdif-
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ferential output voltage for 2.511A input 
current. Since the device is used single 
ended, only half, or 17.5mV, output is 
available to drive the phase detector of 
the NE564. (See Figure 12 for actual 
output signal from NE5212) The low 
signal level (about 1 mV) inputtothe PLL 
makes it necessary to run the gain
setting bias at a higher level than usual; 
this, in addition to the wide bandwidth 
requirements, results in a bias current 
of 2.2mA sinking into Pin 2 ofthe NE564. 
Another modification to the nominal 
NE5640perating conditions is the choice 
of a higher supply voltage on the phase 
detector portion of the device (+ BV on 
Pin 1) to increase the linearity and dy
namic range for fast video signals. The 
VCO section is supplied from +8V 
through a 2000 dropping resistor and 
operates on 4.5V at Pin 10. (Note that 
the absolute maximum voltages for the 
phase detector and VCO are 14 and 6V, 
respectively.) 

lEF.a _ 

S8 at 

STAAT ,a._ MHz 
REB 811 S8 kHZ YBII a kHZ 

MICA ,a.,.. MHz _ .• 

STOP ,a.1IIB8 MHz 
BlIP ?!I .ec 

veo Frequency Adjustment Figure 10. 10.7 Sound Subcarrler PLL Output with 1kHz Input After Compression 
The NE564 receiver PLL is operated at (Probe 10X ATTN) 
the same frequency as the 2nd har-
monic of the transmitter .fundamental, 
2B.6MHz. Prior to making any adjust-

...--__ ....-::-:--=---</ 5V 
R1 ~ 

+8V -8V 1 Ok 14--w.1k 
Gain 2000 ~~~~--------------~ Y 

Decon1>er 1888 

0.1 j.LF Adjust 10 

~~-~Lr~=B=ia=s~-~-:'~~1 

VCO 

L...::..3 ____ -=<9~-w. 5V 

4700T ..... 
FI ure 11. 28.6MHz Receiver Block Ola ram 
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_11 .... -

Flgur.12. Receiver NES212 Output at 28.6MHz with NTSC Color Bar. and Skm 
Optical Attenuation (Probe 10X ATTN) 

REF -8.8 dBII ATTEN 18 dB 

111 dBI 

STAAT 22.84 MHz 
RES BW 188 kHz VBW 38 kHz 

MKR 28.72 MHZ 
-17.78 

STOP ~. B4 MHz 
BWP 7!5 .ec 

Figure 13. R_lver PLL Spectrum Frequency with No Signa' from Fiber 
(Probe 10X ATTN) 
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ments, the bias current to Pin 2 is set to 
2.2mA. The spectrum of the receiver 
VCO without a fiber link signal, fiber 
disconnected, is shown in Figure 13. 
When making the initial center fre· 
quency adjustment to the VCO trimmer 
cap (NE564 Pin 12, 13, 2·20pF), the 
fiber cable is disconnected. (Note that a 
thermal stabilization time of 1 hour is 
recommended prior to any transmitter 
or receiver calibration adjustments). 

With the link connected and a proper 
signal present at the input to the NE564 
Pin 6, the PLL will lock onto and track the 
incoming wideband FM signal. (See 
Figure 14 for VCO spectrum.) Note that 
the unwanted harmonic signals, num· 
berone and three, have not been filtered 
out in this application example. 

The demodulated baseband video plus 
10.7MHz signal then appears on the 
analog output port, Pin 14. A wideband 
amplifier with low differential gain and 
phase error (NE5539 ) is used to boost 
the combined signal with the composite 
video level raised to 1 V peak into 750. 
The actual measured value of the video 
using an NTSCcolorbarsignal is Wp •p 

on the output port. The NE564 output to 
the NE5539 from Pin 14 is 250 mVp•p ' 

Figure 15 shows the composite base· 
band video plus 10.7MHz subcarrier 
spectrum. 

The final stage of the video channel is 
the NE5539 which drives directly into 
the video monitor. Biasing the DC offset 
of the post amplifier is necessary to 
prevent sync distortion and optimum 
video response. This is accomplished 
by adjusting R2 (1 MO pot on Pin 1 of 
NE5539) for OV average at the output. 
Note that a lead·lag network is can· 
nected across Pins 1 and 14 to stabilize 
the op amp which has a closed loop 
bandwidth of approximately 1 OOMHz for 
a closed loop gain of 4. This excessive 
bandwidth creates noise in the picture 
information and is reduced by the 20pF 
capacitor from Pin 12 to 14. (See 
Figure 11.) 

Sound Channel Operation and 
Adjustment 
A portion of the output signal from the 
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NE5539 is also senttothe NES04A to be 
amplified and demodulated (see Figure 
IS). The composite signal contains both 
the video and the 10. 7MHz subcarrier. A 
ceramic 10.7MHz bandpass filter is 
used before the NES04A to remove all 
but the subcarrier. The NES04A con
tains a high gain IF amplifier and an le 
quadrature detector for demodulating 
the FM sound information. 

Adjustment of the sound channel is 
carried out after the system has been on 
for an hour to allow thermal stabilization. 
A 1 kHz test signal is injected into the 
audio input port of the NE575 compres
sor board and set to 775mVRMS termi
nated in soon. Using a spectrum 
analyzer, adjust R7 while observing the 
1 0.7MHzoutputon a spectrum analyzer 
and set the deviation for 150kHz maxi
mum. At this point make sure that the 
1 0.7MHz veo (NE564) is on frequency, 
and make any trim adjustments to the 
veo trim capacitor. Finally, adjust R8 
for a carrier amplitude by monitoring the 
output of the transmitterVeO lowerside
band, and set the 10. 7MHz signal20dB 
below the 3.58MHz sideband relative to 
28.SMHz. The last adjustment is the 
setting of the quadrature coil on the 
NES04A- demodulator for maximum 
sound with the best signal to noise. 
(Refer to Figure 17 for the input signal 
spectrum to the NES04A). 

CONCLUSION 
The system example described is ca
pable of demonstrating single channel 
colorvideo and sound transmission over 
850nmglass or plastic fiber optic cable 
of~2.5km. Signal transmission isof ade
quate quality for industrial inspection, 
security, and other applications of this 
limited nature. The most notable feature 
is its minimal cost. It is not meant to be 
used in broadcast quality environments. 
The user is invited to make improve
ments and alterations to the system to 
attain greater stability and higher qual
ity. The audio amplifier and control 
section shown in Figure 1 is not in
cluded in this applications note. For 
further detail on the audio portion and 
applications examples, please refer to 
Section 7 of the Signetics linear Data 
Manual, Volume 1, Communications. 

Suggested areas of improvement are 1. 
December 1988 
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1. del 

aTART 18.e8 MHz 
REB BW l1li8 kHZ VBW II'. kHZ 

MKA 28 ••• I+Iz 
_ ••• d811 

STOP a8. 8e MHz 
BWP 28 ... c 

Figure 14. 28.6MHz Receiver PLL veo Spectrum with Link Phase-Locked and 5km 
Optical Attenuation (Probe 10X AnN) 

REF -8 B d8. ATTEN 1111 d8 

111 dBI 

m 
MAR ER f) II~ 
I'~ ~ ~I ~ A 

~ ~I 

START 15alil kHz 
RES 8W 111. kHZ V8W 1 kHz 

r\ ...... ~ 

MKR 3.158 MHz 
-17 1111 dB. 

r. 
.It \ 
l' rr 

STOP 12. lie MHz 
SWP 1.11 •• c 

Figure 15. NE5539 Poatampllfler Spectrum Basebltnd Video and 10.7MHz 
Subcarrler (Probe lOX ATTN) 
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300n 10.7MHz 
0-........ --1 Ceramic Filter 

.01p.F L--____ ....J 

From Main 
FM Democulated 

Signal 

OdB 

10.7MHz 
Ceramic Filter 

NE604A 

~ 2 

-20dB-t-------"'a--~:__-

o 3.58 10.7 
1 MHz 

Figure 16. FM Demodulator 

MKR 11.7111 _ 
REF .1 dB. ATTEN 11~ --81.38 dl. 

11 dBl 

RF ~TTEI 

10 18 

~w.it, 
'~Ir , I 

START 1 I._- STOP 11. IBBB MHz 
REB BW 3 kHz vaw 3 kHz BWP 11.1 sse 

Figure 17. 10.7MHz Recovered Signal Input to FM IF Amplifier/Discriminator 
NE604A (Probe 10X ATTN) 
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The addition 01 bandpass lilters to im
prove transmitter and receiver signal-to
noise, 2. Video sync tip or black level 
clamp with AGC at transmitter modula
tion input, 3. Addition of an AGC stage 
after the receiver transimpedance 
amplifier to improve optical path dy
namic range. 

Power Supply Requirements 
The regulated voltages required to 
operate the system are as follows: 

+ 5.00V 
-5.00V 
+ 8.00V 
- 8.00V 

Test Equipment 
1. HP8568B Spectrum Analyzer 
2. Tektronix PC6202 FET Probe lOX 
3. Philips 5510 Color Generator 

Footnotes 
1. Signetics Linear Data Manual, 

Volume 1, Communications, 1987. 
2. Ibid. 
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Signetics NE/SE522 
High-Speed Dual-Differential 
Comparator/Sense Amp 

Linear Products 

FEATURES 
• 15ns maximum guaranteed 

propagation delay 
• 20llA maximum input bias current 
• TTL-compatible strobes and 

outputs 
• Large common-mode input 

voltage range 
• Operates from standard supply 

voltages 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Product Specification 

APPLICATIONS 
• MOS memory sense amp 
• A-to-D conversion 
• High-speed line receiver 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

14-Pin Cerdip o to 70°C NE522F 

14-Pin Cerdip -55'C to 125'C SE522F 

14-Pin Plastic DIP o to + 70'C NE522N 

14-Pin Plastic SO o to 70'C NE522D 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Supply voltage V 
V+ Positive +7 
V- Negative -7 

VIDR Differential input voltage ±6 V 

VIN Input voltage V 
Common-mode ±5 
Strobel gate +5.25 

Po Power dissipation 600 mW 

TA 
Operating temperature range NE522 o to 70 

'C 
SE522 -55 to + 125 

TSTG Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 'C 

TSOLD 
Lead soldering temperature 

+300 'C 
(10sec max) 

October 7, 19B7 5-15 

PIN CONFIGURATION 

D, F, N Packages 

Top View 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

853-0901 90832 
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High-Speed Dual-Differential Comparator jSense Amp NEjSE522 

EQUIVALENT SCHEMATIC 

14~------~--~----------~--------~------------------1--------' 

R" 

120------11-----, 
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High-Speed Dual-Differential Comparator/Sense Amp NE/SE522 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (SE522)± 5V ± 10%, TA = -55 to + 125°C, unless otherwise specified. 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Input offset voltage V+ = + 4.5V, V- = -4.5V 
Vos At 25°C 6 7.5 mV 

Over temperature range 15 

Input bias current V+ = + 5.5V, V- = -5.5V 
IBIAS At 25°C 7.5 20 ,..A 

Over temperature range 40 

Input offset current V+ = + 5.5V. V- = -5.5V 
los At 25°C 1.0 5 ,..A 

Over temperature range 12 

VCM Common-mode voltage range V+ = + 4.5V. V- = -4.5V ±3 V 

VIL Low level input 
Voltage at 25°C 0.8 V 
Over temperature 0.7 

VIH High level temperature 2.0 V 

I nput current V+ = +5.5V, V- = -5.5V 
IIH High VIH =2.7V 

1 G or 2G strobe 50 ,..A 
Common strobe S 100 ,..A 

IlL Low input current VIL = 0.5V 
lG 2G strobe -2 mA 

Common strobe S -4 mA 

Output voltage 
VOL Low V+ = +4.5V, V- = -4.5V 

V 
10L = 20mA, T A = 25°C 0.5 

10L = 10mA 0.5 

Output current 
10H High Vcc+ = +4.5, Vce- = -4.5V, VOH = 5.5V 250 I1A 

Supply voltage 
V+ Positive 4.5 5.0 5.5 V 
V- Negative -4.5 -5.0 -5.5 

Supply current V+ = 5.5V, V- = -5.5V, TA = 25°C 
Icc+ Positive 27 35 mA 
Ice- Negative -15 -28 

October 7, 1987 5-17 
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High-Speed Dual-Differential Comparator j5ense Amp NEjSE522 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (NE522)± 5V ± 5%, T A = 0 to + 70°C, unless otherwise specified. 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Vos Input offset voltage V+ = +4.75V, V- = -4.75V 
At 25°C 6 7.5 mV 
Over temperature range 10 

IBIAS Input bias current V+ = + 5.25V, V- = -5.25V 
At 25°C 7.5 20 p.A. 
Over temperature range 40 

los Input offset current V+ = + 5.25V, V- = -5.25V 
At 25°C 1.0 5 p.A. 
Over temperature range 12 

VCM Common-mode voltage range V+ = +4.75V, V- = -4.75V ±3 V 

Input current V+ = + 5.25V, V- = -5.25V 
IIH High VIH =2.7V 

1 G or 2G strobe 50 p.A. 
Common strobe S 100 p.A. 

IlL Low VIL =0.5V 
1G 2G strobe -2.0 rnA 

Common strobe S -4.0 rnA 

Output voltage low V+ = + 5.25V, V- = -5.25V, VIIS) = 2.0V 
V 

VOL ILOAO= 20mA 0.5 

Output current high 
IOH High Vcc+ = +4.75 250 IJ.A 

Vce- = -4.75V, VOH = 5.25V 

Supply Voltage 
V+ Positive 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 
V- Negative -4.75 -5.0 -5.25 

Supply current V+ = 5.25V, V- = -5.25V, T A = 25°C 
Icc+ Positive 27 35 rnA 
Ice- Negative -15 -28 
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High-Speed Dual-Differential Comparator/Sense Amp NE/SE522 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS T A = 25°C, RL = 280n, CL = 15pF 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER FROM INPUT TO OUTPUT UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

IR Input resistance 4 kn 

Ic Input capacitance 3 pF 

Large-signal switching speed 

Propagation delay 
tpLH(D) Low to highl Amp Output 10 15 
tpHL(D) High to lowl Amp Output 8 12 ns 
tpLH(S) Low to high2 Strobe Output 6 13 
tpHL(S) High to low2 Strobe Output 5 9 

fMAX Maximum operating frequency 25 35 MHz 

NOTES: 
1. Response time measured from OV point of ± 100mVp.p 10MHz square wave to the 1.5V point of the output. 
2. Response time measured from 1.5V point of the input to 1.5V point of the output. 

LOGIC FUNCTION TABLE 

VfD STRS STRG 
Output 

(A+, B-) Transistor 

<-Vas H H ON 
-Vas < V1D < Vas H H Undefined 

> Vas H H OFF 

X L X OFF 
X X L OFF 

October 7, 1987 5-19 
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High-Speed Dual-Differential Comparator jSense Amp NEjSE522 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Response Time for Various 
Input Overdrives 

! ':: ~---h--'-----I i 0 • i ,--
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TIo1E Ins) 
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Response Time vs Temperature 
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Linear Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The NE/SAlSE592 is a monolithic, two
stage, differential output, wideband vid
eo amplifier. It offers fixed gains of 100 
and 400 without external components 
and adjustable gains from 400 to 0 with 
one external resistor. The input stage 
has been designed so that with the 
addition of a few external reactive ele
ments between the gain select termi
nals, the circuit can function as a high
pass, low-pass, or band-pass filter. This 
feature makes the circuit ideal for use as 
a video or pulse amplifier in communica
tions, magnetic memories, display, video 
recorder systems, and floppy disk head 
amplifiers. Now available in an B-pin 
version with fixed gain of 400 without 
external components and adjustable 
gain from 400 to 0 with one external 
resistor. 

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

NE/SA/SE592 
Video Amplifier 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• 120MHz unity gain bandwidth 
• Adjustable gains from 0 to 400 

• Adjustable pass band 
• No frequency compensation 

required 

• Wave shaping with minimal 
external components 

• MIL-STD processing available 

APPLICATIONS 
• Floppy disk head amplifier 

• Video amplifier 
• Pulse amplifier in 

communications 

• Magnetic memory 
• Video recorder systems 

r---~------1-----~~--~--------~-----+--~'V 

t---~r-~~~~------4-----~~~~~---+--~OUTPUTl 

INPUT 1 

OUTPUT 2 

~---+----~~------~------------~--~--~-v 

November 3, 1987 5-21 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

D, F, N Packages 

INPUT 2 1 

G~~~E~~ 3 

G 1B GAIN 4 
SELECT 

OUTPUT 2 7 

INPUT 2 

G2B GAIN 
SELECT 

NOTES: 

TOP VIEW 

H Package· 

v-

Pin 5 connected to case. 

INPUT 1 

Ne 
G2A GAIN 
SELECT 
G1A GAIN 
SELECT 

V· 

*Metal cans (H) not recommended for new designs. 

D, F, N, Packages 

INPUT 2 008 INPUT 1 

G$"EEtJ~ 2 7 ~~tEC;;'l!N 
V- 3 6 V+ 

OUTPUT 2 4 5 OUTPUT 1 

TOP VIEW 

853-0911 91255 
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Video Amplifier 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

14-Pin Plastic DIP o to +70°C NE592N14 

14-Pin Cerdip o to +70°C NE592F14 

14-Pin Cerdip -55°C to + 125°C SE592F14 

14-Pin SO o to +70°C NE592D14 

S-Pin Plastic DIP o to +70°C NE592NS 

S-Pin Cerdip -55°C to + 125°C SE592FS 

S-Pin Plastic DIP -40°C to +S5°C SA592NS 

S-Pin SO o to +70°C NE592DS 

S-Pin SO -40°C to + S5°C SA592DS 

10-Lead Metal Can o to +70°C NE592H 

10-Lead Metal Can - 55°C to + 125°C SE592H 

NOTE: 
N8, N14, 08 and 014 package parts also available in "High" gain version by adding "H" before package 
designation, i.e., NE592HD8. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS T A = + 25°C, unless otherwise specified. 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

Vcc Supply voltage 

VIN Differential input voltage 

VCM Common-mode input voltage 

lOUT Output current 

TA Operating ambient temperature range 
SE592 
NE592 

TSTG Storage temperature range 

Po MAX Maximum power dissipation, 
T A = 25°C (still air) 1 

F-14 package 
F-S package 
0-14 package 
D-S package 
H package 
N-14 package 
N-8 package 

NOTE: 
1. Derate above 25°C at the following rates: 

F-14 package at 9.3mWrC 
F-8 package at 6.3mWrC 
0-14 package at 7.8mWrC 
0-8 package at 6.3mW rc 
H package at 6. 7mW rc 
N-14 package at 11.5mW/·C 
N-8 package at 9.3mWrC 

November 3, 1987 

RATING UNIT 

±S V 

±5 V 

±6 V 

10 mA 

-40 to +S5 °C 
o to +70 °C 

-65 to + 150 °C 

1.17 W 
0.79 W 
0.9S W 
0.79 W 
0.S3 W 
1.44 W 
1.17 W 

5-22 

Product Specification 
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Video Amplifier NEjSAjSE592 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA = + 25°C, Vss = ± 6V, VCM = 0, unless otherwise specified. Recommended 
operating supply voltages Vs = ± 6.0V. All specifications apply to both standard and 
high gain parts unless noted differently. 

NE/SA592 SE592 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

AVOL Differential voltage gain, 
standard part 

Gain 11 RL = 2kS1, VOUT = 3Vp_p 250 400 600 300 400 500 VIV 
Gain 22,4 80 100 120 90 100 110 VIV 

High gain part 400 500 600 VIV 

RIN Input resistance 
Gain 11 4.0 4.0 kS1 
Gain 22.4 10 30 20 30 kS1 

GIN Input capacitance2 Gain 24 2.0 2.0 pF 

los Input offset current 0.4 5.0 0.4 3.0 /lA 

ISlAS Input bias current 9.0 30 9.0 20 /lA 

VNOISE Input noise voltage BW 1kHz to 10MHz 12 12 /lVRMs 

VIN I nput voltage range ± 1.0 ± 1.0 V 

GMRR Gommon-mode rejection ratio 
Gain 24 VCM± 1V, f < 100kHz 60 86 60 86 dB 
Gain 24 VCM± 1V, f = 5MHz 60 60 dB 

PSRR Supply voltage rejection ratio 
Gain 24 t;Vs = ±0.5V 50 70 50 70 dB 

Vas Output offset voltage 
Gain 1 RL = 00 1.5 1.5 V 
Gain 24 RL = 00 1.5 1.0 V 
Gain 33 RL = 00 0.35 0.75 0.35 0.75 V 

VCM Output common-mode voltage RL = 00 2.4 2.9 3.4 2.4 2.9 3.4 V 

VOUT Output voltage swing RL = 2kS1 3.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 V 
differential 

ROUT Output resistance 20 20 S1 

Icc Power supply current RL = 00 18 24 18 24 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Gain select Pins G1A and G1B connected together. 
2. Gain select Pins G2A and G2B connected together. 
3. All gain select pins open. 
4. Applies to 10· and 14-pin versions only. 
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Video Amplifier NE/SA/SE592 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vss = ± 6V, VCM = 0, O°C';;; T A';;; 70°C for NES92; -40°C';;; T A';;; 8SoC for SAS92, 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

AVOL Differential voltage gain, 
standard part 

Gain l' 
Gain 22. 4 

High gain part 

RIN Input resistance 
Gain 22,4 

los Input offset current 

ISlAS Input bias current 

VIN Input voltage range 

CMRR Common-mode rejection ratio 
Gain 24 

PSRR Supply voltage rejection ratio 
Gain 24 

Vos OU1put offset voltage 
Gain 1 
Gain ~ 
Gain 33 

VOUT 
OU1put voltage swing 
differential 

Icc Power supply current 

NOTES: 
1. Gain select Pins G'A and G'B connected together. 
2. Gain select Pins G2A and G2B connected together. 
3. All gain select pins open. 
4. Applies to 10- and 14-pin versions only. 

- SsoC .;;; T A .;;; 12SoC for SES92, unless otherwise specified. Recommended operating 
supply voltages Vs = ± 6.0V. All specifications apply to both standard and high gain 
parts unless noted differently. 

NE/SA592 SE592 
TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

RL = 2k.l1, VOUT = 3Vp.p 2S0 600 200 600 VIV 
80 120 80 120 VIV 

400 SOO 600 VIV 

8.0 8.0 k.l1 

6.0 S.O ,.,A 

40 40 ,.,A 

±1.0 ±1.0 V 

VCM± 1V, f < 100kHz SO SO dB 

LNs = ±O.SV SO SO dB 

RL = 00 1.S 1.S V 
RL = 00 1.S 1.2 V 
RL = 00 1.0 1.0 V 

RL =2k.l1 2.8 2.S V 

RL = 00 27 27 rnA 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS T A = + 2SoC, Vss = ± 6V, VCM = 0, unless otherwise specified. Recommended 
operating supply voltages Vs = ± 6.0V. All specifications apply to both standard and 
high gain parts unless noted differently. 

NE/SAS92 SES92 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

BW Bandwidth 
Gain l' 40 40 MHz 
Gain 22,4 90 90 MHz 

tR Rise time 
Gain l' VOUT = 1Vp_p 10.S 10.S ns 
Gain 22,4 4.S 12 4.S 10 ns 

tPD Propagation delay 
Gain l' VOUT = 1Vp.p 7.S 7.S ns 
Gain 22,4 6.0 10 6.0 10 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Gain select Pins G'A and G'B connected together. 
2. Gain select Pins G2A and G2B connected together. 
3. All gain select pins open. 
4. Applies to '0- and 14-pin versions only. 
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Video Amplifier 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 

Common-Mode Rejection Ratio 
as a Function of Frequency 
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Output Voltage Swing as 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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Voltage Gain as a 
Function of RADJ (Figure 3) 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

NOTE: 
Vo(s) 

V,(s) 
"'---

Z(s) + 2re 

1.4 X 104 

"'---
Z(s) + 32 

AMPLITUDE: 
FREQUENCY: 47,,4 

-I 

RIAD HIAD I DIPRRINTlATOR/AMPLI:aA 

·1 

v, 

-I 

Basic Configuration 

.& 

ZERO CROSIING DETECTOR 

Disc/Tape Phase-Modulated Readback Systems 
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·s 
0.2,., 

T V. 

-I T 
NOTE: 
For frequency F1 «1t21r(32)C 

Vo~1.4 X 104~ 
dT 

Differentiation with High 
Common-Mode Noise Rejection 
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FILTER NETWORKS 

Z NETWORK FILTER Vo (51 TRANSFER 
TYPE V, (51 FUNCTION 

• L 1.4 x 10' [~+ 1R/~J ~ LOW PASS ---
L 

• c ~[_s ] 0 'iI'A 11-----<1 HIGH PASS 
R 5+ lIRC 

• L c 
1.4x 10'[ • J ~I--o BAND PASS 

L s2 + R/L. + 1/LC 

L 

~ BAND REJECT 
1.4X104 [ s2+lILC ] 

R s2 + 1/LC + slRC 

NOTES: 
In the networks above, the A value used is assumed to include 2r 9. or approximately 32ft 
S=iw 
w=2m 
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DESCRIPTION 
The NE/SAlSES20S is a high-frequency 
amplifier with a fixed insertion gain of 
20dB. The gain is flat to ± O.SdB from DC 
to 4S0MHz, and the -3dB bandwidth is 
greater than SOOMHz in the EC package. 
This performance makes the amplifier 
ideal for cable TV applications. For lower 
frequency applications, the part is also 
available in industrial standard dual in
line and small outline packages. The 
NE/SAlSES20S operates with a single 
supply of SV, and only draws 24mA of 
supply current, which is much less than 
comparable hybrid parts. The noise fig
ure is 4.8dB in a 7Sn system and SdB in 
a son system. 

Until now, most RF or high-frequency 
designers had to settle for discrete or 
hybrid solutions to their amplification 
problems. Most of these solutions re
quired trade-offs that the designer had 
to accept in order to use high-frequency 
gain stages. These include high-power 
consumption, ,large component count, 
transformers, large packages with heat 
sinks, and high part cost. The NE/SAI 
SES20S solves these problems by incor
porating a wide-band amplifier on a sin
gle monolithic chip. 

The part is well matched to SO or 7Sn 
input and output impedances. The 
Standing Wave Ratios in SO and 7Sn 
systems do not exceed 1.S on either the 
input or output from DC to the -3dB 
bandwidth limit. 

Since the part is a small monolithic IC 
die, problems such as stray capacitance 
are minimized. The die size is small 
enough to fit into a very cost-effective 8-
pin small-outline (SO) package to further 
reduce parasitic effects. A TO-4S metal 
can is also available that has a case 
connection for RF grounding which in
creases the -3dB frequency to SOOMHz. 
The Cerdip package is hermetically 
sealed, and can operate over the full 
-SsoC to + 12SoC range. 

No external components are needed 
other than AC coupling capacitors be
cause the NE/SA/SES20S is internally 
compensated and matched to SO and 

November 3, 1987 

NEjSAjSE5205 
Wide-band High-Frequency 
Amplifier 
Product Specification 

7sn. The amplifier has very good distor
tion specifications, with second and 
third-order intermodulation intercepts of 
+ 24dBm and + 17dBm respectively at 
100MHz. 

The device is ideally suited for 7Sn 
cable television applications such as 
decoder boxes, satellite receiver / decod
ers, and front-end amplifiers for TV re
ceivers. It is also useful for amplified 
splitters and antenna amplifiers. 

The part is matched well for son test 
equipment such as signal generators, 
oscilloscopes, frequency counters and 
all kinds of signal analyzers. Other appli
cations at son include mobile radio, CB 
radio and data/video transmission in 
fiber optics, as well as broad-band LANs 
and telecom systems. A gain greater 
than 20dB can be achieved by cascad
ing additional NE/SAlSES20Ss in series 
as required, without any degradation in 
amplifier stability. 

FEATURES 
• 600MHz bandwidth 
• 20dB Insertion gain 
• 4.8dB (6dB) noise figure 

Zo = 7Sn (Zo = SOn) 
• No external components required 
• Input and output Impedances 

matched to' sOl7sn systems 
• Surface mount package available 
• MIL-STD processing available 

APPLICATIONS 
• 7Sn cable TV decoder boxes 
• Antenna amplifiers 
• Amplified splitters 
• Signal generators 
• Frequency counters 
• Oscilloscopes 
• Signal analyzers 
• Broad-band LANs 
• Fiber-optics 

• Modems 
• Mobile radio 
• Security systems 
• Telecommunications 

5-30 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

N, FE, 0 Packages 

TOP VIEW 

EC Package 

NOTE: 
Tab denotes Pin 1. 

853-0058 91249 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

8-Pin Plastic SO o to +70°C NE5205D 

4-Pin Metal can o to +70°C NE5205EC 

8-Pin Cerdip o to +70°C NE5205FE 

8-Pin Plastic DIP o to +70°C NE5205N 

8-Pin Plastic SO -40°C to + 85°C SA5205D 

8-Pin Plastic DIP -40°C to + 85°C SA5205N 

8-Pin Cerdip -40°C to + 85°C SA5205FE 

8-Pin Cerdip -55°C to + 125°C SE5205FE 

8-Pin Plastic DIP -55°C to + 125°C SE5205N 

EQUIVALENT SCHEMATIC 

Vee 

R, 
R, 

flo 
Vour 

0, 

v,. 0, R, 

RE2 

RE' 

":' 

RF2 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

Vee Supply voltage 

VAC AC input voltage 

TA Operating ambient temperature range 
NE grade 
SA grade 
SE grade 

POMAX 
Maximum power dissipation, 
TA = 25·C (still-air)l, 2 

FE package 
N package 
D package 
EC package 

NOTES: 
1. Derate above 25·C, at the following rates: 

FE package at 6.2mW fOC 
N package at 9.SmW fOC 
o package at 6.2mW fOC 
EC package at 10.0mWfOC 

2. See "Power Dissipation Considerations" section. 

RATING 

9 

5 

o to +70 
-40 to +85 
-55 to + 125 

780 
1160 
780 
1250 
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UNIT 

V 

Vp.p 

·C 
·C 
·C 

mW 
mW 
mW 
mW 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at vee = 6V, Zs = ZL = Zo = 50n and TA = 25·C, in all packages, unless otherwise 
specified. 

SE5205 NE/SA5205 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Operating supply voltage range Over temperature 5 6.5 5 8 V 
5 8.5 5 8 V 

lee Supply current Over temperature 20 24 30 20 24 30 mA 
19 31 19 31 mA 

S21 Insertion gain f = 100MHz 17 19 21 17 19 21 dB 
Over temperature 16.5 21.5 16.5 21.5 

SII Input return loss f = 100MHz D, N, FE 25 25 dB 

DC - fMAX D, N, FE 12 12 dB 

SII Input return loss f = 100MHz EC package 24 dB 

DC-fMAX EC 10 dB 

S22 Output return loss f = 100MHz D, N, FE 27 27 dB 

DC-fMAX 12 12 dB 

S22 Output return loss f = 100MHz EC package 26 dB 

DC-FMAX 10 dB 

S12 Isolation f = 100MHz -25 -25 dB 

DC-fMAX -18 -18 dB 

tR Rise time 5 5 ps 

Propagation delay 5 5 ps 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS at Vcc = 6V, Zs = Zl = Zo = 50n and T A = 25'C, in ali packages, unless otherwise 
specified. 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

BW 

fMAX 

fMAX 

'MAX 

fMAX 

fMAX 

35 
34 

32 

3. 

2. 
2. 
22 

2. ,. I. 
5 

Bandwidth 

Bandwidth 

Bandwidth 

Bandwidth 

Bandwidth 

Bandwidth 

Noise figure (75n) 

Noise figure (50n) 

Saturated output power 

1 dB gain compression 

Third-order intermodulation 
intercept (output) 

Second-order intermodulation 
intercept (output) 

5.5 6.5 7 7.5 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE-V 

Figure 1. Supply Current vs Supply Voltage 
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Figure 3. Insertion Gain vs Frequency (52,) 
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SE5205 NE/SA5205 
UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

450 MHz 

500 MHz 

300 300 MHz 

550 MHz 

600 MHz 

400 400 MHz 

4.B 4.B dB 

6.0 6.0 dB 

+7.0 +7.0 dBm 

+4.0 +4.0 dBm 

+17 +17 dBm 

+24 +24 dBm 

II 

sL..._.L._.L...L..L.J __ L..._.L....l.....J...J 
101 "102 2 

• • 103 FREQUENCY-MHz 

Figure 2. Noise Figure vs Frequency 
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Figure 4. Insertion Gain vs Frequency (52,) 
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Zo=500 
TA=2SoC 
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Figure 12. Isolation vs Frequency (5,2) 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 
The design is based on the use of multiple 
feedback loops to provide wide-band gain 
together with good noise figure and terminal 
impedance matches. Referring to the circuit 
schematic in Figure 15, the gain is set primari
ly by the equation: 

(1) 

which is series-shunt feedback. There is also 
shunt-series feedback due to RF2 and RE2 
which aids in producing wideband terminal 
impedances without the need for low value 
input shunting resistors that would degrade 
the noise figure. For optimum noise perfor
mance, REI and the base resistance of 0, 
are kept as low as possible while RF2 is 
maximized. 

The noise figure is given by the following 
equation: 

NF= 

10 Log { 
[rb+ REl +~]J 

1 + 2qlCl dB (2) 
Ro 

where ICI = S.5mA, REI = 12n, rb = 130n, 
KT/q = 26mV at 25°C and Ro = 50 for a 50n 
system and 75 for a 75n system. 

November 3, 1987 

The DC input voltage level VIN can be deter
mined by the equation: 

where REI = 12n, VBE = 0.8V, ICI = 5mA 
and lea = 7mA (currents rated at Vcc = 6V). 

Under the above conditions, VIN is approxi
mately equal to 1V. 

Level shifting is achieved by emitter-follower 
03 and diode 04 which provide shunt feed
back to the emitter of 0, via RFI. The use of 
an emitter-follower buffer in this feedback 
loop essentially eliminates problems of shunt 
feedback loading on the output. The value of 
RFI = 140n is chosen to give the desired 
nominal gain. The DC output voltage VOUT 
can be determined by: 

where Vcc = 6V, R2 = 225n, IC2 = 7mA and 
IC6= 5mA. 

From here it can be seen that the output 
voltage is approximately 3.3V to give relative
ly equal positive and negative output swings. 
Diode as is included for bias purposes to 
allow direct coupling of RF2 to the base of 0 , . 
The dual feedback loops stabilize the DC 
operating point of the amplifier. 

vee 

R, 
225 

The output stage is a Darlington pair (06 and 
02) which increases the DC bias voltage on 
the input stage (0, ) to a more desirable 
value, and also increases the feedback loop 
gain. Resistor Ro optimizes the output VSWR 
(Voltage Standing Wave Ratio). Inductors L, 
and L2 are bondwire and lead inductances 
which are roughly 3nH. These improve the 
high-frequency impedance matches at input 
and output by partially resonating with 0.5pF 
of pad and package capacitance. 

POWER DISSIPATION 
CONSIDERATIONS 
When using the part at elevated temperature, 
the engineer should consider the power dissi
pation capabilities of each package. 

At the nominal supply voltage of 6V, the 
typical supply current is 25mA (30mA Max). 
For operation at supply voltages other than 
6V, see Figure 1 for Icc versus Vcc curves. 
The supply current is inversely proportional to 
temperature and varies no more than 1 mA 
between 25°C and either temperature ex
treme. The change is 0.1 % per °C over the 
range. 

The recommended operating temperature 
ranges are air-mount specifications. Better 
heat sinking benefits can be realized by 
mounting the D and EC package body against 
the PC board plane. 

R, 
650 RQ 

:t-----_--+--'VII'v--..IYYY"L-o Vour 

0, 

Figure 15_ Schematic Diagram 
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PC BOARD MOUNTING 
In order to realize satisfactory mounting of the 
NE5205 to a PC board, certain techniques 
need to be utilized. The board must be 
double-sided with copper and all pins must be 
soldered to their respective areas (i.e., all 
GND and Vee pins on the SO package). In 
addition, if the EC package is used, the case 
should be soldered to the ground plane. The 
power supply should be decoupled with a 
capacitor as close to the Vee pins as possible 
and an RF choke should be inserted between 
the supply and the device. Caution should be 
exercised in the connection of input and 
olltput pins. Standard microstrip should be 
observed wherever possible. There should be 
no solder bumps or burrs or any obstructions 
in the signal path to cause launching prob
lems. The path should be as straight as 
possible and lead lengths as short as possi
ble from the part to the cable connection. 
Another important consideration is that the 

S" - INPUT RETURN LOSS 

POWER REFLECTED 
FROM INPUT PORT 

POWER AVAILABLE FROM 
GENERATOR AT INPUT PORT 

S., - REVERSE TRANSMISSION LOSS 
OR ISOLATION 

Sl2 iiV REVERSE TRANSDUCER 
POWER GAIN 

input and output should be AC coupled. This 
is because at Vee = 6V, the input is approxi
mately at 1V while the output is at 3.3V. The 
output must be decoupled into a low imped
ance system or the DC bias on the output of 
the amplifier will be loaded down causing loss 
of output power. The easiest way to decouple 
the entire amplifier is by soldering a high 
frequency chip capacitor directly to the input 
and output pins of the device. This circuit is 
shown in Figure 16. Follow these recommen
dations to get the best frequency response 
and noise immunity. The board design is as 
important as the integrated circuit design 
itself. 

SCATTERING PARAMETERS 
The primary specifications for the NE/SAI 
SE5205 are listed as S-parameters. S-param
eters are measurements of incident and re
flected currents and voltages between the 

S2' 

s" S22 

S'2 

Figure 17a. Two-Port Network Defined 

S21 - FORWARD TRANSMISSION LOSS 
OR INSERTION GAIN 

S21 "'VTRANSDUCER POWER GAIN 

S22 - OUTPUT RETURN LOSS 

POWER REFLECTED 
FROM OUTPUT PORT 

POWER AVAILABLE FROM 
GENERATOR AT OUTPUT PORT 

Figure 17b 
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source, amplifier and load as well as trans
mission losses. The parameters for a two-port 
network are defined in Figure 17. 

vcc 

f--o VaUT 

AC 
COUPLING 
CAPACITOR 

Figure 16. Circuit Schematic 
for Coupling and Power Supply 

Decoupling 

Actual S-parameter measurements using an 
HP network analyzer (model 6505A) and an 
HP S-parameter tester (models 8503A1B) are 
shown in Figure 18. 

Values for the figures below are measured 
and specified in the data sheet to ease 
adaptation and comparison of the NE/SAI 
SE5205 to other high-frequency amplifiers. 
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75n System 
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The most important parameter is S21. It is 
defined as the square root of the power gain, 
and, in decibels, is equal to voltage gain as 
shown below: 

ZD = ZIN = ZOUT for the NE/SAlSES20S 

VIN2 0- NE/SAI f-o VOUT2 
PIN = __ SES20S POUT = __ 

ZD 0- ZD 1-0 ZD 

VOUT 2 

POUT ~ VOUT 2 
:. -- = --2- = --2- = PI 

PIN VIN VIN 

ZD 
PI = VI2 

PI = Insertion Power Gain 

VI = Insertion Voltage Gain 

Measured value for the 
NE/SAlSES20S = 1 S2112 = 100 

POUT 1 12 :. PI =--= S21 = 100 
PIN 

VOUT -
and VI = -- = 11 PI = S21 = 10 

VIN 

In decibels: 

PI(dB) = 10 Log 1 S21 12 = 20dB 

VI(dB) = 20 Log S21 = 20dB 

:. PI(dB) = VI(dB) = S21(dB) = 20dB 

Also measured on the same system are the 
respective voltage standing wave ratios. 
These are shown in Figure 19. The VSWR 
can be seen to be below 1.S across the entire 
operational frequency range. 

Relationships exist between the input and 
output return losses and the voltage standing 
wave ratios. These relationships are as fol
lows: 

1 .• 

1.8 

1.7 

~ 1.6 

~ 1.5 

~ 
~ 

1.' 
1.3 = Zo=750 

1.2 

1.1 -Zo=500 

1.0 
10' 6 B 102 

FREQUENCY-MHz 

INPUT RETURN LOSS = S,ldB 
S11dB = 20 Log 1 S11 1 

OUTPUT RETURN LOSS = S22dB 
S22dB = 20 Log 1 S22 1 

11 +SI,1 
INPUT VSWR = -I --I';;; 1.S 

1-S" 

11 + S221 
OUTPUT VSWR = -I --I';;; 1.S 

1 -S22 

1dB GAIN COMPRESSION AND 
SATURATED OUTPUT POWER 
The 1 dB gain compression is a measurement 
of the output power level where the small
signal insertion gain magnitude decreases 
1 dB from its low power value. The decrease 
is due to nonlinearities in the amplifier, an 
indication of the point of transition between 
small-signal operation and the large signal 
mode. 

The saturated output power is a measure of 
the amplifier's ability to deliver power into an 
external load. It is the value of the amplifier's 
output power when the input is heavily over
driven. This includes the sum of the power in 
all harmonics. 

INTERMODULATION INTERCEPT 
TESTS 
The intermodulation intercept is an expres
sion of the low level linearity of the amplifier. 
The intermodulation ratio is the difference in 
dB between the fundamental output signal 
level and the generated distortion product 
level. The relationship between intercept and 
intermodulation ratio is illustrated in Figure 
20, which shows product output levels plotted 
versus the level of the fundamental output for 
two equal strength output signals at different 
frequencies. The upper line shows the funda
mental output plotted against itself with a 1 dB 

2.0 . .. 
'.8 

'.7 
I.' 

~~t 

~ 
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>-

~ 
" o 1.3 

• ~ 2 
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to 1 dB slope. The second and third order 
products lie below the fundamentals and 
exhibit a 2:1 and 3:1 slope, respectively. 

The intercept pOint for either product is the 
intersection of the extensions of the product 
curve with the fundamental output. 

The intercept point is determined by measur
ing the intermodulation ratio at a single output 
level and projecting along the appropriate 
product slope to the point of intersection with 
the fundamental. When the intercept point is 
known, the intermodulation ratio can be de
termined by the reverse process. The second 
order IMR is equal to the difference between 
the second order intercept and the funda
mental output level. The third order IMR is 
equal to twice the difference between the 
third order intercept and the fundamental 
output level. These are expressed as: 

IP2 = POUT + IMR2 

IP3 = POUT + IMR3/2 

where POUT is the power level in dBm of each 
of a pair of equal level fundamental output 
signals, IP2 and IP3 are the second and third 
order output intercepts in dBm, and IMR2 and 
IMR3 are the second and third order inter
modulation ratios in dB. The intermodulation 
intercept is an indicator of intermodulation 
performance only in the small Signal operat
ing range of the amplifier. Above some output 
level which is below the 1dB compression 
pOint, the active device moves into large
signal operation. At this point the intermodu
lation products no longer follow the straight 
line output slopes, and the intercept descrip
tion is no longer valid. It is therefore important 
to measure IP2 and IP3 at output levels well 
below 1 dB compression. One must be care
ful, however, not to select too low levels 
because the test equipment may not be able 
to recover the signal from the noise. For the 
NE/SAlSES205 we have chosen an output 
level of -1 0.5dBm with fundamental frequen
cies of 100.000 and 100.01 MHz, respectively. 

I ! 
~t 

TA=2S"C 
-r-T-r-- vee 6V 

T ~ ~ 

6 B 102 

FREaUENCY -MHz 

i ,-

a. Input VSWR vs Frequency b. Output VSWR vs Frequency 

Figure 19. Input/Output VSWR vs Frequency 
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ADDITIONAL READING ON 
SCATTERING PARAMETERS 
For more information regarding S-parame
ters, please refer to High-Frequency Amplifi
ers by Ralph S. Carson of the University of 
Missouri, Rolla, Copyright 1985; published by 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 

"S-Parameter Techniques for Faster, More 
Accurate Network Design", HP App Note 95-
1, Richard W. Anderson, 1967, HP Journal. 

"S-Parameter Design", HP App Note 154, 
1972. 
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DESCRIPTION 
The NE/SE5539 is a very wide band
width, high slew rate, monolithic opera
tional amplifier for use in video amplifi
ers, RF amplifiers, and extremely high 
slew rate amplifiers. 

Emitter-follower inputs provide a true 
differential high input impedance device. 
Proper external compensation will allow 
design operation over a wide range of 
closed-loop gains, both inverting and 
non-inverting, to meet specific design 
requirements. 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• Bandwidth 

- Unity gain - 350M Hz 
- Full power - 48MHz 
- GBW - 1.2 GHz at 17dB 

• Slew rate: SOOtV /-IS 

• AVOL: 52dB typical 
• Low noise - 4nVlYHz typical 
• MIL-STD processing available 

APPLICATIONS 
• High speed datacomm 
• Video monitors & TV 
• Satellite communications 
• Image processing 
• RF instrumentation & oscillators 
• Magnetic storage 
• Military communications 

DESCRIPTION TEMPERATURE RANGE ORDER CODE 

14-Pin Plastic DIP o to +70°C NE5539N 

14-Pin Plastic SO o to +70°C NE5539D 

14-Pin Cerdip o to +70°C NE5539F 

14-Pin Plastic DIP -55°C to + 125°C SE5539N 

14-Pin Cerdip -55°C to +125°C SE5539F 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vcc Supply voltage ±12 V 

PDMAX Maximum power dissipation, 
T A = 25°C (still-air)2 

F package 1.17 W 
N package 1.45 W 
D package 0.99 W 

TSTG Storage t~mperature range -65 to +150 °C 

TJ Max junction temperature 150 °C 

TA Operating temperature range 
NE o to 70 °C 
SE -55 to +125 °C 

TSOLD Lead temperature (10sec max) 300 °C 

NOTES: 
I. Differential input voltage should not exceed O.2SV to prevent excessive input bias current and 

common·mode voltage 2.SV. These voltage limits may be exceeded if current is limited to less 
than IOmA. 

2. Derate above 2S"C, at the fonowing rates: 
F package at 9.3 mW I"C 
N package at 11.6 mW I"C 
D package at 7.9 mW I"C 
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EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

(12) FREQUENCY COMP. 

(10) +Vcc 

1-114 
IN VEATING INPUT 

I 

V ~-F > 
(T)l 

ON-INVERTlNG 
,..,. I-

INPUT 

~ (t-- I ,..,.~v 
,..,. 

t-----<> (8) OUTPUT 

2.2K 

(7)GNO 

J f-K 
""' v 

""' 
(3) -Yee 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vcc = ± 8V, T A = 25°C, unless otherwise specified. 

SE5539 NE5539 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Over temp 2 5 
Vas I nput offset voltage Va = OV, Rs = lOOn mV 

TA = 25°C 2 3 2.5 5 

!!Nos/AT 5 5 JJvrc 

Over temp 0.1 3 
los Input offset current p.A 

TA = 25°C 0.1 1 2 

Alas/AT 0.5 0.5 nArC 

Over temp 6 25 
IB Input bias current 

TA = 25°C 
p.A 

5 13 5 20 

AlB/AT 10 10 nArC 

CMRR Common-mode rejection ratio F = 1kHz, Rs = lOOn, VCM ± 1.7V 70 80 70 80 dB 

Over temp 70 80 dB 

RIN Input impedance 100 100 kn 

ROUT Output impedance 10 10 .11 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) vcc = ± 8V, T A = 25°C, unless otherwise specified. 

SE5539 NE5539 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

RL = 150n to GND and + Swing +2.3 +2.7 
VOUT Output voltage swing 

470n to -Vee 
V 

-Swing -1.7 -2.2 

+ Swing +2.3 +3.0 
Over temp V 

RL =2kn to -Swing -1.5 -2.1 
VOUT Output voltage swing 

GND + Swing +2.5 +3.1 
TA = 25°C V 

-Swing -2.0 -2.7 

Over temp 14 18 
lee+ Positive supply current Vo = 0, R1 = 00 rnA 

TA = 25°C 14 17 14 18 

Over temp 11 15 
lee- Negative supply current Vo = 0, R1 = 00 rnA 

TA = 25°C 11 14 11 15 

Over temp 300 1000 
PSRR Power supply rejection ratio I!"vcc = ± 1V IlVIV 

TA = 25°C 200 1000 

AVOL Large signal voltage gain 
Vo= +2.3V, -1.7V 

47 52 57 dB 
RL = 150n to GND, 470n to -Vee 

AVOL Large signal voltage gain 
Vo=+2.3V, -1.7V 

dB 
RL =2n to GND TA = 25°C 47 52 57 

Vo = +2.5V, -2.0V Over temp 46 60 
AVOL Large signal voltage gain 

RL = 2kn to GND 
dB 

TA = 25°C 48 53 58 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee = ± 6V, T A = 25°C, unless otherwise specified. 

SE5539 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Over temp 2 5 
Vos Input offset voltage mV 

TA = 25°C 2 3 

Over temp 0.1 3 
los Input offset current 

TA=25°C 
J.LA 

0.1 1 

Over temp 5 20 
Is Input bias current J.LA 

TA = 25°C 4 10 

CMRR Common-mode rejection ratio VeM = ± 1.3V, Rs = lOOn 70 85 dB 

Over temp 11 14 
lee+ Positive supply current rnA 

TA = 25°C 11 13 

Over temp 8 11 
lee- Negative supply current rnA 

TA = 25°C 8 10 

Over temp 300 1000 
PSRR Power supply rejection ratio t:,vee= ± 1V p.VIV 

TA = 25°C 

+ Swing +1.4 +2.0 
Over temp 

RL = 150n to GND -Swing -1.1 -1.7 
VOUT Output voltage swing 

and 390n to -Vee 
V 

+ Swing +1.5 +2.0 
TA = 25°C 

-Swing -1.4 -1.8 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vcc = ± 8V. RL = 150.11 to GND & 470.11 to - vcc. unless otherwise specified. 

SE5539 NE5539 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

BW Gain bandwidth product ACL = 7. Va = 0.1 Vp.p 1200 1200 MHz 

Small-signal bandwidth ACL = 2. RL = 150.111 110 110 MHz 

ts Settling time ACL = 2. RL = 150.111 15 15 ns 

SR Slew rate ACL = 2. RL = 150.111 600 600 V/IlS 

tpD Propagation delay ACL = 2. RL = 150.111 7 7 ns 

Full power response ACL = 2. RL = 150.111 48 48 MHz 

Full power response Av = 7. RL = 150.111 20 20 MHz 

Input noise voltage Rs = 50.11. 1 MHz 4 4 nV/YHz 

Input noise current 1MHz 6 6 pA/YHz 

NOTE: 
1. External compensation. 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vcc = ±6V. RL = 150.11 to GND and 390.11 to -VCC. unless otherwise specified. 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

BW Gain bandwidth product 

Small-signal bandwidth 

ts Settling time 

SR Slew rate 

tpD Propagation delay 

Full power response 

NOTE: 
1. External compensation. 

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES 

NE5539 Open-Loop Phase 

~ 90 

e 
w 
~ 180 
J: .. 

270 

360 
1MHz 
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SE5539 
TEST CONDITIONS 

Min Typ 

ACL = 7 700 

ACL = 21 120 

ACL = 21 23 

ACL = 21 330 

ACL = 21 4.5 

ACL = 21 20 

NE5539 Open-Loop Gain 
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TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CURVES (Continued) 

Power Bandwidth (SEI 

i 1-----3$B,W.--j----'i;:\ 

B 3r-----,r--~-~--~ 

GAIN (-2) 
VCC= .!:8V 
RL. = 2KH 

,L--------L-----~-L---~ 
1~ 1011Hz , ...... 

FREOUENCY IH.) 

SE5539 Open-Loop Gain vs Frequency 

'ICC = :::6'1 
At. = 121S!1 

~~~-----~,.~~~-----~~-~~ 
FReQUENCY (HI) 

SE5539 Open-Loop Phase vs Frequency 

"" 3." , 

2 

~ · • g -· 
~ -· 

2 
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Power Bandwidth (NEI 

r-

I ! ~ 
I 

ld88.W 

"-~ 
'Icc::: :::sv 
At. = 150\! 

I'-GA"(-2) 

, ..... 
f'AEQUENCY (HI) 

Power Bandwidth 

--
"" '\ \. 

_\. 
GA"(-7) - At.::: ISO!! 

'" , ..... 
FREQUENCY (H.) 

Gain Bandwidth Product vs Frequency 

AV '" Xl0 

ir??Sl;;::~ I F ,'''011 + 
2 

I 
'ICC = ~6V 

I ~ At. = ISO!! 

AV= X7.5 

3dB1 TH 

I -,......i".,.TH ""<{(;i ~ 
'wL---____ ~ _______ ~ __ ~ 

, ..... I 
FREQUENCY (HII) '00"" 

NOTE 
Indicate. typiCilI 
dietribution -55-C .s T A .s 12S·C 
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CIRCUIT LAYOUT 
CONSIDERATIONS 
As may be expected for an ultra-high frequen
cy, wide-gain bandwidth amplifier, the physi-

()f'TIQNAL 

OFFSET 
AC>.!. 

cal circuit layout is extremely critical. Bread
boarding is not recommended. A double
sided copper-clad printed cirucit board will 
result in more favorable system operation. An 

·F 

example utilizing a 28dB non-inverting amp is 
shown in Figure 1. 

+v o--Wlr----D 

I 
• -

·5 

NOTES: 
R 1 = 75n 5% CARBON 
R2 = 7Sf2: 5% CARBON 
A3 = 7Sn 5% CARBON 
R4 = 36k 5% CARBON 

Top Plane Copper1 
(Component Side) 

-v 
§ .,. +v 

Vi ~ .fb CUI 

aa. ~ 0 -_0 0 .. 0 

I 
NE5539 

, 
Vo 

w/comp' 

NOTE: 

·4 

v,. 

., 
75 

Rs = 20k TAIMPOT (CERMET) 
RF = 1.Sk (28dB GAIN) 
R6 = 470n 5% CARBON 

Component Side 
(Component Layout) 

NOTES: 
(Xl indicates ground connection to top plane. 
'Rs is on bottom side. 

RFC 3T # 26 BUSS WIRE ON 
FERROXCUBE VK 200 09/3B CORE 
BYPASS CAPACITORS 
1nF CERAMIC 
(MEPCO OR EQUIV.) 

Bottom Plane 
Copper1 

1. Bond edges of top and bottom ground plane copper. 

Figure 1. 28dB Non-Inverting Amp Sample PC Layout 
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NE5539 COLOR VIDEO 
AMPLIFIER 
The NE5539 wideband operational amplifier 
is easily adapted for use as a color video 
amplifier. A typical circuit is shown in Figure 2 
along with vector-scope 1 photographs show
ing the amplifier differential gain and phase 
response to a standard five-step modulated 
staircase linearity signal (Figures 3, 4 and 5). 
As can be seen in Figure 4, the gain varies 
less than 0.5% from the bottom to the top of 
the staircase. The maximum differential 
phase shown in Figure 5 is approximately 
+0.1°. 

The amplifier circuit was optimized for a 751:1. 
input and output termination impedance with 
a gain of approximately 10 (20d8). 

NOTE: 
1. The input signal was 200mV and the output 2V. 

Vee was ±8V. 

Figure 3. Input Signal 

NOTE: 

75 

750 

~ 22 .. 

470 

-v 
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1--6dBLOSS-1 

Zo = 7512 
75 

75 

Figure 2. NE5539 Video Amplifier 

Figure 4. Differential Gain < 0.5% 

Instruments used for these measurements were Tektronix 146 NTSC test signal generator, 520A NTSC vectorseope, and 1480 waveform monitor. 
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APPLICATIONS 

lK 
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Figure 5. Differential Phase + 0.1 0 

+8V 

470 118 
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Figure 6. Non-Inverting Follower 

+8V 

Figure 7. Inverting Follower 
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GEORGIA 
Atlanta 

Phone: (404) 594-1392 

ILLINOIS 
Itasca 

Phone: (312) 250-0050 

INDIANA 
Kokomo 

Phone: (317)459-5355 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Westford 

Phone: (508) 692-6211 

MICHIGAN 
Farmington Hills 

Phone: (313) 553-0070 

MINNESOTA 
Edina 

Phone: (612)835-7455 

NEW JERSEY 
ParalPpanr: 

Phone: 201) 334-4405 

May 1989 

Sales Offices, 
Representatives & 
Distributors 

NEW YORK FLORIDA NEW YORK 
Hau~pauge Clearwater Ithaca 

Pone: (516) 348-7877 Sigma Technical Assoc. Bob Dean. Inc. 

Wa~~lngera Falla 
Phone: (813) 791-0271 Phone: (607) 257-1111 

one: (914) 297-4074 Ft. Lauderdale OHIO 
Sigma Technical Assoc. Centerville 

NORTH CAROLINA Plione: (305) 731-5995 Bear Marketin.& Inc. 
Raleigh 

ILLINOIS 
Phone: (513) 6-2061 

Phone: (919) 781-1900 
Hoffman Estatea Richfield 

OHIO Micro-Tex. Inc. Bear Markeli~. Inc. 
Columbus Phone: (312)382-3001 Phone: (216) 59-3131 

Phone: (614) 888-7143 
INDIANA OKLAHOMA 

Da~ton Indlana~lIs 
Tulsa 

hone: (513) 294-7340 Moh eld Marketing. Inc. Jerry Robison 
and Associates 

OREGON 
Phone: (317) 546-6969 Phone: (918) 665-3562 

Beaverton IOWA OREGON 
Phone: (503) 627-0110 Cedar Rapids Beaverton 

PENNSYLVANIA 
J.R. Sales Western Technical Sales 

Plymouth Meetln~ 
Phone: (319) 393-2232 Phone: (503) 644-8860 

Phone: (215) 8 5-4404 MARYLAND PENNSYLVANIA 

TENNESSEE 
Columbia Plllsbu~h 

Third Wave Solutions. Inc. Bear arketi~ Inc. 
Greeneville Phone: (301) 290-5990 Phone: (412) 1-2002 

Phone: (615) 639-0251 
MASSACHUSETTS Hatboro 

TEXAS Needham Heights Delta Technical 
Austin Kanan Associates Sales. Inc. 

Phone: (512) 339-9944 Phone: (617) 449-7400 Phone: (215) 975-0600 

Houston MICHIGAN UTAH 
Phone: (713)668-1989 Bloomfield Hills Salt Lake City 

Enco Marketing Electrodyne 
Richardson Phone: (313) 338-8600 Phone: (801) 264-8050 

Phone: (214) 644-3500 
MINNESOTA WASHINGTON 

CANADA Eden Prairie Bellevue 
Western Technical Sales SIGNETlCS CANADA, High Technolo~Sales Phone: (206) 641-3900 

LTD. Phone: (612) 9 7274 
Etoblcoke, Ontario MISSOURI 

Spokane 
Phone: (416) 626-6676 Western Technical Sales 

Bridgeton Phone: (509) 922-7600 
Ner,esn, Ontario Centech. Inc. 

WISCONSIN hone: (613) 225-5467 Phone: (314) 291-4230 
Waukesha 

Raytown Micro-Tex. Inc. 
REPRESENTATIVES Centech. Inc. Phone: (414) 542-5352 

Phone: (816)358-8100 
CANADA 

ARIZONA NEW HAMPSHIRE Burnaby, B.C. 
Scolladale Hookset Tech-Trek. Ltd. 

Thorn Luke Sales. Inc. Kanan Associates Phone: (604) 439-1373 
Phone: (602)941-1901 Phone: (603) 645-0209 Mlsslssauga, Ontario 

CALIFORNIA NEW JERSEY Tech-Trek. Ltd. 
Orangevale East Hanover Phone: (416) 238-0366 

Webster Associates Emtec Sales. Inc. NeC' Ontario Phone: (916) 989-0843 Phone: (201) 428-0600 ech-Trek. Ltd. 

CONNECTICUT NEW MEXICO 
Phone: (613) 225-5161 

Fairfield Albu~uerqUe Ville St. Laurent, Quebec 
NRG. Umited F. . Sales Tech-Trek. Ltd. 
Phone: (203) 384-1112 Phone: (505) 345-5553 Phone: (514) 337-7540 
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Signetics 

Sales Offices, Representatives & Distributors 

DISTRIBUTORS DENMARK Philips Components Japan SOUTH AFRICA 

Contact one of our 
Philips Components AIS Tokyo ' SA Phl:t (PTY), Ltd. 
Copenhagen S Phone: 81-3-280-2620 Ran urg 

local distributors: Phone: 45-1-54-11-33 Phone: 27-11-a89-3911 
Anthem Electronics 

FINLAND 
KOREA 

Avnet Electronics Phlllpa Industries, Ltd. SPAIN 
Aztech Electronics Oy Philips Ab seoul Coc: S•A• 
HamiltonfAvnet Electronics 

Espoo Phone: 82-2-794-5011 lona 
Marshall Industries 

Phone: 358-0-502-61 f2f3f4f5 Phone: 34-3-301-63-12 

Schweber Electronics FRANCE MALAYSIA SWEDEN 
WyleflEMG R.T.C. Compelec Philips Malaysia SDN 
Zentronics, Ltd. Issy-les-Moulineaux Bernhad 

Philips Components A.B. 
Cedex Stockholm 
Phone: 33-1-40-93-80-00 Pulau Penang Phone: 46-8-782-10-00 

FOR SIGNETICS Phone: 60-4-870-055 

PRODUCTS 
GERMANY 

MEXICO 
SWITZERLAND 

WORLDWIDE: 
Valvo 

Panamtek 
Philips Components A.G. 

Hamburg Zuerich 
ARGENTINA Phone: 49-40-3-296-0 Guadalajara, Jal Phone: 41-1-488-2211 

Phone: 52-36-30-30-29 
Philips Argentina SA. GREECE TAIWAN Buenos Aires Phlll:: S,A. Hellenlque Mexico, D. F. Philips Taiwan, Ltd. Phone:54-1-541-7141 A ens Phone: 52-5-586-84-43 
AUSTRALIA Phone: 30-1-4894-339 Taipei 

NETHERLANDS PhOne: 886-2-712"{)500 
Philips Electronic HONG KONG Philips Nederland THAILAND Components & Mat'l Ltd. Philips Hong Kong, Ltd. 

Artarmon, N.S.W. Kwai Chung, Kowloon 
Eindhoven Philips Electrical Co. 

Phone: 61-2-439-3322 Phone: 852-0-245-121 
Phone: 31-40-444-755 of Thailand Ltd. 

AUSTRIA INDIA NEW ZEALAND Bangkok 

Osterlfchlsche Philips Pelco Electronics Philips New Zealand Ltd. Phone: 66--2-223-6330/9 

Wien & Elect. Ltd. Auckland TURKEY 
Phone: 43-222-60-1 01 Bombay Phone: 64-9-605-914 

Turk Philips 
--820 Phone: 91-22-493-0311 NORWAY TIcaretA.S. 

BELGIUM INDONESIA Norsk AfS Philips Istanbul 
SA. MBLE Components P.T. PhlllCII-Ralin Oslo Phone: 90-1-179-27-70 

Brussels Electron cs Phone: 47-2-66-02"{)0 
UNITED KINGDOM Phone: 32-2-525-61-11 Jakarta Salatan 

BRAZIL Phone: 62-21-512-572 PERU Philips Components 
Cadesa London 

Philips Do Brasil, Ltda. IRELAND San Isidro Phone: 44-1-580-6633 
Sao Paulo Philips Electrical Ltd. Phone: 51-14-707..{)80 
Phone: 55-11-211-2600 Dublin UNITED STATES 

CHILE Phone: 353-1-69-33-55 PHILIPPINES Signetics International 

Philips Chilena S.A. ISRAEL Ph~ndustrial Dev., Inc. Co&,:' 
Santiago Ra~ac Electronics, Ltd. 

ti Metro Manila unnyvale, California 

Phone: 56..{)2"{)77-3816 el Aviv Phone: 63-2--810-01-61 Phone: (408) 991-2000 

CHINA, Phone: 972-3-477115 PORTUGAL URUGUAY 
PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF ITALY Philips Portuguesa SA Luzllectron S.A. 
Philips Hong Kong, Ltd. Ph:S.P.A. Lisbon Montevideo 

Kwai Chung, Kowloon llano Phone:351-1-68-31-21 Phone: 598-91-56-411 
Phone: 852-0-424-5121 Phone: 38-2-67-52-1 42143/44 

SINGAPORE 
COLUMBIA JAPAN Philips Project Dev. VENEZUELA 
Iprelenso, Ltda. Philips Components Japan Pte., Ltd. Magnetica SA. 
~ota Osaka-Shi Singapore aracas 
Phone: 57-1-2497624 Phone: 81-6-389-7722 Phone: 65-350-2000 Phone: 58-2-241-7509 
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Signetics 

Linear Products 

Integrated Circuits: 

In the U.S 

Outside the U.S 

May 1989 

Ordering Information 

Contact your local Signetics sales office representative. 

Contact your local "Philips Components" sales office. 
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Signetics 
a dIVISion of North American Philips Corporation 

Signetlcs Company 
811 E. ArQues Avenue 

P. O. Box 3409 
Sunnyvale, Cali forn ia 94088·3409 

Telephone 408/991-2000 

9B-2000-300 
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